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Ccoativlty l8 a dlatloetivo hustan trai t «rlil<3h haa patwfl^md 
man luiliailtad poaoilailities of ttiougtit aoa aotien* Man* i£ ha 
ctmem^B can rospoctd to aitasaticwQS In a stiHraotyp<^ maimar lay 
using hia roaaonin^ faouXtias oaly or he siay chooaa to be 
tsaaginativ© and yo beyond tho custcxaory tmy® of dteaHng idth 
!iis anviromaant. 
Pay«3tioi<»giats l ike sitlttner aaaart that human boio^a ara 
motiiaad and oonditionad by t^ @ anviroamant in rigid aimoat 
inaaeapabtia waya. ccmtrary to tliis beiiaf tba imiraaniatic 
payelioJbogiata i»;i>pouixl that man ia ao adapttfbia and fiaxibia 
tdiat ha ean ii^ MHrata tiiias^aif froBi tha ahaesaaa of hi* taaoai 
gmmpotimm* AKIWH. llVIt) oaya* "oraativity ia aiia of tba Major 
•waita by whi^ taMan tooing liberataa hiouMiif froHi tHa fattara 
not onXy of bis «oisditionad raapooaen btst also of bis mmH 
Adior (itaa) boUatad that tho iadiiridaal. ptmmmmm m 
«caativ« pomm m ahajpa hia or bar oifn Ufa* aogiws (Itif> 
«oo agva«id idiat tha oraatiiP«i aaaifig of i i f a i» mm and aftgni-
i ioaat way* ariaaa fffon tha OKamioatiQii itf CMnwtlaaa p—tMJi t i—# 
Potmitiaily csmti^m p^smotm Oimemgn nwwa in thm m»UMAtlm& 
oird»r« Thity Mieet AoJ^ uUcms mad ei«»«ific««ioii« knowi iwtm tm 
pmBU ttmy h«v« a pMiUiN» pgmtmsmmo for «iMtrdtair md iVMQO* 
Xarlties and pff09i<S« a Idottox: orAar by tiixning thalr invant&ira 
capaoitlas into mshX&v&samtB in the world o£ r«aiity« Uaiika 
tha ereativoo thm ncm^oraatliMi afiies away from idoaa mtd anotitma 
m»d dovotao bis 4Miar^ a@ and tliotigiies to iii|»araoiial tiiio^a and 
c^iaeta. Zn a aanaa ha @aak« rafuga fron tha tucmoii ^ lat 
personal imroivai^ Msrit witJi |»aopia would oauaa in him* Ha i s also 
ultra^oautioua in aii^»rassing his £aaiinga* bacausa for Mm tlMty 
ara dangarouo territory that ha i s afraid o£ antaring. 
This i s tha raasoR why Barron (i969) points out that tha 
croativa parson in a s a n ^ aoas somothing for a l l of us sisipiy 
by baio^« and pavhaps w@ help oorsalves i^an %rai haip sudfi 
parsons in tlia proeass of thair eraativa yafoidiag. 
Today* pttopia in divarsa fiaXds ara eoocaraad with ef#ft* 
t iv i ty* persons vam^oasibla for pianning for tha ftttura# aaik 
aaraativtt soitttioos to oootanporary and ftstura pvotoianist 
aoiasitist M ^ aaswars to d i f f i eo l t taehnioal. quastioiui* 
vaqpjtirifig CHBWpIwi inmovatiwa raim^aosasi and adisMitors asa 
^BSiP^jB^^l^^apai^aainifc^K ISP*"* ^IWIS^^^^^P^W •P^I^ ' IWI WPI^S SIP ^ P ^•••^wiah^Bsap^^^^ ^ww^ Tiip^ip%ipp^iissa*s*awjg| ^ W ^ ^ F ^ ^ lafc'i^^'^^^aaiSiFii^p^js" 
I I I omr fttst**#iaiigifig soeiaty whosv IiaowliMlgta i s incHraasiikg 
^•v ^ ^ ^BpMP ^H^v^iP^vMai^i^ia ™^ ^K^BrWw ttiFA|P^iv^^ma^ ^^W^S^S'^F ^ S <^aaip ^ B W " IWWP TJS^BWW* ai* a^^i^^^p™i^* ^p ^ /^^^ ^^P^^ ^^P™W ^p^s* ^F ^W 
litsi* 
Not to latiUao this psm^rnxm • t tf i lmt* tm fiansfia f«r 
tooth ths individual aod «oei«ty« i>«opi« wlio do not xoaiioc 
tlwir jpetttfitiaiititts toooMM piiaoid «iid wem not «bio to thi i^ 
b«]ro»<i thtt inmodiato and in «aitv«»o tmtma biaeomo poy<aiioiogi<saii]r 
uahoaithy or montaiiy i i i , tiuraoxouA paychoiogisto httvo boon 
onpliaaisting tho point tliat eroativity ia an ia|»ort«ot aopoet of 
cMntai haaitti* 
j^vartheieasir croat i^ty l^ aa raoainod nogiootad and 
adyoation has invariabiy ai^haaiaod intal.iig€»oa of turn at tlie 
aacpanae o€ tho fosraor. X»Q« ntaaauraa haire l»can wiad to asMtss 
individual diffar^:ico0 in cogniticm aa i f thay am!OS|>aas<»dl aiX 
mantal a b i l i t i a s . 
Ropaatad atudias o£ orc^tiva chiidran haa doRionatratod 
that <Kmv«ntional aohooiing tuxtsad th^r. into p&ot iaaroer»« and 
wastod thaic taionta. Payt^ioiogiats liHa Torraneo* Tmftmf» 
8ajrron« ifiidaoa« Getzeis and Jadeaoa and othara havo mK^tumlnmi 
tho m]r9ant naod for groatar eroativity aod iaa» xoutino ooofflCldty 
in aohooia* sr iof ly tisair argimmit i a that moataX atollitias asa 
fftr too 4tt.v<ttrao to bo indieatod by a ain^i* X«Q« Thay alaiia 
that ^yoSioiogiata and o^ieatora hava ia»9oiy ignoffod a «flMil« 
oiaaa of aKiilitiaa of tho inatinativa and pcodnetiva MnA* 
Xt ia an alnoat obviaoa foot that oroativitY i« fdiMPagad 
and iaoi i i tod by good aoeaca tm^Sn^ Otoont tha aoif «nd othoco 
«Bd i t oot i ikoiy to flonriah in an anvirenMMit which ia hett i lo 
m iatfifilocoiit* 
«Moiig «oliool el)iJLdc«ii. X£ tuiaAhers aro iib«r«l,t tolaxaat and 
do not iiiaiat on aat pattarn of tliinlcing and bahavioutal, nomem 
ttmt ®«a oartalnly iibarata the oeaatlva potaotial lataat in 
oliild*a paraonaiity* Bat i t i s oftan »mn that our aolioeflL 
taachara aetivaXy ^aoouraga novol i<kM8# and InlnijuwMlaiit 
ttiinieing tof imiiibiting a atroog pcofaffanee for eoafocHiiat 
8tx»3(emt «ilio may ba lii^^y intalligant but not hi^^y erwitivo* 
Instead o£ a BfBtmn that plaoao amsitiaaia on aoadteiiG stan* 
ajrds« oxj^iDcttlan ro0tiXts» cramaed answarsr ym noad a ayatam 
daaignad to ^m&Xop tho whoia parson* tha fulX T&ag<Bt o€ potan-
t iai i t ios o£ oach individual atu^oit. Tim affootiv«ri«9a of 
aotiooia in haipdn^ popila raaii®® t^eir |^»tantial dap«Kida to 
BORMi iodtont on tha attitude of taochara. 
mm!&0 the ujtgiont naad of tJtm proa^at atu^ and i t ia hi^ad 
that tiiia %MMek i»ouid halp in modifying maam of tha xtqiA 
attitndaa tonarda oraatiira ehiia£an« 
Tiiia a«a^ attMpta to iovaatigata taaohara* attitioda 
toward Mgli X*Q. iaaa «Mativo vmemm high oraativa m^mmgB 
itttaliioattt atttiaaRta of a^eoodary aahoola of iMokam aity* 
IgrifiSlMii * ^^ hvvothaaia for tha atndy ia that taa^iafa* 
a^ii«eda fmnmd iifcgii S*Q* iaaa evaatia« atiadMit ia aova MtmmnUkm 
tliMi tewwr^ higilily ere«tivtt mrm&g» lnt«Uig«nt stiidhHit** 
ffflTi^lif * th» 9mtt^m eonvistod of 3S3 •todwita* 3di bor< «»d 
iS2 gists atttd l^iiig in csiass ninth of the mmeaa^&xf »dtmoX» of 
Li^ kaow oitjr* The toooiiars o£ thoso stadonts irar« Aiso ioeiuaod 
in tJtm study* 
For th^ studontss 
1. Mi58®d l.yixi Oroti^ :: 'S?«£t of IntolIiQCsico (voiltol and non-
vorbai) dosignod lay Mohrotra <X976} • 
2« TrenOfi of Xfrnglnatltm isc&lQ* Cottetxwetmd Isxif ^aitJi (1972). 
For tJtm toachorst 
hm Tmncimra* Attitsadki Snv«aitory, 
B, Toaehors* proforaneG scaio. 
On tho feaain of *XntoI.l.i90Boa Test* and *Creatiirity Teat* 
tswe 9»Mq^ of atudanta t i i^ s«o« ieaa opeati've «« oei»-<arentive 
end the iiigli oreative average inteiii^ent nere identified* An 
ettilaida ecrade naa diatribtitod to eiass teaehers mi& etti^ Jeet 
teachers %fith a viet^ to stodsr their attit»<!te teimrde the «l>ove 
SMMitionod ^oups* 
KiftWMMiiMgMfawflBBMtyjBMl 
TtM ttm gemtpB of stuatots w«e« cmiistiti»t«il «riiii ttMi ii^ip 
of vmm m»A «t«iidtxid doviation* tbemm wlw woro two ttaiidard 
deviation aSbovm tho mean on eroativitf tost «ad anrorogo in 
iotoiligwieo ooootitutod ttio high ecoatiiro ggwsp» utiiio tiioao 
i^ tio %fOiro tMO starNlard aovi#tion «klKyi^  ^ o mo£Ui on ifltftiiiig««K»i 
to@t a»a l>aio«r acvorago in c^oativity eotistittttod tho highly 
intoi l igent gco^« 
Tho toaehora iMire di^dodl into two gffotspe <»i the basio of 
score® (^tainad cm a three point soalo inve^itory «rhioh ecmtainod 
80 statoraonit£« 7n& scale was diviclod into throe equal seetiims* 
those %n«o had sooras alxive 107 wot® assuBoad to be creativity 
ori<^toa while ttK>3o havinc^ scores heloir S4 ifore elaaaified as 
ititolligmice ori^itoa. 
Th» *V t«st was used to eetJoMish the signifitiiaiiee of hoth 
tho gro^ EM of toaehers fcosi the total groi^ of toaehors* 
in the final piiese of the study tho tuo grow^ of toi^tero 
tMure 9iven *Toaohor's Pcof<wrenoe ficeele* to asooss i^tm turn 
idoRtifiod groe^ of students to noasiiro tdioir preferonoe for 
those ehoraotecisticw that iiere asaunied ^ bo indieoe of into* 
lligoiit/evttetive sttidiwito* mma and otandard deviation weeo 
ooMfpttted and then 't* t^st was applied to oomi^re tosoliers' 
rotinos* 
Qm tlio b«si« of ttaftXysis of Tm9efmt*9 Att i tude tawmitmtjf 
i t vmB fotuid that th^re wore 35 taaehers vrtio had £avouffai9il« 
attitudtts toifarda Islgh Z*0« 8taa«»ta iftiilci ttMce wara ooXf 18 
taaistiara i«tia fiavoucad h l ^ eraativa atudimta. y^h&a ctenpaffiaoaa 
wero fiiada nm taaehar*a Pra£ac«a€» @oaia for tha ttio gg^npm of 
ta«HBhar3y tolltmiag ooncJLusioiui wara draMnt 
(I.) Toaciiers favouring i n t a l i i g a n t ranleaa tiigliiy i n t a l l i g a n t 
atudttaits magsh hirtvatr on intei l ig^neo oriontodi paraooaJUlt;)^  
diar^KStarinties tlian taacliors favouring craativitSf ranlcaa 
^ Q i r highiy craativ© attidants on cr<»atlvit:^ oriaotad 
porsoDoiitF etiaractariatica* 
(2) ZataXiigaiMia orianta<S taachars Itava rated highly int8i l ic:ai i t 
•tiidaots aKiish highar than h i ^ oraativa studanta* 
(3) Total taacshars hava rated high X«a* studanta s i ^ i f i e a o t i y 
higtiar than hiah o r ^ t i t a atudanta* 
Ttei« oiwiousir* ahoMi that taaohara i a gooarai have a high 
ragard ior a!«i«li eharatttadstics aa di«Qi#|Liaa« good giaAaa* 
hard iioidc# a p i r i t of oooparatiottt atci«« thMi thay hoNNi £or aadi>f 
a«praaai«ii# ioMgiaativaiMisat f iaadbii i tar of id!aaa# aoa* 
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Chapter X 
INTRODUCTION 
Nature and scope of the study 
Creativity is a distinctive human trait which has 
provided man unlimited posslbilitiaR of thought and action. 
Man, if he chooses can respond to situations in a stereotyped 
manner by using his reasoning faculties only or he may choose 
to tc imagifjative and jo beyond the cust<xnary ways of dealing 
witti his environment. 
Psychologists like Skinner assert that human beings are 
moulded and conditioned by the environment In rigid almost 
inescapable ways. Contrary to this belief the humanistic 
psychologists propound that man is so adaptable and flexible 
that he can liberate himself from the shackles of hia usual 
responses* Arieti (1972) says, "Creativity is one of the major 
means by which human being liberates himself from the fetters 
not only of his conditioned resp<»ises but also of his usual 
choices"• 
Adler (1923) believed that man interprets life rather than 
merely responding in a predisposed instinctual manner* The 
individual possossas a creative powar to shape his or her 
own li£e. A unique selfostructure is created for each individual 
based upon the inherited past, the active interpretation of 
experiences. This than means that creativity and uniqueness 
are basic to life iteslf• 
Rogers (1959) too agreed that the creative seeing of life 
in new and significant ways arises from the examination of 
countless possibilities. 
f4a3low (1968, 1970) like others raalntalned that the 
ability for creativity is fundamental to all humanboings, it 
exists as a potentiality present in all persons at birth, E^ ut 
most humanbelugs lose this ability as they grow up and become 
enculturated. There are only few individuals who retain this 
attribute despite all efforts of their social and cultural 
institutions to stifle it, ^s a result, such persons have 
helped the hiaman race trcnnendously by making significant 
contributions to the sum of human achiavafnent. So determined 
are they to be realised that they assume an autonomy which 
dominates their personality from the earliest years of life 
(Juung, 1966) • 
All creativity begins in freedom and every creative act 
raquiros an assertion of courage. Freedom is the essence of 
creative act (f<ay, 1982) . There has to be sufficient inner 
fraadcxn —» freadom of imagination, freedom to conceive the 
possible and to sae the potential in tJtm world around and 
within ua. 
For Fromm (1977) also, creativity atema ffrom rejecting 
all certainties and gaining one's freedom in the poaitive 
amiae, that is the realisaticm of his individual aelf and 
the expression of his intellectual, emotional and sensuous 
potentialities. But* human beinys are generally afraid of 
this freedom because it brings the burden of respcmsibility 
and needs tresiMandous courage in ones own self. As a result 
there are <Mjly few people who achieve this freedom, -^fhen a 
person is born he has to live under particular conditions and 
in ways that are determined for him by tha kind of society in 
which ho is boxm. The individual has to accept certain values 
and ideals in order to feel one with the world outside himself 
and also to avoid Imieliness* If he rejects the traditional 
values then this lack o£ relatd^^ness to customary values, 
syndEwls and pattern is unbearable to ooamon roan. "To feel 
co^letely alone and isolated, leads to mental disintegration 
just as physical starvation loads to deatli" (Ffwii,1977}. The 
choice the individual has is either to eseape from the burden 
of this freedom in t» new depoidencies that is submitting to 
traditions or to anonymous authorities like public 9piniaai 
or to proceed to the full reelisation of this freedom based 
upon uniqueness of the individual. 
The unique ideas of ereative people resist aceulturatimi 
which aoroands surrttnder of OOQ*8 personaX and fundamontaS, 
nature. Creativity roquiros taking riaka and "«3ipl.orlng[ the 
craeiast possibilitiaa". The creative parson is aspaciaily 
c^ >en to his feeiinga and ideaa. He faces his own confusion 
and £@ar8« he recognizes the self as the source of all 
knotrledge and tends to be an isolate. He shows this by the 
absence o£ desire to make a good impression on others and by 
his readiness to challenge coRvrKmiy held views. 
Potentially creative persons diso«m flaws in the 
established order. They reject solutions and classifications 
known ttow. the past, they have a positive preference for 
disorder and irregularitios and provide a better order by 
tumln,j thoir inventive capacities into achievements in the 
world of reality. 
The creative person is characterissed by the capacity to 
be puzsiledtf to winder, the jollity 1»> ccmcentrat^ and a menae 
of self or identity* and th& ability to accept conflict or 
tension rather than avoiding it* Z£ one avoids conflicts* cme 
becomes a mere automaton* where all dosiros beeeme automatic 
(Fromra* 1959} • The creative pmratm is mmim» mentally and 
emotianally but this anxiety does not paralyse him# it cmables 
him to transcend his anxiety and leads to self-exprassitxi. 
unlike the creatives the neurotic people knew little subjective 
freedom. They live their lives limited by their paat» As 
children* they made curtain assumptions 4d»out life before they 
were able to make ratlcmal ciM»icQ8. These hldOen aaHMmptiona 
lead to a elcMied syaton without freedom. To be creative one 
niust go beyond thoee limitaticms to live in an open system. 
i:«imits« struggles and resistance are comraCMiplace compcments 
of every creative person's experience. Way (1975) v^ites, 
"Limits are not only unavoidable in htanan life* they are also 
valuable. Creativity itself requires limits, for the creative 
act arises out of the struggle of hianan beings with and against 
that which limits thexn." 
This is tho reason why creative people havs a high tolerance 
of ambijuity and discomfort but little for boredom. In fact, 
they actively seek complex, discomforting situations not only 
for tho challenge they present but for tho aesthetic satisfac-
tion in the novel solution which they expect. Mental effort 
is to the creative people a necessity and a chosen activity. 
Their ideas are future oriented and they are willing to make 
bold leaps into unknown territory guided by t^eir intuition. 
This is iHtat the oxistentialist call the anxiety of nothingness* 
To poreeive the future requires individual effort and a lot of 
courage for which there is no preo*dfatnt and ifhieh few pcwople 
are able to reaiiee. As a result, they are always quasticming. 
Inquiring and searching. 
Praetically all the intellectual eharacteristies of 
creative peoplei ouriosity about and sensitivity to preisileBtti* 
autonORV, originality, imagination inner values are oikteavours 
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to safeguard tJltolr freedom. Indeed, *'the creativee deal with 
the exoitenieiit of human Journeys not with the need to find a 
comfortable ehelter In which to finish life" (Mcleleh^ 1976} 
Taylor and Bennlon, 1976). 
The great Urdu poot Iqbal also believed In the croative 
pcKfors of tension. He said# '^that ti^ ich tends to maintain 
thQ state of tension tends to make us lramortal'% For indivi-
duals as well as for nations Iqbal* s formula was 'Talaatum' 
and'izterab' (restlessness)to be like th© waves of ocean. At 
one place he says, "May 'Od sjrant you experience of a stonV 
The waves of your sea have no turbul<M5ce". 
Had the creatives been a little conformist tho world would 
have tolerated them but because they see some facets of life In 
a way that the rest of humankind dtoes not, they appear to be 
rdbels and since they are not understood they are ridiculed 
and ostracised. 
Unlike the creatives the non-creative shies away from 
personal Id^as and am>tlons and devotes his energies and 
tboughts to Inqpersocial things end objects* In a sense he seeks 
refuge there from the turmoil that personal Involvement with 
people would cause In him. He Is also ultrsr^uiutious In 
expressing his feelings* because for him they are dangerous 
territory that he is afraid of entering. "The converger uses 
some sort of mtMOtal barrier against thfwghts and feelings which 
unsettle him. And the use of ouch barriers seems to secure 
him an area o£ security, within which he is free to pursue hie 
intereste, unhampered by emotional aieruption** (Hudson* i966). 
The non*creative person is on gward against feelings and un-
settling thoughts that come to his mind, this tells us why he 
likes to be conventional and has conformist attitude about many 
issues. All these are devices by vAilch he defends himself 
against the anxiety aroused by the unusual ami the conflictive 
situations. To avoid this anxiety he resorts to constrictions 
that will render him more secure. 
As opposed to thl® the creative person is convinced of the 
importance of his work and often confident of corroctness of his 
own insight, is prepared to proceed boldly withoiit too rnuch 
worry about paat or future failure, This faith enables him to 
persevere under circumstances that would completely disc<«irage 
many people (Stej^ens and Kvans, 1973)• Because the creatives 
are brave, all humankind becotnes a bit braver, because they 
struggle to achieve fulfillment, the integrity of the spCMSies 
is enhanced. Their vision is so acute that it permits everyone 
to see more clearly a reality t±iat is always present tout, for 
most of us, obscured by ego-*induced myopia (^ Hiiteside, 1981) • 
Barron (1969) rightly plants out that the creative person 
in a s«nse does something for all of us simply by being* and 
perhaps we help ourselves when we help such perswis in the 
process of their own creative unfolding. 
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This i« the roaaon %my after auilford's analysis of mental 
abilities the identification of creative ability and its dave-
lopmont have received a greater d^l of attenti«n from psycho-
logists and educators. Guilford (1959) stresscKi the i8q;»ortance 
o£ creativity in the education of children in these fiordst 
"Creative education aims at self«>starting resourceful and con-
fident person, roady to face personal and interpersonal and 
other kinds of problans* Because ho is confident he is also 
tolerant where there should be tolerance* A world of tolerant 
people would be one of peaceful and co-operative pm>pl&» Thus, 
creativity is the key to educatlrai in its fullest sens© and to 
the solution of niaakiad's most serious problaias." 
Today, people in diverse fields are concerned with creati-
vity. Persons responsible for planning for the future seek 
creative solutions to ccaitemporary and future problems; 
scientists seek answers to difficult technical questions* 
requiring complex innovative responsesf artists strive for 
novelty in aesthetic endeavors* and educators are saiqpeoially 
interested as it relates to teaching and learning. 
In our fast-4^ianging society where knowled^ is increasing 
at an accelerated speed there is an urgent need for ereative 
adaptation if man is to keep aluteast of the changes around him. 
Xf we fail to give full attention to this vital aspect of 
htman resource this would mean surrendering our dhanees of 
actively participating in the forming of future soeisty. 
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Hot to Utilize thl9 precious attribute ie harmful for 
both the indtviaual and society. In £act# a society's progress 
depends upcm the actual use of this petentialitsr* 
The persons who do not realise their potentiality beccn^ 
placid and are not able to think beyond the imniedLate and in 
extreme cases become psychologically unhealthy or mentally ill. 
NtMnerous psychologists have been emphasising the point ti^ at 
creativity ia an Ijaportant aspect of mental health. Torrance 
(1965) believes that prolonged and severe stifling of creative 
desire cuts at the very rojt of satisfaction in living and 
leads to the actual breaksjtown of i>ersooality, 
Nevertheless* creativity has remained neglected and 
education has invariably siaphasised intelligence often at the 
expense of the fomter* Z*Q. measures have been used to assess 
individual differonces in cognitiim a® if they encotnpassed all 
mental abilities. In schools and in all other fields requiring 
intellectual e»5ell<HK!e» the Z«Q. has rceiained the critical metric 
&a irtiich individuals are given preference or denied. 
R«^peated studies of ereative otiildren have dononstrated 
t^at oMiTttntional scAu>oling tvucned them into poor learners and 
wasted t^eir talents. Xt is indeed unfortunate that our edu-
cational systan has failed to distinguish between our intellig«ait 
and creative students and woriMi than that it has fr«qu«sitly 
forced the creative to lose their resourcefulness. This eaeplains 
in part %my so tmi poople— perhaps two pareent of the adult 
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popuXatlcm (Princd* 1970) —- beoc»M more than «v«MCfti« in 
their creative ability* 
Another reason is that innovative and imaginative think-
ing is often sntabbed by the JudgeiiMmt ami constraints o£ 
society. TheoristSf who hold this vioA^  beli^^e that virtiially 
everyone is less spcmtaneoua at thirty than he/she was at 
three. The creative ^hilitlos of children are thought to be 
increased or decreased according to how the €iducati<mal 
envircmment values it (Torrance# 1^5) • And this means# 
c^ sviously, that if more hiunanbeings are reared in an accepting 
and flexible climate more would grow to be creative. 
Psychologiots like Torrance^ Taylor^ Barron* Hudson* 
Getsals and Jackson and others have eiOE^asized the urgent need 
for greater creativity and less routine ccmfortnity in schools. 
Briefly their argvaonent is t^at mental abilities are far too 
diverse to be indicated by a single X.Q. They claim t^ iat 
psychologists and educators have largely ignored a whole class 
of abilities of the iaMgioative and productive kind. 
Hew type of tests thAt are entirely different from currwat 
intelligence measures are used for idwatifying the creatives. 
Almost all tests so far used were convergent in the sense that 
the testae is esNpected to oonvscge or arrive at one right 
answer. Conventicmal tests are hewrily saturated with convergent 
thinking based on cri»iactive thljiking and strict reality 
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perception. Creativity is ateasured by tests «fhich c^ jlcit 
divergent type o£ thinkiogt e*g*, by tests involving the 
capacity to invent new responses rather than raeraly producing 
those previously learned, imitative reproductive process 
are not the s^ nae as creative process* nor are the good learner 
and imaginative thinker necessarily the same perscm li^ cause 
reproducing existing knowledge is a different psychological 
process from producing something on our own. In other words 
intelligence i© one type of giftednass but not tim only type. 
The creative individual presents a new form o£ giftedness. 
But till now nothing has been done in the various stages 
of educational systan to discover the latent and potential 
creative capacity at an early ag© so that it does not become 
side-tracted into non-creative or destructive areas. So far 
no tests are used for screening and identifying creative 
children consequcmtly our schools* despite the swings in 
educational psychology towards nore denocratlc climate in 
schools* are oriented towards producing o»tifomists and stereo-
types rather than creative sod original ldU.Bkmni. Sducational 
institutions carry on the scholastic tradition without caring 
for the needSf ability and aptitude of the child, it has 
failed deplorably in devel^^ping a fully functioning* mentally 
healthy* and vocaticmally successful individual. 
Tha system of educatici) has changed little from what it 
was twenty years back* Studmits attend school for ten or 
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twelve years# which is a routined and Inflexible organisation, 
authoritarian and highly resistant to change. The teacher is 
a dominant figure and does most o£ tl^ talking in a classroom 
while the studenis are pas^ sive listeners, itflth the result, 
that the urge to enquire, to inviuat and to perform is lost, 
and a whole poiHilation is produced that primarily relies on 
taught behaviour and conditioned resnonses, 
Moreover, it is indeed interestlag that while both 
intelligent and creative students are 'jood scholastic achievers, 
J th€} tottmr are rated by their teachers as more desirable, better 
known or understc^d, more ambitious and raox-e studious than their 
crcjative clasaroates. Creative children are always overlooked 
and receive a stepaK>th@rly treatroeot from their teachers. As the 
high I.u. children are obedient, conformist and more forraally 
disciplined, they are their teacher's pet, the creative on the 
other hand create pre^lems for the non-flexible teacher t^iho is 
oft^n a strict disciplinarian. 
Mbst of the social and cultural institutions demand 
confoctRity and role playing. Parents* teachers and psychologists 
have noted that many children begin saisrificing their creativity 
along with socialization training in school. Generally this 
dwsrease In curiosity and spontanlety is considered natural 
and quite desirable ecmsequenee of socialization, whan the 
child enters school he 1^ draim Into group acti^tles and is 
Inpelled by its rules and regulations thus surrendering Ills 
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creativity. 
The pear group too exerts a coRipeiling influence 
towards uniformity in attitudes and values. Conformity rules 
in oxir schools oot because peoplta like it but because people 
fear deviation and rejecticm that often follows (Stoddard, 
1959). Such is the nature of our educational sycten that 
change is always resiated and the bold innovator is rarely 
a popular hero« 
It in an almost obvious fact tliat creaticity is encouraged 
and facilitated by good secure feelings about the self and 
others and is not lilcely to flourish in an environment v/hich 
is hostile or indifferent, :/ilscm (19'58) after surveying the 
literature on the environmental conditions thought to be 
ccmducive to creative development suggests, that creativity 
will be enhanced in a climate that is permissive and receptive to 
new ideas. Conversely, fear of eriticisrt^  and threat is likely 
to inhibit the creative expression of all individiials. These 
opprsssive envircHsmental factors bloeken the indivl<j^al'8 
natural tendency of spontaneous self-expressicm. Fuirther the 
tendency of steamrolling ignores individual differences and 
demands submissioo. All these factors go against spontaneous 
CKKploratory and intuitive way of life which inspires creativity. 
Teachers can play a crucial role in encouraging creativity 
among school children. If teachers are liberal, tolerant, 
peurmiaaive to original ideas and do not insist on set pattern 
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o£ thinking auid behavioural norms they can oertainly liberate 
the creative potential latent in the child's personality. But 
it is often seen that our school teachers actively discourage 
novel ideas* independent thinking and deviant behaviour of 
children by exhibiting a strong preference for conformist 
student who may be highly intelligent but not highly creative. 
Torrance, vetzela and Jackson, tJaylor and Osbojm have found 
that highly creative adolosconts are estranged from their 
taachars an^ peer-.. ::hQ re'^ so-is are easy to understand; who 
• •ij bla.-.iti tc tchjra for beiijg irritated when a pupil prjserita 
Oii original answer v/hioh di-Ifers €rom whtti is expected? It 
do. 3 liot fie i.i with thG rest or the grading syatcan. Poers 
havo thu saiae JiCficulcy an J label the creative child's 
unusual responses as crazy and silly. 
Therefore* the creative child needs encouragement, he 
needs help in being rec<M)ciled to the school envirom^nt. 
Instead of a system that places emphasis oa academic standards, 
examinatiOD results* cranuned ansv/ers we need a system designed 
to develop the whole person, the full range of potentialities 
of each individual students. The environment for creativity 
will have to be carefully planned if we want its expression. 
Wron.j methods of instruction laay stifle the inquiring attitude 
forever. The effectiveness of schools in helping pupils 
realize their potential depends to some extent on the attitude 
of teachers. 
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Teachers can help anocnuiusly In the reaJLlnation and 
development o£ creative potential. The process of education 
will have to be made exciting so that It brings out the best 
In all students. 
Hence« the urgent need of present study and It Is hoped 
that this work would help In modifying some of the rigid 
attitudes towards creative children. This study attempts to 
Investigate teacher's attitude towards high l.Q. less creative 
versus high-creative average Intelligent students of secondary 
schools of Lucknow city. 
The hypothesis for t^e study Is that teachers' attitude 
towards highly Intelligent (high I,Q,) student is more favourable 
than towards highly creative and average intelligent students. 
PROCEOURB ZN OUTLINE 
The Investigator chose to carry out the study in five 
"A" secondary sohoois &t Luclcnow city. All the teachers and 
pajpLXtt of ninth class emistltuted t\vB sample. At the beginning 
of the academic year* 1980*1981« the students were administered 
creativity 
an intelligence test folloired by a/test« after a gmp of two 
days in each school. 
Students were then dichotomised into the blgih X.Q. less 
oreatlve and the highly creative average Intelligent group. 
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Those who were highly intelligent aad highly creative were 
eliminated froBi the study because the investigator wanted to 
find out teachers* attitude specifically towards the creative 
students. The process o£ identifying the students into the 
two above groups was done by computing the mean and standard 
deviation for each test. 
An attitude scale was distribute among clasr. teachers and 
subject teachers in order to find out their views toward high 
creativity versus high intelligence as distinct frcxn each other. 
Before the and of the academic session, five months later 
the teachers were given a five point scale in which they were 
asked to assess the two specific groupsi one consisting of the 
highly creative average intelligent students and the ot^er 
consisting of the highly intelligent less creative students. 
An information sheet was distributed to each of the parents 
of every student of the two groups, regarding parent's age* 
qualification, professimi, etc., to obtain information about 
the environment in which they were brou^ i^ t up* 
BASIC ASSOMPTXONS 
(1) It is assuBied that creativity is a phenoRHHion that is 
unervcmly distritoutedi some persons are more creative 
than others* probably stveryone has some attributes of 
creativity• 
(2) Zt is further svstnMid tliat all students regardless of 
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intmlXlgmmie or initial l«ir@l of competoneo demonstrate 
only a fraction of their creative potentiality in daily 
classroon procedure. 
(3) Thirdly* that ^^ropriate instructional l^iinate can 
bring about a eiibstantial increase in the extant to 
which a student utilizes his potentials of creative 
thinking. 
(4) Fourthly* that effectiveness of education in realiseing 
ttm creative potential in the pupils hinges partly on the 
attitude of teachers towards creativity. 
(5) In our educatlcwtial institutions creativity is the least 
valued and encouraged as coropared to other foms of 
giftednessf and in certain circumstances it is even 
discouraged and suppressed whereas high intelligence and 
its manifestations in scholastic achievexient is appreciated 
and encouraged. Thus a whole area of giftedness remains 
negldcted from the cone .rns o£ educational institutions. 
(6) Lastly* that full attention to the developoient of 
creativity is critical to meeting societal needs. 
DBLZHITATIONS OF TH£ STUmf 
The scope of the stud^ has be<^ delimited tay the followlna 
considerations• 
A. The study is Halted to the students of ZX *A* grade 
seeoodary schools of Luedcnow city. There were two reasons for 
selecting stti<tents from aeoondary schools t 
Id 
1. availability o£ large mmHomr o£ atiidanta of the sania 
aga group bot^ creative and intelligenti 
ii. Conraon eiurricular aims because of the central!eed 
curricula. 
B, The study waa centered upcas children of middle claaa in 
oraer to obtain a gross control over socio-economic status 
of the families and over the so-called coiamunity effects* 
c. The reason for the choice of the ninth grade was that at 
this l.wel, group test can be administered with ease and the 
results ore reliable enough* Pupils show a very steady grov/th 
in their ima'ginative abilities compared to lower classes. 
o. The sample included both boys and girls« so that the 
group would be more rounded and natural and comparisons can 
also be iBaae to strengthen the findings o£ earlier studies 
that there are no diffeironces in the creativity and intelligen<Mi 
of boys and girls. 
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Chapter ZZ 
RELATED STUDZ£S 
Man has always been interested in creativity, but the 
study of creative thinking scientifically began only in this 
century. 
Possibilities for empirical research of creative genius 
and creative production became recognized through Jalton (1870) 
study of "Hereditary genius". Nearly all the great men in 
his listf the scientist, statesman, and military commanders, 
quite as much as the poets, painters, or writers of fiction, 
were distinguished by tha oricjiiality of their ideas. Besides 
Galton, there were some philosophical speculations and a few 
publications devoted to the anecdotal accounts of creative 
performance; one example was wallas' (1926) model for describ-
ing stages that vrere regarded as creative process. 
From an isapirical standpoint, however, perhaps the 
important contributioti of the British school was the attoapt 
to approach the problem experimentally by the method of factor 
analysis* Tests were d«iriaed by Garnett, Hfebb and several of 
Spearman's students and Spearman (1927) himself stairaned up his 
own vimtn in a maall volima mi the creative mind. Most of the 
British work was carried out with children of school*going age. 
2i 
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In America a number of workers tried similar procedures 
to assess creative ability in younger children and In adult«^  • 
one finds objective evidence in the five volumes of Temman's 
"Genetic studies of Genius" (1925-1959). This was a most-
extensive survey and Icmg-term follow up of gifted children 
undertaken. The size of his sample varied frcHii 643 to some 
l#:iOO and they ranged in age all the way from 6 to 12 years. 
The/ were selected first by means of teacher's ratings, then 
through high scores Oi. a verbal group test, and finally by 
Stanford-Binet U s . Aliaost all obtained IQe of 140 and over, 
though a few went down to 135, thus they represented roughly 
the brightest one per cent of children in the state of 
Califozmia at that time. 
It is worth noting at this point that the method of 
selecting the garoup tended to exclude any under achiever 8 and 
others who were poorly adjusted in school. 
Till the first half of this century, it was thought that 
giftedness in children was represented through the one concept 
of intelligence as shown by the XQ metric. Xn nost empirical 
studies the word gifted was synonjrmous with high IQ, and the 
"gifted child**,, was Just a different way of saying child with 
a high IQ« A child who did not have high IQ no matter how 
accomplished in other respects was not considered gifted. 
Too much reliance on the concept of intelligence as 
reflected in intelligence test was the cause of slow progress 
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in @xp®xim&nt about creativity. Th@ assumpticri o£ ifiost of th« 
studies of giftedness was that intelligence and creativity were 
so tilQiil/ correlated that the hiyhly Intelligent student was 
also highly creative. 
Although experiments were done to compare performance on 
tests of li«aylnation and originality &nd test® of Intelligence 
by psychologists such as Elizabeth todrews (1930), McKJloy and 
Heier (1937) and welch (1946)* but despite all these experiments 
irjtelli<-i©nce tests remained essentially ®nphasialng learning 
abilities and school achievement and neglecting creative 
ability. And as far as the school situation X-JSLS conC'-?rrse.-i the 
ir,.teiligence test score was most often presumed to be an overall 
representation of child*® intellectual capacity, both of his 
mird and imagination as it were. 
Beginning with the surge of empirical research in 1950 
things be^ jan to chance with reapect to creativity. The year 
1955 marked the aimultaneous beginning of two major develop-
manta in t*ie study of cr«atlvltyi <1) ttm Utah creativity 
Research Ccmferences* and (2) the Creative Education Foundations* 
Cr«atlve problom solving Institutes* These research conferences 
initially held in vtah were devoted priniariXy to the research 
into and disswainatieKi of infonnation concerning the nature 
of creative productivity* the institute at Buffalo is basically 
interested in the practice and application of creative pxt>blem 
solving principles. 
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The findlnga of thestt ros«Eirchea on intellectual talents 
for most of thie century have clearly shown that we have talents 
of many different not just one general intelligence type* 
Nevertheless* this evidenc© is quite siurprising to those 
v;ho have an over generalized and fixed idea about what an 
ir'rellir,ence test measures. Fronj this current view, typical 
group intelligence tests cover no more than eight talents# 
less than one-tenth of those known. Therefore* intelligence 
test do Jiot cover the other nine-tenths now measureable. 
Kecent researchtis have frequently proposed tivat th«»re is 
a separate aspect of intellectual functioning, not saropLeJ by 
conventional intelligence test (Guilford* 1930* 1959; Getzels 
an^ i Jackson* 1962; and aorrance* 1963). 
Another big phenomenon frcwn considerable research during 
the past two decade is the non-overlap both between Intelligence 
test (XQ) scores and creativity scoses (Taylor and Holland* 
1962) and also between school grades and creativity scores. In 
both cases the «nount of overlap is considerably less than the 
non-overl«p« so much so that for all practical purposes creative 
talent can be considered to be essentially separate and diinen-
slonally ind«^«)dent from school grades and from intelligence 
test scores* 
Most of the newer work in the field of creativity has been 
inspired by the researches of >3uilford and is rooted in his 
theoretical frame work (structure of intellect)* Beginning in 
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earnest with him, however, and continuing unabated today la 
tho conviction that Intelligence and creative abilities do 
not necessarily acc<Mnpany one another. 
There does not seem to be high correlation between 
intelligence and creativity. In L.s, Hollingworth's (1926> 
study on jifted children she esaya. "If a j^eneral statement be 
attempted on the basis of such data as the description that 
is in summaries it might be to the effect that on& third of 
those highly iatellitant childien show notable signs of crea-
tivenens. Another one-third show such indlcatiorP to a moderate 
dejr^ ^^ e. In thu remaininq one third, there is at least no 
indication or marked constructive orifjinality provided by 
those descriptions." 
In 1950, Thurstone also expressed a similar view when he 
paid "to be extremely intelligent is not the same as to be 
gifted in creative work* ' 
It is a common observation that those students who have 
high intelligence, judging by available criteria, are not 
necessarily the ones who produce the most original ideas. 
There is undoubtedly a positive correlation betwewi creatlmt 
talent and intelligence, so the geniuses are usually in the 
upper half of the general intelligence distribution. 
Guilford has suggested that low correlation between 
intelligence and creativity is attributable to the fact that 
dlfferwQt iQtttlllgence tests do not Intereorrelate perfectly. 
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and that each test amphaslses a different pattern o€ primary 
abilities. 
Six major th^ tnes emerge from the wealth o£ researches on 
creativity which must be mentioned in the present thesis. 
!• Relationship between creativity and Intellicjence. 
2. Relationship between creativity and sex. 
3. Relationship between creatKivity and socio-econ<»aic 
status, 
4. Creativity viewed in its relationship to mental 
heal th • 
5. Creativity viewed as a correlate of personality 
organization. 
6. Creativity in relation with institutional climate, 
^• Creativity and Intelligence 
One topic that has preoccupied many researches isi are 
intelligence and creativity really two distinct traits or does 
the concept of intelligence considered as a unitary trait 
encHxapass the creativity phenomenon within its broad fold? 
Since intelligence has traditionally been largely measured by 
convergent test the question now iss are converg«mt and 
diverg«at test measuring distinct traits? The question is of 
practical importance particularly for the present study. 
Meer and Stein (195S) reported a study of 64 research 
chflodsts when correlation were made between creativity and 
intelligence* The Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale «nd 
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Miller Analogies Tect were used. The correlation between 
creativity and Miller Analogies was .18 for Ph.D's. Also for 
Ph.O. chemists* the correlation between Wechsler-Bellevue 
and creativity was .46. 
auilford believes that creative potential i» an important 
part of intelligence wh«fi the latter is properly conceived 
broadly as in the structure of intellect model. 
'^ ithiij the S.I. jprame of reference IQ represe^ it? very 
strongly only abilities concerned with the operation of cognition 
v/hereas creative potential is conc.^rnea with the operition of 
divergent production. 
Prcxn this point of view then, the problem concerns the 
relation of D.P. abilities to C, abilities. Cognition is a 
matter of simply knowing or understanding whereas D.P, is the 
generation of ideas frcxn what we already know. 
It was from the ^.I. point of view that Guilford and 
Hoepfner (1966) studied this problem. A large saj^le of nin^ 
grade students took 45 different tests. On many of the D.P. 
abilities that are represented in S«I. model. For most of the 
students* IQs frcnn the California Test of mental mat«rity were 
available. The average of the correlaticm of o.P. Tests with 
I.Q. was •32« students low in I.siJ. were only low in D.P.tests. 
Students high in I.Q. scattered over much of the whole range 
in D.P. tests. 
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One o£ the best known studies that attempted to demonstrate 
the independence of the "creativity" and "intelXioence" domains 
is l^at by oetzels and jfackson (1962). They used as their 
sample pupils in a private Chicago school. The greatest propor-
tion of students came from middle or upper middle class fanilies. 
Th© mean l,y.of tha school was very high* for their subject 
it was 132 with a standard deviation of IS. 
^11 the students from the sixth grade through the senior 
year of hlc;h school (292 boys, and 241 girls) participated in 
the major testing phase of the study. The two experimental 
groups — one high in intelligence but not concomitantly high 
in creativity, the other high in creativity but not concomitantly 
high in intelligence — were compared on the basis of intelli-
gence tests and creativity test. They then compared two contrast-
ing groups! tha 'high-lows' who came In the top 20 per cent on 
divergent tests, but were not in the top 20 per cent for Z.Q. 
(high creatives), and the • low-highs' who were in the top 20 per 
cent for I.Q., but not for divergent thinking (high-ZQs) . They 
then also correlated the creativity measures among themselves 
with XQ scores, using the whole of their sasqple for this. The 
correlations between single divergent tests and Z.Q. averaged 
only .26. 
Zn their invefttigations Cline, Richards and Needhmn (1963) 
utilized California Mental Maturity Z.O. scores on the index of 
general intelligence, and sevcm creativity meastures from 
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GttiXford*8 battery. Tlui sample ocmprinmd 79 boye and 40 girla of 
high school. It was found that the average of the correlation 
between creativity and X.O. for boys was only .21. Xn case of 
yirls correlation between creativity and X.Q. was found to be .33, 
These results^ too« negate the hypothesis that creativity 
and lutelligonce are independent dimensicms of individual 
differences. 
In another study Torrance and Gowan (1963) use<* Torrance's 
battery of creativity and indices of intelligence found that the 
correlations between the stun of five performance sub-tests 
for 100 boys and 100 girls at ages 7.5, 10,5 and 13.5 were .60, 
.68 and .56 respectively. Thus verbal and performance indices 
of intelligence are found to be substantially related. 
Ripple and May (1962) Cropley (1966) have all reported 
positive eorrelaticms while Keteham and Kheiralla (1962) compared 
scores on intelligence tests with scores <m a battery of 
creativity test and out of 64 correlations obtained, 54 were 
significant beyond the .05 level* 
Finally, some authors like 7«yior (1964) and Vernon (1964) 
have suggested that creativity and intelligence may become 
Independent oaly after some critical I.Q. level has been 
•afoeeded. 
Xn a number of waitings reference is made to a Threshold 
Hypothesis. Tbo hypothesis is that above a certain ability 
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level -'» say I*Q* 120 —> creative capacities no lonyer depend 
cm any further addition of Z«U. points and divergent and 
convergent thinking above this line are therefore essentially-
independent of each other, in the absence of certain level 
of general intelliQenca« ho%rever, no great creative production 
can occur either, BO that on the lower level of ability the 
two modes of thought tend to vary in line with each othor, 
Guilford ani Christensen (1973) in their study in two 
different schools on several tests of diver.;jent production 
coin|>ared the available I.a. awisesaments. It was predicted that 
the correlation scatter plots will tend to b© triangular <no 
high D.P, Scores at low I,U, but scsae low D,P. scores at high 
I.Qs). In general this was the case* All coefficients of 
correlation were low. There was no evidence to support a 
threshold hy{>othesis regarding the relation of creative 
potential to Z.Q* 
Torrance (1965)« too* ventured to suggest an I.u. of 120 
as the possible thr«shold value on the l:^ sis of his personal 
experience and research by other workers. 
YanMioto (1964) examined the concept of a threshold of 
intelligence in the relatlcmship of creative thinking abilities 
and academic achievaraent. Two groups of highly creative 
students* ^ e top 20 per cent on creativity* were identified 
from two population* one eiementary one secondary. Zn each 
population of subjects those in th« top 20 per cent of creative 
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thinking w«re identified and further divided into two groups 
according to the level of their in elligence. Two I.Q. points 
120 and 13S# were ohoawn as cutting sooreR for this classifi-
catior on the basis of Torrance's suggestion. 
In the secondary population* the "threshold" phenomenon 
was observed in that the high and middle groups achieved 
significantly better cm Iowa Tost of Educational Development 
than did the low group. The high anU middle group v;ere not 
significantly different in this regard. In the elerientary 
population, on the other hand, no such phenomenon was observed. 
Besides YamatnotOf this theory has been confirmed by 
iladdon and Lyttors (1968)« but not by others, though it seems 
a plausible one. 
wallach and Kogan (1965) recnoved the evaluative atmosphere 
thlnkinj that this miqht hav® affected the level by correlations 
between divergent and convergent tests. The results were 
strikingt the average correlation amongst the diverganttests 
was •40« amongst the intelligence and attainment measures .SO, 
and the average correlation between these two sets of me«sur@8 
was .lO. In this way they* too* established a divergent 
thinkitig dimension. 
This is the only study in which creativity is evolved as 
a dimeasion of individual difference, distinct from intelligence, 
How* the questicMn arises %ihether a specific factor is 
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needed to account for the process involved in solving "divergent 
problems" or whetiier in the traditioi-. of Qalton creative product 
results from the operation of general ability. Burt (1962) and 
McHamar (1964) have supported th© latter point of view arguing 
that underlying tests of both convergent and divergent thinking 
there is a large general factor, suppl^nonted by small group 
factors which are diatir-ct from each other but may necessarily 
overlap in teats of mixed type. 
Thus opinio!! about the relationship between creativity and 
lEjtelli.Tonce include two quite incompatible views, first that 
' divergent" tests do not cluster aeparatel;^  from convergent" 
meisur iS and secondly they do. 
\ number of factor studies have attempted to clarify this 
issue. Thomdlke (1963) and Marsh (1964) have both factorised 
the correlatiorj table reported by cetael and Jackson and neither 
was able to obtain a separate factor which was defined by 
creativity teat and independetit of X.Q. 
Cattell and Butcher (1968) also, could not establish the 
independence of these two variables. 
In India, Pathak (1962) found chat creativity is moderately 
related to intelligence among high school students. Pass! (1972) 
in his study on higher seccmdary studcmts found the correlation 
between creativity and intelligence to be significant and on 
the basis of curvilinear relatioiiship betveon creativity and 
intelligence he suggested the possibility of threshold I.Q. 
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beyond which «ny Increase in intelligence score would not 
ccMDtribute to a corresponding increase in creativity score ^nd 
added that cxreativity itself possessed multifactor construct 
having verbal and non-verbal factors, 
Dacey and Madaus (1971) have demonstrated the existence of 
a threshold beyorsd which any increase In intelligence contributes 
little to creativity. 
Theoretically* accordir^ g to Guilford's S,I, model, many 
aspects of creativity could be quite independent of other 
aspectB of iutelligence. Empirically, some degrees of inde-
pendence have baen established. (Delias and Oaier, 1970? 
Barron, 1969; ./allach and Wing, 1969) but it is in no way 
complete* 
In conclusion it may be aaid that the highly creative 
person may not get the top scores on a routine intelligence 
test, but he tends to be above average, within this upper 
range of Intelligence, hov.'«ver« there is only moderate corre-
lation between creativity and other aspects of intelligence, 
although convergent and divergent thinking clearly overlap, 
the evidence points to the existence of a domain of divergent 
thinking distinct from conventicx^al intelligence tests. Zt is 
indeed better to think of them as different styles of thought 
and as two complementary aspects of intellectual ability 
broadly conceived. 
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2» Cr<iativitv and s«x 
Historically speaking* creativity as a potentiality 
was thought to be posaeffsed by men only. But recent researches 
have strikinqly shovm that girls ar® equally creative* provided 
they get the same psychological stiimtlation and environmental 
opportuni ties• 
Crutchfield (1962) found the male less conformist and 
this is consistent v/ith the fact that males are on the average 
more creative than finales. 
Juilford (1964) reported that boys tend to obtain higher mean 
scores on tent of semantic flexibility* oi the other hand* girls 
tend to obtain higher means for tests of three fluency factors. 
In three separate studies Tarrance (1961* 1963* 1965} found 
a number of differimces between the scores on his measures of 
creative thinking ability. Zn general* girls excelled boys on 
all verbal tests especially after the fourth grade. Boys were 
superior to girls in creative thinking task involving experi-
mentatiCMn with seienoe toys. Zn a study of gifted Junior high 
school studkmts* Torrance found that boys eoeeelled girls on 
all scores derived from the figural tasks and on scores of 
consequence test, They also had a slight but non-significant 
edge over the boys on the "Product Zmprovement"• °Ask and 
Ouess" and "Unusual uses" tests, 
Fathak (1962)* on the other hand* with a small sample of 
young children in the Experimental School at Baroda* found no 
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Statistically significant differences iMMnreen tho s«x«s on th« 
Torranees' test of creativity. 
Sterling and Taylor (1965) reportad that high creative 
fanales resembled high crwitive males ot. their creativity scores 
and yielded significantly higher scores than low creatives* 
Overall, these results suggest that there are more differences 
between hltjh and low creatives than between females and males. 
Parkash (1966) reported superiority of fourth .-jrade boys 
ovei girls in creativity. 
Raina (1966) in his study on a sample drawn frc»u six higher 
secondary schools (90 males and 90 females) on Torranc© Test 
of creative thinkinc. The means on the verbal form show sig-
nificant differences on two dimensions namely fluency and 
elaboratior, and total score. On the figural form, boys scored 
higher than girls and dlfferencessin mean were significant for 
all four dimensions anu significant at one per cent level. 
Passi (1972) also reported that boys are superior to girls 
in their verbstl creativity scores. 
There are also a number of studies that go to f»rove that 
girls are superior to boys in creativity, 
YacBfinoto (1960) found a constant tendency wiong the girls 
to excel boys on ciniativity scKsres through grade XV to VI, 
surprisingly even %fha«) nean Z.Q. of boys was higher than girls. 
Hoemey and Raaik (1967) found undergraduate females as 
d$ 
significantly superior to undtrgraduate males on four out of 
six measures of creativity. 
Newfieid (1964) also found that fennales are significantly 
superior to males on word fluency* ideatitxial fluency expressional 
fluenc/ and average creativity index. 
Kheiralla (1962) and Hult (1972) found that girls obtain 
significantly higher mean score on a variety of measures of 
verbal fluency in comparison to girls, 
J«Baal (1977) found that Iranian hijh school girls excelled 
significantly their nalcs counterparts on the measures of 
fifjural fluency* flexibility and elaboration, 
Goyal (1973) in a study of teach«^ r training college 
students found girls superior over boys on the measure of 
creativity. 
Bedi (1974) and Pandit (1976) found adolescent girls scoring 
significantly higher than adolescent boys on the measures of 
creativity* 
Rwat and Agarwal (1977) observed that high school girls 
have significantly higher mean scores on all dimensions of 
creativity as oooipared to boys. 
A third group of investigators in their recent studies 
cm the ssR^les de»m from elementary school children to college 
(adolescents) eould not establish the relaticmship of sex either 
to total ersstivity or to BK»st of its dimensions. 
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Rttina (X980) in his study on one hundred and ton ninth 
grada sol once 8ti;^ ttnta (68 malaa and 42 famalaa) balonglng to 
three higher secondary sotKK>l8 failed to find any significant 
differnce between the girls and boys on either the three 
dimensions fluency* flexibility and originality or on the 
total creativity scores on the form* 
All these investigations prove that the difference in the 
expression of creative ability depends upon environmental 
opportunities and not on sexes as most of the recent studies 
fail to tind any significant difforence between the creativity 
of boys and girls. 
3, Creatlvitv and Socio-econotBic status 
Generally, it is assumed that actualization of creative 
abilities depends partly cwi the facilities and conditions 
provided by the society. But empirical studies show different 
resultts about the relaticmship between creativity and socio* 
econonic status* 
Za his study S3cager et al. (1965) tried to find out whether 
the quality and quantity measures of accomplishment showed 
difference in patterns of correlation with scholastic aptitude 
and soeio^econoiRic status. He ofmld r.ot establish any relation 
to either SMasures of creativity. They reached the ccmolusion 
that ineemmt position and even education of parents were less 
relevant to oreati^m a^ soi^ plifMinent of children* than an intellec-
tttalis«d hone ataojrpiiertt* 
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Raina (X969}«whil« InvestlgatiDg the sooio-eoonomlc s ta tus 
of creative and iioii*cr®ative students of higher secondary^ 
schoolst concluded tha t higher creat ive ^roup belonged to 
parents who were more educated and econanlcally be t t e r l*ian 
the parents of lower creative students , h large nvunber of 
low creative students caa»e tcmt parents who were i l l i t e r a t e 
or ju s t had elewfientary education. 
vielzels and Jackson in thei r study pointed out that there 
was no signif icant differwtce in the socio^econocnic and 
educational background of the high anr3 low creatives although 
they differed in the i r a t t i tude of oducatior of the i r children 
and also the environment provided, while the low craat lves 
were forced to conform to conventional standard® and pressurised 
to do well scho las t i ca l l / , the parents of the high creative© 
allowed their children greater independence and l e t th«n go the i r 
own way in the i r f ie lds of i n t e r e s t , 
Mhat seems reasonable i s that ejcpressie»i of c rea t iv i ty 
dep«id8 only part ly on soeio-ecortomic stAtsns as autobiographical 
evidences of sosie creat ive gsoiiuses prove* 
4* Cgfal^vlty apd Mfyita|. ^^^^ 
Investigaticma of creative individuals describe them as 
emotionally healthyi various studies have foiind the creat ive 
individual to be independent original* inner directed* to lerant 
of uncertainty, intel l igent* elever* istaginative* social ly 
iod^endent and efaotlcmaliy s tab le . 
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HacKinnon (X962) using the Clallfornla Personality 
Inventory describcKi tn© creative person as being f lexible, 
independent, and self-accepting. 
Perhaps the best known empirical study of c rea t iv i ty i s 
that of Getzels and Jacks^Mi (1962) • They found the creatives 
more "stimulus free** and *'les8 categorical "than non-creatives. 
4 slaidy of Garfield (1965) found that creative individuals 
v;ere healthier and more self-confident. 
Barron's (1957) 'Original i ty Cc»nposite'' reveals th. t creative 
individuals have x^eiso'sal ttominance, v;ith re'jponslvcneric to 
impulse and csnotions. 
These empirical studies support the notior-s that creat ivi ty , 
i f not a function of, i s a t leas t highly rolated to mentil 
heal th. 
Rogers (1961) sees the creative personality as posi t ively 
correlated with healthy personali ty. For him, the creative 
person i s one who f u l f i l l s his potent ial as a hiyoan. In 
essence* his view i s that c rea t iv i ty involves s s l f - r ea l i aa t ion . 
Garfield, Cohen and Roth (1969) t e s t t d Rogers* hypothesis 
that c rea t iv i ty i s positively correlated with mental health. 
The sample consisted of 47 college students a l l subjects were 
rated and tested on various aspects of creat iv i ty and mental 
health. I t was found tha t a ser ies of c rea t iv i ty t e s t and 
rat ings were in ternal ly emisistent and each creatively variable 
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in 
was poaitlvel/ and/moat cases significantly corrolated with 
ratings o£ m«ntal health. 
Gxipta (1977) in his study proposed to find out the relation* 
ship between creativity and self-concept among 8ctK>ol*going 
children. The result highlighted the importance of having 
higher anci healthier aelf concept* and higher self-acceptance 
as important personality characteristic conducive to higher 
creativity* verbal as well as non-verbal. 
5. Creativity and Personality Organization 
Empirical studies have frequently shown that there aro 
certain dlmenslotjs of personalit/ which distinguish the creative 
person fr<»n the non-creative. 
Maslow's (1962) formulations of "defense" and "growth" are 
relevant to the present issue. He says* Bvery human being has 
both sets of forces within him. One set clings to safety and 
defensiveness oat of fear* tending to regress affaid to 
taHe chances* afraid to jeopardise what he already has* afraid 
of indep^odKRce* freedom* si^paration. The other set of forces 
impels him forward toward wholeness of self and uniqueness of 
self* towards full functioning of all his capacities". 
Bvery individual has to chose between the delights of 
safety and growth. The highly intelligent adolescents prefer 
the delights of "safety" whereas the high creatives tend to 
favour the delights of "growth". 
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Tha studies so far conducted on creative people have 
concurred in their reporting of an admixture of certain 
**desirable" and "undesirable" traits in creative people as 
contrasted with non-creative people. 
Drevdahl and Cattell (1958) and Cattell (1963) found the 
writers, artists* and eminent researchers signlficmtly niore 
adventurous, sensitive, self-sufficient and ««»otionally stable 
than the general populatlc«rj, At the same time these creative 
groups were also aeon to b® more socially withdrat^n, dorolnant, 
aloof, non*oonformist, bohemian and radical than the general 
population. 
Barron (1957) differentiates the twenty-five most original 
frcwn the twenty-five least original of hundred Air Force Captains 
and found the high scorers to be intelligent, widely informed, 
concernad with basic problor^ s, clever and iici'^ inetive, socially 
effective, personally dominant, vextNally fluent and possessed 
of initiative. The low scoress were seen as conforming, rigid, 
stereotyped, unsigfotful, comnooplace, apathetic and dull, 
R«es and aoldman (1961) ss^erated 68 university students 
into high, middle and low creative groups on the basis of 
honours and priaMis won in their fields, f^rscmality traits 
were assessed by use of Guilford-Zimnmrman Tei^ perainent Survey 
and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. The initial 
division into three groups produced no significant differences 
but when the high creativity group was further subdivided into 
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high-high and low*hlgh groups th© high-high group was «o©n as 
more inpulsive^ rnoro aggres.*!ive# more domineering^ and more 
ascendant than their "bridentnaid*' counterj^arts. 
The work of uetziels and Jackson (1962) pointed out in 
clear cut tenr.s the wide differsncey In goals and behaviour 
between the highly intelligeait and highly creative students. 
The high creative group was less concerned with conventional 
goals (teacher, doctor, engineer) and more interested in so-
callod off boat vocaticais (inventor, artist, disc Jockey), 
neither wero they overly concerned with whether or Dot the/ 
po^vsessed the character traits aclmirod by teachers and paronto. 
These highly creative students were laore self-reliant and 
despite tna fact that they scored aignificjntly lower (127) in 
mean l.U. scores. It appeared that the essence of the perfommance 
of the hiqh creativit/ adolescents lay in their ability to 
produce new forms, to "go off in new directions". The creative 
students needed to free themselves from the usual, to diverge 
from the customary behaviour, they seemed to enjoy the ristk 
and uncertainty of the untried and the unknown. 
In cOTitrast the high 10 adolescents possessed to a high 
degree the ability and the need to focus on the usual and to 
be "channeled and controlled" in the direction of the "right" 
answer, the socially accepted solution. The difference between 
the two groups become more marked when their Imaginative 
productions were compared. The high creatives were more stimulus 
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free and loss categorical* and their imaginative production 
contained olemants of fantasy auch as incongruous asaociationa* 
aggressiou8# violence. Whereas the high XQs were unable or at 
least unwillitiQ to risk the poasibilit/ of error or being 
tnisunders tood • 
Roe's (1952) studies of mnall gxroups of eminent scientist 
throws lioht on their personality make>up# their tendency to 
be isolated with an over-riding sense of the worth of their 
own ideas. 
f^ acK.lnnon (1970) and his colleajueo have studied large 
representative groups of m^ ti who are accepted by their profession: 
as the most creative architects, scientists and engineers and 
inventors, and compared them with average people. They too 
found all their subjects above average on ability test and 
academic achievement — writers on verbal test, scientist and 
engineers on non-verbal and spatial tests* On the Barron vielsh 
art test* the creative individual displayed a greater liking 
for ooRipl«x« asymmetrical as against conventional abstract line 
drawings. Similarly on a word associati<Mi test they tend to 
give unusual associations* 
Three tests in the personality area have consistently 
shown good differentiaticm -^ the Allport-Vemon-Lindate study 
of valuesf vhere the OKreatives are characteristically high 
in artistic and theoretical* low in religious, economic and 
social values* 
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Secondly* tho strong vocational Interest Blank, where they 
favour occupations like psychologist* architect, author* as 
against bankers* farmer* carpenter* salesman• 
Thirdly* the Myers Briggs inventory, which tries to assess 
a person's Jiingian type* oreatives are far more given to intuition 
than to sensation type thinking and are more often introverted 
than extroverted. They were characterised by a senne of 
egoistic resolutions* a belief in the value of their over 
work and strong motivation to be independent in thooght and 
action, 
Barron (1983) found highly creative high school students 
to bo autonomous and dominant. 
Williams{I960) believes that creatives take more risks 
than non-creatives# 
Nair iX976) in his study found that the creative group 
differed significantly from the non-creative group in their 
adjustment patterns* self as well as social. The creative 
pupils soared much higher than thtt non-^creative pupils in all 
tim positive i^^ justment variable* e.g.* self-reliance* B^nm^ of 
perscKial worth* sense of personal freed«Ma, social standard* 
social-skills. 
Bwtaa (1977) in his study reported high creatives to be 
superior in sense of personal worth* self-reliance* sense of 
personal freedom* freedom for witiidrawing tendencies* etc.* than 
their non-creative counterparts. 
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Oopal <1975} In his study on "personality variables o£ 
creative and non-creative science and engineering students" 
found that creative students were more reserved* emotionally 
stable, assertive, sober, expedient, venture some, imaginative 
shrewd, experimenting, sel£ sufficient, relaxed than the 
counterpart group* The non-creative science students wer? 
found to be more outgoing, afCected by feelings, conscientious, 
practical, forthright, conservative, group dependent and tense. 
Thus, we have sufficient evidence to support the assumption 
thrft creative jseopl© are those yfho have actualised their poten-
tialities and realised their selves. 
6. Creativity and Educational Cliiaate 
Many psychologists and educators believe that educational 
institutions act as facilitator or inhibitor of creativity.Ohere are 
some evidences indicating that the decline in creativity at 
the beginning of the high schuool period is the result of new 
pressures to c«M}£ocnity. SiniM instituticmal climate refers to 
intellectual, organisational and interpersonal characteristics, 
it Indeed influences the individual's behaviour (Sharma, 1971)• 
Desai (1971) also found that institutional climate does 
affect pupils creativity. 
Oye (1967) identifl€»d certain situation conducive to the 
fostering of creativity. Too much or4«r, and too little freedom 
u 
hinder tha creative act, too little order and too much freedom 
creates obstacles for the actualizing o£ freedotu to challenge 
the individual*8 creative potential. An authoritarian climate 
is high in order and low in freedom, a laissez-faire climate 
is high In freedom and low in ordem and a democratic climate 
is high in both freedom and order and nurtures creativity, 
Silberman (1970), Weber (1971) and Hosteller and Moynihan 
(1972) have found that in an institution with an open climate, 
students were happier, more involved in their work and more 
positive towards their teachers. 
Maire and Hoffman (1961) pointed out that formal, autho-
ritarian, relations in schools inhibit creative search of 
solutions. 
Torrance (1962) studied how the school environment influenced 
creative behaviour. He discovered that teachers who rewarded 
their students for correctness and for quality and gave only 
secondary attentim) to originality worked against the production 
of original ideas. 
HeOill (1967) found that in schools where aeadnnic compe-
tition, Intellectualiam and subject-matter competence were 
stressed and rewarded by the teachers, students were conformists 
and good achievers but not creatives* 
Miller et al (1970), Richards et al. (1968), Alam Shah 
(1970) reported that psychological characteristics and envircm-
ment influence hximan productivity. 
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Students cannot be creative on their own* school should 
provide such environment which increases the probability o£ 
original responses. 
Kutnar (197S) £ound that an open climate tended to show 
better personal social adjustment than other types o£ climate. 
Mathur and Dedi (1970) also arrived at the same conclusion. 
Therefore, we have ample evidence to show that creativity 
is fostered by a"propitlous environment", when one's imaginatior 
is permitted full expression without being restricted by too 
many rules and regulations. "Freedom of expression and movement", 
"lack of fear of dissent and contradiction" encourage the 
children to "open up" and be spontaneous. 
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Chapter IZI 
THEORSTICAL DISCUSSION OP THE BASIC CONCEPTS 
Creativity 
Creatlvit/ is traditionally something mysterious and 
illusive that cannot be accurately defined. It has various co-
nnotations anl though quite a number of definitions have been 
put forward, it is not feasible to offer a simple, substantive 
definition of creativity that .rfould ba universally accepted, 
creatlvit/ can be defined by its observable outcomes and not 
by any exact scale of meaning. Therefore, it seems more useful 
to outline the various ways in which creativity has bean 
defined and explained. 
Golann (1963) noted that most of the definitions of 
creativity could be organised under four basic emphases, pro-
ducts, process, measurement and personality. 
More recently, Delias and Gaier (1970) have suggested that 
"most economically the literature on creativity can be classified 
into four major orlentationsi 
1. The nature and quality of product created, 
2. The actual e3q>re8alon of the creative acts and the 
contlnulnq process during creatlcm. 
S« 
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3* The nature o£ the individual* and 
4. The environmental factors and press that tend 
to initiate and foster creativity. 
These sucjcjested approaches can be brought together in what 
Rhodes has referred to these four kinds of definitions as the 
four 'Ps' of creativity. He defines the word creativity as 
a noun naming the phenomenon in Vvrhich a person comniunicates a 
new concept (which is the product). He explains that mental 
activity is implicit and that no one conceived of a person 
living or operating in total isolation so that the terra press 
is also implicit. 
The production of something new is always considered an 
iudispanaable characteristic of creativity. 
For Baker, creativit/ is, "Bringing about notable changes 
in things, thoughts* social structure, through action, think-
ing which results in a situation not previously knoim". 
Thus creative thinking goes beycmd ordinary problem solving 
in that it refers to a solution that has not been achieved* 
"Novelty" or ''newness" means that the creative product did not 
exist previously in the aemm foctn. Man cannot be original in 
the absolute sense, majn uses what is already existing and 
available and transforms it in unpredictable ways. Thus 
creativity involves a novel recasting of existing material 
or knowledge. 
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Cr«atiirity is o£t«n da£ln«<l at tho ability to formulate 
new combinatioriS from two or more concepts already in mind. 
This definition enconpasses the arts aa well as the 
sciencesf since every creation is a new synthesis of nttmerlcal 
symbols^ verbal symbols^ semantic and mechanical elements. It 
can be a philosophical theory or a scientific discovery in 
each case a creative artist or scientist has a goal to achieve. 
The production of something new for the individual and for the 
culture is included in almost all definitions of creativity. 
idoro or less the same idea is expressed when Barron (1965) 
says 'Creativity may be defined quite simply as the ability 
to brlri<5 scanethinq new into existence". 
f^ any writers have stressed that to be "creative" the new 
thing must have scwne contact with objective reality. 
Product Approach 
The study of creativity in terms of resultant product 
seems quite reasonable vad often this approach is there even 
when it is not singled out for special study. Me judge an 
individual's creativity on the basis of what he has produced 
for the society. 
First we must understand what is a product. Taylor (1964) 
e3q;>lain8 the meaning of product in this manner. "Products 
are not only physical objects but also theories and designs. 
§9 
A product Is something that finally exists indlpandent of the 
person responsible for its production." 
Taylor and McPherson are the two main exponents of product 
approach. In scrnie definitions the role of product is explicitly 
r©cogni20d as in the definition by Stein (1963), "Creativity 
results in a novel work that is accopteJ as tenable or useful 
by group at some point in time". 
Here, the emphasis is on novelty, utilit/ and also on 
social judgement. The discovery, for instance, should be "true"; 
the production should carry some conviction (Barron, 1969). 
More comprehensive in scope than the above definition and 
coraprlsincj the ideas both of novelty and social judgement is 
the definition offered by MacKinnon (1962), "True creativity*', 
he sa/8, "Involves a response or an idea that is novel or at 
least statistically infrequent... that ... must, to some extent, 
solve a proble«i» fit a situation or accomplish some recognizable 
goal. And... (it) involves a sustaining of the original 
insight, an evaluatioi} and elaboration of it, a developing it 
into the full" 
Hence an extremely conplex Judgenxmt is required to deter-
mine whether any product is truly creative. The product must 
achieve a creative goal and serve a creative purpose* 
Though the product approach is objective, still it fails 
to take into account the variables of psychological interest 
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particularl/ related to children who are incapable of produc-
ing novel objects and yet are creative in their dally partici-
pation in life. All the same, to understand the psychological 
meaning of creative product, it is imperative to understand 
creative process and psycholocleal connotations. 
Process Approach 
Products are things that really exist and therefore 
tanrjible#but process cannot be observed and so cannot be studied 
dlrectl/. It has to be Inferred from other observations, Psy-
cholocjictl processes in creativity, then, have an Inherent 
ambi juity and thus are hi.jhly intuitive and intensely subjective. 
Before its manifestation into a creative product like a 
sonnet» a sculpture, or any othar creation, the thought processes 
in creativit/ undergo many stages. Different psychologists 
have given us slightly different stages of creative thought 
but all of thero agree in the (1) basic nature of these stages, 
and (2) the fact that both the conscious and unconscious mind 
pla/ a significant role in creative process. 
A theory that has been applied to every field of creativity 
and imitated many times with minor variation, is the one 
advanced by i^ allas (1926) who Jbelieved that creative process 
consists of four stages which are t 
1. Preparaticm 
2 . Znojjaation 
3. Zllumination 
4 . Variflcation 
«1 
Othars find six dlscemlbl« stapa* Harrla (19S9) mantiona 
the following stagesi 
1. Realizing the naad 
2« fathering information 
3. Thinking through 
4. Imagining solutions 
5. Variftcatlon 
6. Putting the ideas to work 
Patrick (1935, 1938) in her numerous studies on poets, 
artists and scientists, confined the existence of Walla's 
stages. 
ftossman {1937) examined the creative process in 710 
inventors by means of questionnaire and expanded it into 
seven stageo, 
Osborn (1953) too divided the creative process into seven 
stages, although he used a teinninalogy scMiiewhat different frcwi 
that of Rosamant 
1« Orientation t pointing up the problem. 
2. Preparation s gathering pertinent data. 
3* Analysis t breaking the relevant material. 
4. Ideation i piling up alternatives b/ way of ideas. 
5. Synthesis t putting the pieces together. 
6. Evaluation : Judging the resulting ideas* 
These steps appear more applicable to scientific creativity. 
Recently stein (1967* 1974) has advanced a theory in which 
the creative process is divided and examined in three stagest 
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1, The stage of hypothesis fonaation, 
2, The stage oil hypothesis testing. 
3, The stage of conmunication of results. 
The above system of thought can be applied to research 
studies particularly. Preparation comes before those stages 
which are generally separate but may overlap with one being 
more salient than the other. 
Crutchfield (1961) considers a functional analysis of the 
inter-rolationship at the various steps more useful than a 
study of distinct stages. The basic assumption of the scheme 
is th.ft tnere Is an orderly progression during the creative 
process frcwn one st^ge of creation to the next. 
we can conclude that walla's theory of four stages, includes 
most of the stages by other writers and encompasses the total 
creative process. But it is also possible that illtjunination 
point is reached without going through the hierarchy of various 
stages. It is worth emphasising* however* that in spite of 
the usual progression of stages*it is not necessary that this 
progression is rigid and unchangeable* because often the stages 
are interwoven and sometimes when the uprush of creative ideas 
is intense the illiunination point bypasses one or two stages. 
All creative work typically involves periods of preparation* 
incubation* illumination and evaluation emd often a repetition 
of the whole series when a flaw is discerned. 
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Prgparatioo ^ 2t is that stage vhmi the creator (artist« 
poet or scientist), collects material for his product. In 
other words he acquaints himself with the requirement of 
chosen madia or cotjtent. This includes extensive reading, 
penetration into problems, and remaining constantly in touch 
with other creative product and creative forces of his age. 
There are mcwPReotsr; when this stage of preparation becomes the 
main object of thought and there are times when It does not 
occupy the mind but continues imx:)ercQptlbly. 
In Toost cases the preparation stage is not a deliberate, 
conscious or organised stage. Psychologically speaking, it is 
a process of assimilation of one's universe. I'he moaning of 
assimilation is turning of thought into experience and knowledge 
into seoisitivity* 
Incfubation is the period of unconscious cereberation. After 
the stage of preparatiem, the collected thought material is 
not Just stored in mind, lying there in a state of passivity^ 
The scientist is usually highly motivated to achieve some 
progress, has formulated the crucial prc^lems but has to put 
it aside as ao solution is forthcocning. 
7or ^ o artist also, this is a stage of waiting for the 
final eon£ig\uiration • Although we cannot observe what is 
happonisg in the mind at preconscious level, it seems though a 
kind of foXTO«ntation takes place. Prosumably in ways tmknown 
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to U0 or of which we havtt little or no conscious knowledge, 
the accumulated material undergoes an internal transformation 
and cohesion. 
Illumination « Often quite euddenly, when doiny soinethinc else* 
or awakening from sleep the third stage llluBnination ccmer, 
accompanied by great ©notional excitement. It may be the 
outline of a solution, or a new synthesis. 
Slaboration or Verification - Almost always a further lengthy 
oroCGss of working out, checklrjg, following up implication?! 
occurs before the creative product is fini??hed. 
vvhile discussing the creative process and the development 
of thought from the initial stage of absorption to the final 
stage of cctwnunication, one must iinderstand certain peculiarities. 
All these stages of creative process occur In almost all 
types of creativity but their duration and their intensity 
differs ttcm person to person depending upon various kinds of 
creativity. It might be thought that scientists and artists 
are entirely different, and obviously the latter tend to rely 
more on emotion and fantasy, to be more sensitive and open to 
impressions from their environment. The scientist, too, 
e]q;>eriencea the thrill of creative fever but his is more 
conscious and more organized. 
Secondly the time span involved in each of these stages 
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can bo tentatively generalised. It is generally believed 
that preparation stage is quite prolonged but relatively 
shorter than the preparatory stage. Illumination stage is 
short but intense and the last stage of critical evolution and 
synthesis is diffused stage* but these generalisations are not 
final as creativity is very subjective, personal and hence is 
a unique process in final analysis. 
fi@ do not have any scientific proof of these stages of 
creative process but this is verified by many autobiographical 
evidences of creative people. 
proceeding along ccrnipletely diffcercnt lines, «fl?ertheimer 
Interpreted productive thinking according to the tenets of 
Gestalt school. He believes tlat the creative proce's moves 
from structurally unstable or unsatisfactor/ situation (S.) 
to a situation (Sj^ that offers a solution. In the passage 
frcaa (S.) to (S^) a ^ap is filled and a better gestalt is formed. 
Grouping, organisation and strxicturaligation all occur in 
productive thinking. But for him the dividing of wholes into 
subwholes and the seeing of subwholes together are important 
steps in creative thinking. 
Wertheimer gives another description of the mechanism of 
creative process, sometimes some features of S^ are envisioned 
by the creator in the beginning« Front these few features the 
creative person must recapture the whole S^. The entire proces. 
of creativity for wertheimer,is "One ccmsistent line of thinking.** 
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Ko«8tler (1964) sxpanded his psychological theory of 
creativity in "Tha Act of Creation". Koastler's fundamantal 
ccMicept is that o£ biosociation. Biosociation underlios every 
creative process, it is "any mental occurrance simultaneously 
associated vd.th two habitually inccwnpatible contexts". 
The interpretation of the creative process as postulated 
by Wallas, ossman, Osboxt), wertheimer, all have certain 
con^ non basic features whicn makes the creative process similar 
in all t/pes of creativity. 
It must be understood, however, that in several cases more 
than one oha.ie may occur simultaneous!/ or the Siirne phase can 
be repeated several times. 
Ghiseline himself a poet has reported about thirty-eight 
creative men and women. The accounts are literary. They give 
personal insirjhts about the creative process and therefore are 
not valuable for practical research. 
Since there is no universally accepted theor/ of creativity, 
a number of alternative formulations, past and present can 
contribute a lot to our 9eneral understanding. 
Sources of Creativity 
The psychological souroea of creativity lie within the 
individual self, whereas social, cultural, simulation are 
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although «xtttmal to the Individual aolf, but hava their 
significance because they provide stimulation* perspective, and 
content for ejqperience. 
However, in creativity no external source r^nains external; 
that is it becomes th© source of creative thinking only when it 
is assimilated and bec<xnes a part of the individual's own 
experience. Therefore, we begin with the assumption that psycho-
logical sources also include internalized features of external 
world, 
B;:oadly apeakinj, this sources of crauiivity can be categorised 
into t\«ro typos: (i) ^on-conscious Sources, -ind (ii) Conscious 
Sources. The concept of non-conscious sources can be understood 
with the help of Freudian, Jungian and other psychoanalytical 
insights. On the basis of psychoanalytical aj^roaches, the non-
conscious sources may be divided into three categoriest 
1. Personal unconscious 
2. Collective unconscious 
3. Preconscious or Transliminal mind 
Freud believed, that all cultural acoomplishmcmts, including 
creativity, occurs through the process of sublimation. The 
developBM»it of civilization itself was made possible through 
this process (Freud, 1959, 1961)• 
According to Freud creativity is in fact a sublimation o£ 
those repressed sedmal instincts of early childhood whic>^  do 
not find direct setlsfaoticH). sooner or later the unconscious 
m 
produces a solution to the C(mflict in unconscious. X£ the 
solution is *<»go syntonic** that is if it reinforces the activity 
intendedi by tho ego or the conscious pert of personality —- it 
will be sublimated into creativity. I£ it is at adds vrith the 
ego*it will emerge as neurosis or will be suppressed altogether. 
Thus creativity and neurosis share the same source — conflict in 
the unconscious and creative person and neurotic person are 
driven by the scm\e force. 
But Freud doee not tell us how the creative person achieves 
his sublimation and why it leads others to neurotlcisra. Jung 
refutes rreuds assertion that the sourct? o€ creativity is personal 
uncanscioufi. In nls various writings Jung asserts that the 
unconscious contains more than aggressive and sexual impulses 
embedded in tabooed and rejected memories. It harbors likewise 
"racial memories" (arche types) which are thought forms basic 
to human existence. 
For Jung (1928), "The unsatisfied yearnings of the artist 
reaches back to the primordial image in the unconscious*' • lie 
criticised Freud*s «tt«npt to explain a work of art solely in 
terms of personal unconscious of the artist (Jung« 1933) and 
drew a distinction with his emphasis upon the ' Collective Un-
conscious'*. 
What can be concluded is that creativity can be attributed 
both to p«r8onal and collective unconscious. Although symbol is 
rooted in human psyche but to stimulate that force certain 
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personal expeciances play a crucial role. Therefore* it 
reasonable to believe that both Freudian and Jiuiglan concepts 
are integrative as far as sources of creativity are concerned. 
For Kris (1952) creativity stems from the "Preconscious** 
rather than unconscious. The preconscious mind differs frcm the 
unconscious in being open to recall when the ejo is relaxed. 
Creative thinking occurs when the ev^ o temporarily and 
voluntarily withdrav/s frcwn some area of preconscious In order 
to control it more eagerly. He states, "Central to artistic 
or indeed, any other creativeness is a relaxation {reyressian) 
of. e JO functions." 
Thus precos^ acioi.s is tlio source of creativity 'iue t/.» freedom 
to .gather compare and rearran^ e^ ideas, ihis creative flexibility 
can be obstructed by conscious thinkintj waich is conventional 
unlike Freud* the neo-Freudians also believe that unconscious 
processes ossify the flexibility of the preconscious even more 
than the conscious by linking to deeply repressed conflicts 
and impulses. Therefore, creativity required a temporary free-
ing of the preconscious from conscious and unconscious process. 
Kuble expanded Kris's position on the role of preconscious 
functioning in creaitlvlty. For Kuble« tha proco.isciovis is the 
source of true creativity, the Influence of the unconscious la 
more likely to result in neurotic processes vhlch block creative 
behaviour (Kuble, 1967) "It has been my thesis that a type of 
mental function which we call technically, 'the preconscious 
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system' is the essenti«l iiaplfimient of all creative actlvityf 
and that unless preconscious processes can £low freely there 
can be no true creativity." 
unlike Kris* however, Kubie sees the preconscious processes 
important for creativity as being related to healthy and adap-
tive functioning rather than regression or sublimation. 
Actually both conscious and unconscious process may block 
creiiive functioning in the sense that they are fixed and rigid. 
Conscious is anchored to reality, the unconscious to unreality. 
Kubic2*3 main theme, however, is that uncoriRcioas processes 
lo I'd to a rieui-otic distortior, oi: cre-jt.ivity, preconscioug 
procesaos are associated with creative flexibility and 
productive. 
HuCTanistic Approach 
The concept of creativity as a means of reducing tension 
is widely opposed by philosophers, for isistance the existentialist 
(Sartre in particular) psychologists like Allport, AdXer, Rogers, 
Maslow, Hay, Froiam, etc. 
For Adler, the individual has "creative power of the self" 
and therefore creativity and uniqueness are basic to life itself. 
Zt is interesting to note that Adler did not entirely dismiss 
the role of the unconscious in creativity, he suggested that at 
some point some poets and philosoptiers are motivated by an 
unconscious fear of death (Adiler, 1929)« The fear may be overcoMi 
n 
by creating eome lasting cultural contribution. 
Maslow (1971) focused more upon the psychology of healthy 
persons than on neurotics. He too believes that creativity 
steins from attempts at self-actualization. He said, "My feeling 
is that the concept of creativenesa and the concept of healthy 
self-actualizing* fully human person seam to be coining closer 
and closer together, and may perhaps turn out to be the same 
thing". Self-actualization referred to the desire of human 
beinj for self-fulfillment — the desire to become everything 
that one is capable of becoming. 
Kogers* concept of creativity is similar to r4aslow in many 
respects. For him, also, the motivation for creativity stems from 
self-actualization attempts. "The mainspring of creativity 
appears to foe the same tendency,' which we discovered, - , . 
ats the creative man's tendency to aotualiKe himself to beccmie 
his potential ties" (Rogers, 19S9}. 
Fronm also agrees that in creative expression a person feels 
love and vnotional well b«iiig. A person is genuinely happy only 
when spOHntaneously creatiag. '*Xii the spontaneous realization 
of the self man unites himself anew with the world — with man, 
nature, and himself. Inuring creation his intellect and feeling 
are in harmony, and with renewed strength he 'embraces the world.'" 
(Fromm 1977}. 
Therefore* according to these writers, creativity is a 
12 
whol«soaie# highly developod form of roallsation of man's 
Inherostt potentialities. 
Creativity as Ability 
The other theoretical orientation, creativity as capacity 
is considered very adequate as it ^tiphasized the factors affect-
ing creative growth and provides researchers an observational 
framework of measuring creativity. 
Psychologists like Guilford (1930), Torrance (1967), Getzel 
and Jackson (1962), Wallach (1965) suggest tliat creative ability 
is one type of problem-solving and it is followed not only by 
artist or scientist but all people. 
For Guilford, creativity as a cognitive function is to be 
distinguished from intelligence4.t Is not uniform or unitary 
function but is to be aceouatad for in terms of large number 
of factors^ or primary mental abilities. The intellect can be 
divided into memory and thinking. Xn creativity it is thinking 
that counts. Thinking can be divided into cognition, prcMtueticHi 
and evaluation. Production is the most important in creativity 
but production can m«uaif«st it««lf in convergent and divergent 
thinking. According to Guilford, thusn it is the divergent 
thinking that is the most important ingredient of creativity. 
Divergent thinking does not follow the beaten pat^ but proceeds 
towards unusual solutions. The three most Jjiportaat character-
are 
iatics of divergent thinking/flwKibility, originality and fluency, 
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0«tK«l8 and Jackson (19S9) defined creative thought aa a 
goal directed easily flexible manipulation of knov/lodge in a 
wide variety of novel or original ways* They point out such 
abilities as adaptive flexibility, associative fluency and 
perhaps more important originality. 
Torrance describes creativity as a "procerss of becoming 
sensitive to problems, deficiencies v|aps in knowledge, missing 
elements, disharmonies and so on, identify! cj the difficulty, 
searching for solutions, making guesses or foinnulatlng hypothesis 
about the deficiencies testing retesting them, and finally commu-
nicatlncj the result," 
A striking characteristic of Torrance's theoretical approach 
is that it is general and involves both thlnklrg process and 
ability, moreover, it also provides an evaluative fraanework of 
measuring creativity. 
As far as creativity is concerned, it can be safely concluded 
that divergent thinking abilities are the major determinants of 
creative potentiality because creation that is novel and unique 
cannot occtir in their absence. 
Creative Person 
Creativity in this perspective has been viewed as manifes-
tation of the basic urge of every individual to realize his 
potential. Rogers and Maslow believe a cre«tive person to be a 
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aelf.actuallzed parson. May's concept of creative per8<»i is that 
of an Qxtrenwly courageous parson. 
The characteristics of a creative person appear v<uried 
because there is no single mold into which all who are creative 
can fit. However* there appear to be certain characteristics 
that are ccwunon among all creative persons. 
Certainly many studies of adults utilising psychometric 
evaluation, for example those of Roe (19S2) and MacKinnon (1963)# 
are consistent with this possibility. After a review of more than 
this 
two dozen studies in/area, Delias and Gaier <1970) conclude, 
"this eviJence points up a coitwion pattern of personality traits 
among creative persons and also that these factors may have some 
bearing on creativity in the abstract regardless of field." 
According to summary of these, the creative person is 
characterized by the following personality traitss Independence 
in attitude and social behavicmr, dominance, introversion, opennitsa 
to atimuli, wide interests, self-acceptance, intuitiveness» 
flexibility, an asocial attitude. Two additional traits seems 
to bo more closely related to aesthetic than to scientific 
creativity, they are radicalism and rejection of external 
constraints* 
The creative person, then appears to liave certain distino-
tive personality characteristics and these traits may be recog-
nisable in younger individuals before adult accomplishment has 
demonstrated their ability. 
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The pgttga of Creativity 
It ia obviously an integral part of personality* There 
ha®, however, been a tendency to distinguish motivational 
aspect of behaviour from personality characterful tics, wrhile the 
study of the former focuses more on the concepts of need and 
drive# the latter emphasizes the concept of traits. 
There are, however, two different opinions regarding the 
motivation of creativity. One is negative in orientaticm and 
traces the origin of creativity in hirlden and ursacceptad Impulses, 
the other Is positive and finds the source in the ne&d of realiza-
tion arid expression of ones potentials. Freud is the most ardent 
supporter of the first vlevf and has stressed such factors as 
aggression, hostility, destructive urges, guilt anJ anxiety and 
need for sublimation. 
The second point of view is accepted by May. Haslow, Froam, 
Arieti and Rogers, who believe in the "self-actualization" of 
human potentialities, and see the motivation of creative 
individual as a need to complete himself by realizing and 
maximising his potential capabilities. 
Rogers (1954) traces this press of creativity to "the urge 
to expand, •xtend, develop, mature, the tendency to express and 
activate all the capacities of the organism, to the extmnt that 
such activation enhances the organism).** 
According to Oetzels and Csikszentmihalyi (1967), "The 
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creative Impulse of artists and scientists is ambedded in the 
deeper layers of personality — in thair values and motives. 
'\ surprising set of personal characteristics has been found 
for creative people in extremely diverse fields." 
These psychologists have imputed personal motivation as the 
press of creativity. 
nec«ntly writers like Torrance (1967) and \nderson (1959), 
etc., propound that by the press of creativity Is meaht the 
type of environment which motivates the person for creative 
expression. These investigators? agree that since creativity is 
empirical in nature, it can be developed through learning in 
interaction between the person and his or her environment. 
Their assumption is that given certain opoortunities creativity 
will emerge in sane and will not emerge in those denied these 
opportunities. Anderson states this point even more stronglyt 
"Xt is not just 'acceptance* or the 'permissive' atmosphere 
of an open system that produces creativity. There must be, in 
addition* atimulation« intense* invigorating stimulation through 
the confronting and interplay of differances". 
What appears plausible is that personal motivation and 
environmental stimulation are both necessary for creative 
expression. 
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Choice of a R««ai8c^ ft Definition 
An anaXysia of the different ways of defining creativity 
which have been discussed aJE>ove reveal that these definitions 
cannot be strictly categorised into "product, process, person, 
press.*' It is true that some definitions eanphasi^ e one or the 
other o£ these catetjories but all are integrative* Therefore* toe 
a thorough understanding of creativity, the study of all the four 
aspects is necessary* It is obvious that an investigator at 
one time can focus on one aspect. The present study has accepted 
the definitior of cjreativit/ as, "Ability to produce rapidly a 
succession of ideas to meet some requiresB^it". 
Intelligence 
Intelligence ta a concept which is so cooKnonly used and yet 
difficult to define in an exact and generally accepted form* A 
variety of definitions have been advanced by psychologists and 
each of th«»n can be classified into different groups according 
to various concepts that have been stressed. 
One group of definitions puts emphasis upon adjustment or 
adaptation of the individual to his total environment. This 
interpretation was popular especially among early psychologists. 
Stern (1914) defines It thust *'Xntelligenoe Is a general 
capeeity of an individual oonsolously to, etd^ Huist his thinking to 
T2. y^^ 
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new requiromemt; It is gensral mental adaptatbility to new 
problems ana conditions of life." Thus a more intelligent 
person is one who can easily ehanye his behaviour as the new 
situations demand. 
A second group o£ definitions believes that intelligence 
is the ability to learn. In this sense a person's intelligence 
is a matter of extent to which he can learn. An intelligent 
person can more easily and extensively learn things« therefore, 
his range of experience and activity is vast. 
L'inet (1916) frankly regarded intelligence as a ccMnpl^ 'x 
sat of qualities* includin^ jj 
1. The appreciatloa x^ a prtjbtSro and the direction of 
the mind towards its execution, 
2. The capacity for making the necessary adaptations 
to reach a definite end* and 
3. The power of self criticimn. 
Elsewhere he writes that the fwidamexital quality is "judg«nent« 
otherwise called good sense« practical sense* initiative* the 
faculty of adapting oneself to ciroomstanees. To judge well, 
to comprehend well* these are essential activities of intelligence." 
The three above mentioned categories of definition are not 
mutually eicclusive* a definition of intelligence as t^e capacity 
to adjust in a new situation and intelligimce as an ability to 
learn are basically two aspects of the same process. Sisdlarly 
ability to carry on abstract thinking contributes a lot in 
adjusting or adapting to nmi situations. 
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Tvo definitions o£ intelligenctt which are more compreheoBlve 
In neope and combine the three types of defintions given above 
and seem iiK>re suitable for understanding the concept of Intelli-
gence^ are the following. 
Nfechsler (1944) states* "Intelllsjence is the aggregate or 
global capacity of the Individual to act purposefully, to think 
rationally and to deal effectively with his environment". 
It is obvious that this definition includes all the other 
three given above. It clearly states that an individual's 
intelligence is revealed by his behaviour as a whole and that 
intelliqence involves behaviour as a whole which rnay be more or 
less immediate. A third aspect, that ef '^ drive" and "incentive" 
also is implied in intelligent behaviour, because the writer 
includes the capacity "to act purposefully" and "to deal effectively 
with one's environment". 
Another definition which is broader in scope is given 
by Stoddardt "Intelligence is the ability to undertake activities 
that are character!seed by (1) difficulty, (2) complexity, (3) 
abstraetfieea, (4) eGonomy, (3) adaptiveness to a goal, (6) 
social value, and (7) the emergence of original and to maintain 
such activities under conditions that demand a concentration of 
energy and a resistance to emotional forces." 
This definition enumerates the attributes of intelligence in 
specific terms. Degree or lofvel of "(lifficulty" is there in all 
definitiwns but Stoddard insists that we must differentiate 
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between true differences in degree of difficulty and differences 
that only seem to exists e.g*« between two or more test items* 
whereas in reality there are no inherent ditferenoes in difficulty• 
"Complexity*' implies the numiber of different kinds and 
be 
varieties of tasks that can/successfully completed. According 
to this attribute, the individual who is able to successfully deal 
with several different kind of tasks, at a given level of 
difficult/, is undoubtedly more intelligent than a person who can 
undertake lesser niimber of tasks succeosfully at the same level 
of difficulty. "Complexity" however, doe?, not refer simply to 
the additi.4 of one t/pe of perforiaance to others, ov. the 
contrary, it means the capacity to assimilate new abilities, to 
Integrate them with others and thus to reorganize them in the 
font, of intelliqent behaviour. 
"Abstractness" means operating with symbols, especially at 
levels of analysis and interpretation, 
"Economy" refers to quickness with which mental tasks are 
performed and problems solved. If problems are solved equally 
well and ttm solutions are equally effective, the person working 
faster would be regarded as more intelligent. 
"Adaptiveness to « goal" means that intelligent activity is 
always directed towards « goal or purpose. 
The inclusion ofsoeial value** as an attribute to intelli-
gence is doubtfujb because it iaqplies subjective evaluation and 
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group acceptability. If intelligence is evaluated in this 
way, it would mean rainiiniaing our estimates of Indivliuals 
whose thinking ana solutions of the problems are much ahead 
of their time and not conforming to social norms. 
The "emergence of originals" as a quality of intellicence, 
is the ability to create something new and different, it is a 
characteristic of creative people or of individuals at the 
superior level of distribution of intelligence, 
Stoddard's last two attributes of intelligent behaviour, 
"concentration of energy and resistance to emotional forces" 
can be criticised in the same way as ivechsler's inclusion of drive 
and Incentive, f-iotivation and capacity for sustained effort 
are usually regardeci as non-intelldctual aspects of intelligence 
and certainly play hiqhly important role in a pursons general 
efficiency. 
Aoalysfes of Mental Ability 
These definitions of intelligence are functional in character* 
they tell us how intelligent operates through learning, adaptation, 
abstract thinking* But psychologists have been tirying to Icnow 
fundamental nature and structure of intelligence (Freeman, 19S5}. 
The MttltJg^ctor Tr^ fpyv 
Thomdike's multifactor theory of intelligence is at one 
eactreme regarding the nature of mental orgwnization • Intelligence, 
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according to this theory is constituted of a multitude of 
separate factors, each being a minute element of ability, any 
mentcil act involves a number of the eloements in combination. 
He further says, the certain mental activities have so many of 
their element In common that It is useful to classify these tasks 
into separate groups, for example verbal meaning, arittenetical 
reasoning, comprehension, visual perceptiorj of relationships, etc. 
This theory is also called an "Atomistic theory" of mental 
ability. 
The Two Factor Theory 
Spearman (1927) advanc*,^ d a rival view, opFX>sed to Thortidike's 
theory of the nature of intelligence. His interpretation was 
that there is a general underlying ability o* 'factor' running 
through all performances to a greater or lesser extent. This 
factor designated by the synbol "g" is possessed by all individuals, 
but in varying degrees, of course, since people differ in mental 
ability. Spearmen characterised this gmierel 'factor' as 
m«)taX energy, because in the reelm of intelligent activity he 
maintained, it has role siaiilar to that of phi^ieal energy in 
the physical world. In addition, every different performance 
involves a specific ability or "8" factor peculler to that task 
alone. Thus, the two factor seys that all mwatal activities 
have in commcm some of the g«nerel factory each also has its own 
specific factor (e.g«« musical, ntmerical, artistic ability). 
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Although Spearman advanced a great deal of evidence to 
support this two-factor theory, it was not accepted by later 
researchers. 
The Group Factor Theory 
In between the theories of Thoiwdlke and Spearman, is the group 
factor theory of Thurstone (1938). 
According to Thuratone's theory, intelligert activity is 
not expression of innumerable highly specific factors as 
Thorndike claimed, nor is it the expression primarily of a general 
factor which encompasses all mental activity and is the essence of 
intelligence as Spearman held. 
Thurstone and others believed th^t certain mental operations 
have in cc»nmon a "primary factor" which gives ps/choloc;ical and 
functional unity and which different!cites thmn from other mental 
operations. These mental operations then constitute a "group". 
A second group of mental operations has its own "iinifylng" primary 
factor, a third group has a third and so on. 
In other words, there are a nionbar of groups of mental 
abilities, each of which has Its own "primary'-factors'* giving 
the group a functional unity. Each of these "primary factor" Is 
said to be relatively Independent of otdiers. 
Thurstone concluded that seven or eight "primary" factors 
emerged clearly enough for Identlfieaitlon and use in tests. They 
are the following t 
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V (verbal P (perceptual speed) 
n (number) w (^ ord fluency) 
S (spatial) I (Inductive reasoning) 
M (Rote memory) D (deductive reasoning) 
There was a super-factor (or factors) ruiininc, through all the 
primaries and this,he called a second order factor. Obviously^ 
it corresponded to Spearman's "g". 
In the historical course of the use of factor analysis to 
finj differentiated intellectual abilities^ questions arose 
ragariing possible interrelations of thaso abilities. Efforts 
were made to brinj them all in a single, systen;atic scheme. 
Burt (1949) advanced a hierarchical model. According to him, 
intellectual abilities have diifereot degrees of generality. 
Spearman's "g" havit.g universal generality. The first differen-
tiation under "g" in the form of two groups of abilities thut he 
called "fortnal factors" and content factors". Subdivisions of 
the formal factors include a general m^nory ability and a 
"productive" association abilityjr tinder each of these are 
abilities of narroirair scope in the form of special memory abilitiei 
and thinking abilities. The other major subdivisions under **g" — 
content factor — includes narrovrer factors of "iraagery", "vaxbal" 
ability***"arithmetical ability" and "practical ability"y verbal 
ability encompasses a "word factor" and a "language factor". 
Practical ability includes eta sub-categories, a "spatial factor" 
and a "mechanical factor". 
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v«mon (1950) ha0 a similar hiararehical model that he 
applies to all abilities including intellectual abilities. He 
gives very little importance to lower-level or "narrow" group 
factors• 
The factorial work of Thurstone was further expandckd by 
Guilford (1967). He emphasised the richness and multiplicity 
of mental functions even more and prssented one of the most 
plausible analyses of mental abilities* which is not hierarchical 
in nature. Instead it is cross-clasaification of the abilities. 
That is to say, it classifies the abilities in three different 
ways anJ the categories of one way intersect with those of other 
ways of classification. 
1. 5 kinds of operations - cognition, memory,convergent 
thinking, divergent thinking, evaluation. 
2 4 kinds of contents - figural, symbolic, semantic, 
behavioural. 
3 6 kinds of products - units, classes, relations, systmns, 
transformations* implications. 
Sach operation category of the model is shown as including 
24 different abilities parallel to those in wrery other operation 
category* Operations are the major kinds of intellectual 
activities or process* things that the organism does with the 
raw materials of information. Information is defined as that 
which the organism discriminates. 
The striking point about Ouilford* s analyses of intellect 
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is that he has ld«ntl£ied factorlalXy a multiplicity of 
intellectual abilities* even though a certain «nount of over-
lap is found between them. For Guilford* intelligence is not 
unifactor nor does it ccwnprlse solely convergent and divergent 
thinking, it is multifaceted. He views intellect "as an infor-
mation processing agency which deals with information of various 
kinds in a variety of ways" (Lytton, 1971) . 
Although Guilford's theor/ has obvious implication for 
education, still it is in its experimental stage and no teats 
have been constjcucted in India on Guilfords S.I, model till 
now. 
Most of the intelligence tents are biased on Spearman's 
IVo Factor Theory and have been found to be reliable measure 
of intelligence. Spearman poinied out that by ccxt^ ining the 
scores on numerous different items or sub-test (as In most 
group intelligence test) one could get a purer measure of 
"g"* since the various specific el«Rnents involved in, say# 
analogies, digit memory, similarities, etc., would tend to 
cancel one other out. Therefore, for the present study 
Spearman's theory appears more logical. The investigator 
chose a test %rhich is saturated with "g" factor. 
Intelligence, in the presvint study, moans an individual's 
cognitive ability which enables him to find a single correct 
answer to each problem and the common asaociatioh to a stimulus 
reflected in performance on a series of paper pencil tests. 
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Attitude 
Initially the term "attitude" was used exclusively vrith 
reference to a person's posture. «4hen a perscMfi was described 
as adapting a "threatening attitude" or "defiant-attitude", 
it referred to his physical mien. But these days "attitude" 
increasitigly implies the psychological rather than the 
immediately physical orientation of a person, his roantal 
state rather than his bodily posture. 
A variety of definitiens have been given rej irding attitude 
by different psychologists. 
ChaVe (1928) sa/s, "an attitude is a complex of feelings, 
denir*s, fears, convictions, prejudices or other tendencies 
that have given a set of readincs to act to a person because 
of varied e3i$>eriences.*' The important thing to note about this 
definition is that it considers attitude as broad generic 
determinant of behaviour. 
Another definition %rhich seems more appropriat for the 
present study is given by AlXport (1955)> "An attitude is a 
mental envi neural state of readiness, organisedi through experience 
exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's 
response to all objects and situations with which it is 
related.** 
There is a comaon thread running through these diverse 
dtofiniticms. In <»!• way or another each regards the essential 
feature of an attitude a preparation or readiness for respcmse. 
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Another writer defines attitude in this way, "it is the 
individual's tendency to reacts either positively or negatively 
to a given valu^". In more simpler tenna we can say that an 
attitude is "a mental disposition o£ the individual to act 
for or against any object,'* 
Tbero are four basic features of an attitude given by 
Park I 
1. It m\i8t have definite orientation in the world of 
objects or (values)» and in this respect differs 
from simple and ccmditicxned reflexes. 
2. It must not be an altogether automatic and routine 
type of CH>ndiK:t but must display some tension even 
vdien latant. 
3. It varies in intaasity. 
4. It is rooted in experience and therefore is not 
siaipiy a social instinct. 
It# therefore* means that an attitude characteristically 
prov^es behaviour that is favourable or unfavourable* posi-
tive or negative towards the object or class of objects with 
which it is related. 
Since the present study is concerned with teacher's 
attitxide towards intelligent and creative children* it is 
worth mentioning that teacher's attitude plays a crucial role 
in the realization of student's potentialities. 
Alaost all educators and psychologists in ree«mt years 
have felt that our entire educational system is biased against 
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chlXdr«n who are creative and iinaginative. One o£ the most 
frequent charges that is levelled against our teachers is that 
they neglect and suppress the original and spontaneous expression 
of the students. It Is an almost obvious fact that creative 
ideas are not likely to occur in an environment which does not 
oncouraye it. The effect of the unfriendly environment on 
creative childxen is manifested by a decrease in spontaneous 
and iraaqinativo responses of the children with increasing age. 
Chila n when they first jO to school are full of ununual ideas 
and intoreot but v/ithin a few years they lose their enthusiasm^ 
become bored due to lack of encouragement. They often conceal 
thoir cleverness because it makes them unixjpuiar with their 
eldexa and teachers and they int^i^tionally io inferior v^rk. 
Pulsif or (1963) for example noted that children who wrote 
beautifiil poems at the age of four lost their spontaneous 
interest altogether after their entrance to higher classes. 
There is no doubt that teachers cannot make students creative 
at their own will« still they can do a lot to boost the 
creative capacities o£ the children by providing a sympathetic 
and flexible external environment. Many evidences support the 
fact that creative children 'open up* only wten they are 
convinced that their ideas would be respected. 
AS Meeker (1978) points out traditionally the child learns 
academic subject matter in a group situation* This learning 
always takes place in a routined and confoisiiative atmosphere 
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Slnee conformity and education ar« thus **cofiiplein«ntary ooiHS»anlon8« 
creativity creates an educational triangle. Hence it becomes 
difficult for teachers to give attention to the fent students 
who are different from the mass of average studants.*' 
We must also r«neroL>er that schools ace institutions for 
transmitting culture and social nointiS. Institutions also aim 
at common purstiits of rational goals, and therefore by their 
very nature cannot tolerate any deviation from the rules 
thouvjht necessary for the achievement of the cc»wnon purpose. In 
this wa/ also the creative students and rules and regulations 
of schools are just opposltes of each other. The teachers 
want to moulJ children towards conventionality, therefore, the 
creatives always create problems for the teachers and conse-
quently are either ignored or suppressed. 
A more up-to-date picture emerges from Lioyds (1972) 
finding which showed trmt high grade getters, e.g., academically 
talented teacher pleasers are well progrananed to do.^  What 
the teacher wants and the way the teacher wants. On the 
contrary those who have an unusual way of looking at things, 
and independent in their thinking are not appreciated by their 
teachers. The non-independent students learn how to esnsel when 
working under close supervision, they follow the established 
rules and reproduce what is already known. In fact, by the 
time they finish their schooling their inherent urge for 
enquiry and eacploretion is so much suppressed that they feel 
handicapped to become creatively productive. 
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Creativity In th« class-room is not something th«t will 
Just happen. Research indicates that the conditions for 
creative thininng — the environment must be established by 
the teacher, AS Torrance (1963) says, "We would do something 
abOLt our concepts of teaching by authoritarian methods". 
Authoritarian attitudes and environments repress the 
creative potential of yoving people. They inhibit learning to 
be free, to be self-directive and self-responsible. Education 
by authority directs students to learn, what others have already 
discovorc2d, Authoritarian attituJe places stress on following 
direct! >! s, doin<.i what one is told and on solving nrobl^ tts which 
have predetermined answers. 
Another obstacle to creative expression of the students is 
the attempt by teacher to maintain discipline at the expense of 
sacrificing initiative and spontanlety. There are children in 
the class who see possibilities in a problem or an exoeriment 
that the t«acher iniased. They often wish to try, build, create 
in ttm leboratory or in the playground. Whether these efforts 
result in praise or in admonitions for "making a moss'* plays 
an important role in deteinnining the child's orientation toward 
working CKJt things or toward inferiority and conformity 
{Grikflm}« 1953)* When feelings of inferiority predominate the 
child feels unable to face problams. He is afraid of using his 
skills in a situation and tends to seek the safety of conformity. 
Therefore* it can be assumed that the child's need for 
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acceptance ar*d the teacher's pressure £or order and discipline 
viTorks against the creative expression, f\ less rit;id teacb«»r 
usually appreciates and encourages children. Nevertheless* 
many teachers have negative attitudes towards such type of 
children than to the more conforming t/pes. 
The system o£ using grades as rewards for aohieveament or 
punishflient for failure, if not "anti-creative" is not "pro-
creative" too, sducationai research has shown repoatealy that 
children leaim tho?:© thlr-ys fast for which they are rewarded. 
Often ridicule anu similar attitudes? destroy the feeling 
of self-worth in students. Domination of pupils for any 
reason* threat of any kind engcinders feeling of insecurity among 
the pupils. They learn to be evasive, under pressures from the 
teachers and keep their thoughts to themselves. 
An excessive stress for <ryerything that is right stifles the 
creative urge in students* some teachers are so hide-bound in 
their attitudes that they neither recognize nor wish to recognise 
the creative potential in their students. 
The implication of the above points is that unless teachers 
change their attitudes* it would not be possible to provide an 
ftl^ropriate learning environment for talented children. The 
fact* however* remains that teachers cannot teaeh children to 
be creative. Creativity as a capacity is a unique manifesta-
tion of talent and no amount of inspired teaching can generate 
such ability if the potential is lacking. But %rhat can be 
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developed by a favourable learning environment and positive 
attitude is a constellation of problem solvlnn and personality 
traits known diS jenej^ al creative ardlity. It is their presence 
that encourages learning by doing ai i alno facilitates the 
expression of creative abilities, 
A major step in encouraging creativity in the classrocan 
is the support of activities whici increases the student's self-
confidence, and toleration by teachers of behaviours which are 
cos:ventionally considered "unpleasant". The quiet, well-behaved 
obofUent stu.Jent rsay be ideal from the teacher's 5X>lt)t of view, 
as aer daily routine needs a disciplined classroom ar>d covering 
ail topics. Therefore, children v/ho have unique ideas and fond-
ness tot unusual approach may create problans for th^ ceacher 
whose chief responsibility is the development of traditional, 
CO .vcntior.'al subject matter, (MacKinnon, 1962) , The creative 
child is more apt to ask questions,or voice his own opinion 
thus interruptintj the activities of class, sometiraes the 
creative stu lent expresses his reaction against teacher imposed 
tasks and is considered « "txouble-raaker". His curiosity 
is such that he iS more interested in trying his own ideas 
and is least motivated to g«in the highest marks. He needs 
freedom to engage in unhindered activities, freedom experienced 
in a spontaneous expression. But freedom does not mean, of 
course, that teachers must give free licence to all behaviours. 
A neoeasary amount of social responsibility is always there 
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with £rtt€»<3<MR. The Important polt.t la that the student 
should not be punished £or being different or £or shoving 
his independence and curiosity. Therefore* what is needed 
is a positive attitude towards such children on the part 
of teachers. Potentiall/ at least the teacher is creator and 
his material is th© minds of children." 
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Chapter ZV 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMJPUS 
AND TOOLS 
The Investigator chose to carry out tho study on the 
sttdents and teachers of ninth clans of secondary schools of 
Lucknow city. Both government and private schools were 
includes in the study. The choice of Lucknow city was based 
on the following considerationst 
Lucknow, being the capital of littar Pradesh is a big 
city having a population of over one million. The people 
inhabiting the city come from different walks of life, vir.., 
technical people, executives, businessmen, teachers, army 
personnel, officers and employees of central and state govern-
ment, corporations and companies* 
There are many govenxnent and private schools in the city 
and quite a nui^er of them have %rttll equipped laboratories, 
good libraries, large playgrounds and facilities for debates, 
dramatics and other extra-curricular activities. As a result, 
children studying in these schools get adequate opportunities 
to develop their potentialities. 
The study aimed to focus upon children whose soclo-
eocmomio level placed tiiem in a middle class category. The 
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rationale for selecting the middle class only was the followingi 
This is the class which comprises the largest segment of 
educated population* where the parents strive to give their 
children a good education after sacrificing some of their 
essential needs. With the result that these children get 
relatively better opportunities to develop their potentialities* 
compared to the children of the classes above and below it. 
Moreover, it was not feasible to conduct parallel studies 
of children of middle and lower classes since differential 
opportunities and environmental stimulation affects the 
intellectual develojment of children in various ways. Conse-
quently the result obtained or) different socio-economic vjroups 
are generally not reliable. 
The students of ninth clasB were selected because the 
age of 13 4- is fairly advanced for the expression of reqid.site 
abilities for dealing with verbal, figural and ntsRerical 
problems and also because their imaginative ability becomes 
more specified. 
Since the measures of creativity and intelligence were 
to be administered to tilie students in the city of Laeknow, 
it was necessary to write to the principals of different 
schools for permission. The investigator wrote to eight 
principals, five of them consented to the visit of the inves-
tigator in the month of ?tft>ruary« since this was the time when 
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studsnta of class ZX w#re free frcsn the tension of monthly 
and quarterly evaluation. 
In each of the given schools the investigator had to 
explain the purpose of the research to the principals because 
unlesr they agreod it would not be possible to obtain their 
full cooperation. In the course of several visits to each 
school* both class and subject teachers were briefed on the 
various aspects of the present research. 
Ihe result of the frequent visits to the school was that 
the invostigator established a good rapport with the teachers 
as well as the students. Tho investigator also convinced the 
teachers and students of the importance of these tests in order 
to provide a relaxed interactional context in the elasa>rocxn. 
The sample consisted of 353 students* 201 boys and 152 
girls. 7he tests were administered to 375 students* out of 
which 353 completed the entire test batteries. 
Aa shcnra in table 1 (page 102) * the average age of these 
oHildrMi was 13 years 11 months with a standard deviation of 
6.96 months. Por boys the m«u) age and standard deviation 
were 13 years ani 11 months and 5.4 months, for the girls 
mean age and standard deviation were 13 years and 10 months 
and 4*32 months. Henee« as shown in the table* majority of 
the students were 13+, that is* of adolescent age. 
AS the second table indicates* the children belonged to the 
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TABLE I 
Total population of studmits with l ^ e i r schoo l s 
and ag«i 
ZIZZH BOYS QtRta Grand schools ^^ ^4 j^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ j^ l^ -fg ^g^gy y^^^ 
1 School 1 18 » - 18 8 - - 8 26 
2 School 2 . . . - 11 49 11 71 71 
3 School 3 6 23 1 30 3 7 - 10 40 
4 school 4 - 21 18 39 1 2 1 4 43 
5 School 5 15 85 14 114 6 48 5 59 173 
Coiabined 39 129 33 201 29 106 17 152 353 
toa 
TABLE 2 
Occupational d iv i s ion of fa ther /guardian of the 
sampXs 
Nuau^ere 
i n t h a t Percentai^e 
occup.g^t|.<;^n OcoupatloQs 
liuslnesg Sxecutlves, Sales 
representatives* Accountants* 
Businessmen 
Snglnoers, Architects, 
Government Officers* 
/administrators 
Physicians, Dentists* 
Lawyers 
Teachers* Scientists 
Military Personnel Including 
Defence Officers 
Blue collared technical 
personnel 
71 
106 
20 
29 
30 
43 
70 
9 
12 
20 
33 10 
Total 353 100 
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families whtose fathers have the following CMscupatlonal rolest 
business managers* executives* sales representatives* archi-
tects* 29 %f physicians* dentists* or lawyers* 9 %t teacheers* 
scientists* 12 %t military personnel* 20 % and blue collared 
technical personnel* 10 %* who were highly paid. 
Thus* the sample represented a cross-section of cultural* 
economic and occupational background ranging from sons and 
daughters of Insurance agents* mill workers* military personnel* 
and school-teachers. In this sense it was a heterogeneous 
sample. 
ihe teachers of all these schools were qualified, trained 
an3 some of them were Ph.Da. 
uationale and Description of the Tools used 
Once the sample was selected the following tosts were 
adminlsteredt 
T9 %h9 gtudents - '^ests administered fell Into two groupst 
1, Mliwd Type Qroup ^•st of Intall^lggnqei (Verbal and non-
verbal) designed by Hehrotra (1976> In Hindi. This is a 
conventional test of cttsvergent thinking which requires 
the student to find a single correct answer to each 
problem. 
2. Trends of Imagination Scale 1 Constructed by Zaldl (1972) 
in Hindi* Urdu and English* The Hindi version was utilized* 
This la a test of creativity and requires the studmit to 
produce a response on their own* (Appendix A) . 
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TO t^« ^ qy^ t^ offf 
A. S«acher'3 Attitude Zoventory (Appendi:c B) . 
B. Teacher'0 Preference scale (Appendix C). 
Both these instruinents were aeslgne3 by the Investigator, 
espociaily for th© present study. 
To the parents 
Supplementary Information sheet (^ xppendlx D). 
Ratlcmale for the intelligence Test 
This particular test was selected t}ecause it has been cons* 
tructed on the lines of Wechsler-Bellevuo which though similar to 
Stanford-Dlnet scale is an Improved and better measure of 
intelligence. 
The fundamental difference between the Stanford-Blnet and 
Bollavue scale In respect to arrangemert of itorna is thist In the 
former* items of various types# testlnc; a variety of functions* are 
grouped together at each leveli in the latter« all items of one 
type are grouped tx>gether, con8titutin<| a subtlest of the whole. 
In the case of the latter* the effort is made to arrange the 
iD^Ulvidual items within each test in a sequence of increasing 
difficulty. 
There are many intelligence tests in Hindi for measuring 
students* Z.Q. at secondary level* e.g.* (i) * Verbal Group 
Test of Intelligence for fourteen Plu»' prepared by Bureau 
of Psychology* U.P. %riiich is the oldent* (ii) 'Group 
Zntelligmice test' in Hindi designed lay Hehta (1962}* (iii) 
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Jalota's Test of Intelligence* etc.* but Mehrotra's test 
is considered moire suitable as it is especially ccKistructed 
for school-going pupils of ages ranging frcmi 11 to 17 years 
of U.P. State. Another advantage o£ this test is that it 
provides both verbal and non-verbal tests. 
The verbal battery is made up of several subtests each 
of which uses the verbal medium. Of the different sub-tests* 
one also involves numerical tasks. Experience over the 
years with tasks of these types (analogy test* number-series 
tet'is, classification teat* vocatnilary test* reasorsinq test) 
has indicated that such tasks provide a good and useful 
measure of ability to deal with abstractions presented in 
verbal forr. and that since this type of ability is related to 
academic achievement, they provide a good index of scholastic 
aptitude. 
The non-verbal tests aimed at measuring spatial percep-
tion. They are tests in which designs and geometric figures 
differently rotated are to be identified as being the same 
or different from a jiven design. The sxabtests are figure-
analogy* figure arrang<mi<mts* figure classification* digit 
symbol* part-fitting test. For the average child these tests 
do not predict school performance quite so well as scores 
based upon the verbal battery. However* they pezmit an 
appraisal of abstract intelligence which is not influenced 
by specific disability in reading. 
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ReXiabiXity 
This test la a very reliabXe measure of Intelligence. 
By 8plit*-haXf method the reXiabllity of the test is ,88, by 
test retest method it is .86 and Kuder-Richardson's method 
it is .85. The test is valid too and is highly saturated with 
"g" factor. 
Lastly the items were such that they could be conveniently 
completed within a specified time of fifty minutes which was 
the time given by schools for tne collection of the datrt. 
Description 
The present test has been prepared in a spiral-onnlbus 
form* providing selective £or;.i of Items for both parts of the 
test, which may be conveniently used in a group. 
The author has included ten sub-tests* five each in verbal 
and non-verbal tests. The nimerical and verbal sub*tests 
do not follow any particular order in the battery* they are 
mixed in the entire battery. 
VerbaX te»f and their hYP0th«s«9i 
^* ApaXogv teat - This sub-test consists of 10 items. It 
measures the students ability to discern similarity between 
a group of words or objecta. Following example is given 
by way of directiont 
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gxaiBple t Five words are givmn iMsiow, Four o£ thera are s i m i l a r 
e i t h e r in q u a l i t y or any other order* and there i s only one 
word which does not f i t here . The sabjcK:t'a task i s t o 
i n d i c a t e the word which does not f i t in the sch«net 
Black, White, Yellow* Sour, Blue 
1 2 3 4 5 
2 . Muinber S e r i e s Test - This t e s t cc»nprises ten i t e m s . I t 
measures "mental a l e r t n e s s ' and the capac i ty to deal with 
numerical problems. 
Exainp]|,e : Some numbers are given below in a c e r t a i n order. 
The s t u d e n t ' s task i s t o chose the d i g i t which f o l l o w s the 
same order , 
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 (12, 13 . 11* 13 , 15) 
1 2 3 4 5 
3. Clasaifice^tion lest « This test consists of ten items. 
Zt measxures student's ability to comprehend and differentiate 
between two things. This sub-test begins with following 
example by way of directiom 
gacywple i Two types of problems are given below. In the 
first the subjects have to find synonym and in the second 
antonym. 
Acquaintancet Enmity, R e l a t i v e , Friend, Brother, Rich . 
1 2 3 4 5 
iHiltttt Yellow, Red, Blaek, Oreen 
1 2 3 4 
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^« R»a»oniPQ T»»t » This sub-toat also consists of ten 
itons. It measures studentii reasoning capaci'ty. it is 
provided with following example by way of direction i 
Examplf I Krishna is taller than Ram« and Mohan is shorter 
than Ram. Sohan is taller than Mohan. The subjec't task is 
to find the shortest person. 
Krishna* Ram* sohan* Mohan 
1 2 3 4 
5« Vocabula.ry Test - This is another sub-test of ten 
items. It measures student's general intellectual ability. 
Following example is given by way of directions 
Example t Five words are there in the bracket. Only one word 
is similar in meaning to the word given outside the bracket. 
The subjects task is to chose that word and then write the 
digit cm the answer sheet. 
Ordert (Conmand* sermon* Request* Message* Advise). 
1 2 3 4 5 
woD«Verbel Test with their Hypotheses 
!• Analogy Test - It measures the student's capacity to 
discern similarity. Consists of ten items. Following example 
is provided by way of directions 
83»mp^e s In the figures below* A and B are related in a 
particular way* t^e came relation exists between the figure *C' 
no 
and <Hie of the figures in *0' scKstion. The student's task is 
to write that very digit on the answer sheet. 
Refer Figure 1 
2* Arrangement Teat « IhiB test comprises ten items. It 
measures a person's ability to comprehend and evaluate a 
total situation without the use of language. 
Refer Figure 2 
.ExaHWpjtf s Five figures are giv«a above# they have to be 
arranged in a «x>eoial way. The student's task is to write 
down the digit of that figure which does not follow that 
order. 
3. CIassifi<;sat^ op Test • This test consists of ten items. 
Zt measures the visual perception and capacity to categorise. 
Refer Figure 3 
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Sxamplai The subject's task Is to find which figure Is 
completely different from all others. 
4. Digit Symbol Test - It comprises ten items. It measures 
visual imagery and visual-motor integration, 
Sxaraple t I'he fiqure below has four parts, and evory part is 
shown by a digit. The student's task is to fill the parts 
with digits. 
Refer Figure 4 
»^ Part Fitting Test - Comprises 10 items, it measures the 
student's capacity of visual perception and analysis. 
Bxample i The geometrical figure on the left hand side has 
three partSt and five figures are given on the right hand 
side. The subject's task is to find the parts which will make 
the figure on the left hand side, and then write the digit 
under the correct figures. 
Refer Figure 5 
The present test consists of two parts, i.e., verbal and 
non-verbal, under each, there are fifty items organised in 
difficulty order. 
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Adroiniatratioo of Intelllgance Test 
The present test Is primarily a group test although it 
can be used for individual testing as well, The instruction 
for each part of the test, e«g«« verbal and non-verbal, are 
printed on the test form. The answers of the different tests 
are to be given on the answer sheet supplied to the subjects. 
To minimise the work of writing on the part of testee, the 
answers have been framed in such a manner, that the testee 
has to give an answer to a question in a digit foirm. The full 
test consists of a work of 20 minutes only, i.e., 10 minutes 
each for verbal and non-verbal tost. This test can be 
administered by any educated person. It can be conveniently 
ccMnpleted within a period of one hour in a classroom of 40 
pupils. 
whwi the pupils were seated in appropriate position, the 
tester gave them a preliminary talk regarding the test. Than 
the test booklets along with answer-sheets were distributed 
among pupils with the help of two teachers of the same school. 
The students were then requested to fill the columns for 
name, age, sax, etc*, givwn on the upper half of tha answer 
sheet, whan the pupils had filled the required columns, 
the tester read out t^e instructions given on the test. Follow-
ing vmtm tMum of the instructions: 
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"Do not turn the page unless you are told. The 
manner in which the questions are to be answered 
is illustrated with examples. Read them care-
fully and then solve them*'* 
After this, some of the examples were written on the black-
board. The students were then asked to solve those probleams 
given in the beginning of the test. Then the tester enquired 
the students if there were any difficulty they found In 
filling the answers in the appropriate column of the answer 
sheet given to them. 
The studentsdid not begin until thoy were asked. The 
time was strictly noted because the factor of speed of 
performance is involved in this scale. The studenfcs were 
asked to stop after ten minutes. No extra time was given to 
the xnapils. 
Scoring t Scoring of this test was carried out according to 
published specifications. Since it was a multiple choice test# 
only one correct answer was to be selected by a pupil for one 
questimi. In scoring* credit of one point was assigned for 
each correct answer and «ero for each incorrect answer, No 
marks are deducted for wrong answers. After setting the 
scoring key on the answer-sheet, the wrong and left out 
questions were crossed. The nixmber of correct answers were 
counted in eadh test, verbal* and non-verbal* which became 
us 
the raw score o£ a pupil. The raw-scores are then converted 
Into norms« from the table given In the manual. 
Rationale for the Creativity Test 
Recently attempts have been made to develop measures of 
creativity by Indian scholars. All the test makers have 
derived and adopted their tests frcm ideas proposed by 
Guilford (1950). There are some tests which are similar In 
pattern to Torrance's Test of creativity. 
Passi (1972) developed a test for higher secondary school 
children. 
Zaidi (1972) developed a test of 'Idoational fluency* for 
adolescents and adults* 
Kaul (1974) developed a test of creativity for children of 
fourteen to sixteen year age group. 
Mehdl (1974) devised a battery of tests to identify creativity 
talent at the primary and middle school stage. 
The investigator chose 'Trends o£ Imagination Scale' 
(£aidi« 1972) as it seemed most suitable for the age group 
selected for the study. Although this test derives the basic 
Idea from Guilford's concept of divergent and convergent 
thinking as exemplified in his S.I. model of intellect* still 
the content of these test is primarily derived from the field 
of literature. 
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It Involves a greater variety of item typesf words and 
story plots ar«» especially chosen for Indian children. 
tl<Maes of Creativity ^eata and their Hyiy^theseg 
Creativity test battery consists o;f 11 nMsasures from 
which five were selected for the present study. The investi-
gator chose such tests which would foe interesting and easy 
for the students of 13+. 5:he schools g<iVQ only two hours 
frora their busy schedule and as creativity tests require a lot 
of time, it was not feasible to give all the tests. The five 
tects included werei 
1. SvEnbol Ass,9c4-'^ tion .^'e^-t - ihls toj:-; aims at measuring the 
ability to express complex ideac iuto 3:lntplo verbal forms, (It 
consists of one part« five itans). 
2. Word Asgociatioo Tes^ - The test nima at measuring the 
ability to shift frames of reference wlthin an organized 
•truoturo. (Zt consists of one part# f<9ur items). 
3« Plot Title Test - aims at measuring the ability to produce 
clever and original titliM (CiMitains twn? parts* two items)« 
^* Circle Tes^ - aims at measuring imagination and originality, 
(consists of 1 part* three itsms). 
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5. Consaqueocc T«at - This tost aims at measuring sensitivity 
to problwns and originality. (Consists o£ 1 part# 3 items}• 
De8criptiw)i 
The tests in the creative battery Involved facility in 
dealing with verbal and figural system. One instmtmmit called 
for varied association to stimulus wordai another required 
the ability to structure quickly clever titlesf another 
needed the ability to maKe different thines from a circle? 
still another required remote, clever, or original responses 
to unusual verbal situations. 
1. SvnJgfOl Association Test - This test aims at measuring 
'Symbol Production'. It was used by French (1963)* It is an 
improved and revised version of symbol-production. 
The test consists of five items, Xt presents the subject 
with five fairly common %rords# e.g., *Sky*, 'Ocean', etc. 
These words are considered to be potentially rich for symbolic 
expression of ccMaplex ideas when the medium is language. 
The subject is asked to write as many symbolic words as he 
can for each word. Successful performance on this instrument 
requires the ability to shift frames of refermnoe. 
gjMMWPJ^ e I (1) "Ocean" can stand for struggle, continuity, 
fearlessness. 
(2) "Sky" can stand for freedom* vuiity, 
eternity. 
lie 
Time allowqjiicei subjects required approximately 20 minutes 
to complete the test* although no time limit was set in the 
instruction* 
2. Wor4 Agsociatioi^ leat - This test alma at measuring the 
ability to produce words similar In meaning. 
Similar test was used by Getzels and Jackson (1962). It 
is an improved and revised version of this test. The subject 
is presented with four commod words, e,q,, "Beautiful", "White", 
etc. He Is reiiuircd to give words which are similar in meaning, 
£xamp:H,e» "White" - sinless, undefiled, virgin. 
Time allowyicet ^o time limit was set, the students took 
approximately 20 minutes to ccmiplete this test. 
3, Plot Title Teat - This test alma at measuring "imagination" 
and "originality". 
(*) Xmaqjnation is explained as an ability to imagine possi-
bilities of interpreting a single phenomenon in various ways. 
In the present context a capacity to think many titles of a 
single plot, 
(^ ) Qgiqinality is esqplained as an ability to produce vuniqua 
response to eommon stimuli. 
This test has been developed on the pattern of Gttilford's 
plot title test. Zt consists of one part. Two story plots 
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are given and the subiacts are required to give as many 
different and clever titles as they can. The plots are 
simple in esqpresaion and style and contain the el«nents of 
cleverness and hiimour. 
The production of clever and unique titles requires the 
interpretation of a single event in a variety of ways. When 
the subjects are required to read the story the ability to 
comprehend is involved in understanding the theme of the 
story. There are individual variations in understanding the 
idea. Some of the subjects inay clincj to one or other aspects 
of the story plots* such that all the titles will be limited 
to that/those aspects. There may be some subjects who 
understand the plot only superficially whereas some others 
may transform the idea expresscMi in the plot so as to reach 
the underlying purpose and could give responses according to 
their own understanding* 
Time allowance t i^o time limit was set* the students took 20 
minutes to ccmiplete it. 
Titles are scored on the folloiring oriteriat The first 
critericm is devised to measure "ideaticmal fluency". The 
aeoond criterion is flexibility* that is* the number of 
distinct categories o£ titles. The third criterion is the 
measure of cleverness and uncomnonness which in turn has 
been asswned to be a measure of originality in this study* 
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Th« two cr i t er ia arei 
1. Appropriateness 
2. Cleverness 
(1) Appr^prlet^aness t An appropriate response is defined as 
one which is based on the theme, idea, tone, plot and total 
syinbolisn: of the givon plot. Too obvious and general titles 
are not given credit. For «»cample titles liket 
IteTi I ) "One morning in a hospital" 
) "The Nurse" 
) "The Viryin' Cross". 
Item II ) "Grand Father's Surprise", 
) "Electric Fan". 
) "Forty years back." 
A few examples of appropriate titles are» 
Item I "Religon and Innocence" 
"Oood Friday — "A Revelation". 
Item II "Wonders of Electricity". 
"Ood -•• the Xngenius creator". 
"Chilfdjren or wonders of Modem Age". 
^2) Clevemesa t It requires Imagination and ability to 
transform ideas cognised from the plot. This enables the 
subject to intsrprot a single phenomenon in various ways by 
transforming one idea or the other so that they are related 
to stories •- unique and clever ones. Whereas appropriate 
responses es^ress a limited range of imagination, clever 
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responses manifest tr3nsfonT.atXon o£ idisasi 
Below are given certain claiver t i t l e s? 
Item I J "That Innocent Preacher", 
"That camouflaged Prick", 
"The Prick that did not hurt" . 
It®ti I I I "Innocent but clever" . 
"That i'Jitty Qu©stl<m". 
"iioriders of Mature, W o^nders of Science", 
4* Circle Test - This t e s t was origin«Jly designed as a non-
verbal t e s t of ideational fluency, f l e jdb i l i ty ana o r ig ina l i t y . 
\ similar t a s t was used by Torrance in his "Minnesota studies 
of Creat ivi ty" . The original format consisted of forty-tv/o 
c i rc lus , each one inch dianieter. The aubjoctc v/ere dirocted 
to see ho;'/ raany 6bjecte they could sketch, v/hich had a c l r l c e 
aa the main elemimt in the i r dasign. 
This to s t i s an lji^rov«anQnt cm Torrance's t e s t . I t consis ts 
o£ 12 ciseXos of small and big Bizm* placed randomly in different 
c e l l s . The different siaea of t^e c i r c l e d i rec t the s tudent ' s 
liaagination to refer to different context. The random arrange-
ments of the two types cir«iles haire s ignif icant ly contritmted 
in motivating the subjects towards ideational fluency and does 
not make i t monotonous. 
Another c r i t e r i a to se lec t circleis are tha t c i rcu lar 
shapes oc43ur most coinacmly in a l l cultrores* Thus the c i r c l e 
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as a stimtilus provides rich opportunities for tho involVQm«»t 
of creative wiconscious in the production o£ figtural imagina-
t ion . NO example i s given to keep studctnt's imagination f ree . 
For assessing "freo play of imagination" through figural medixim 
two following c r i t e r i a are se t upj 
A. Relevance. 
B. Productic«i of varied and unique objects. 
A. Relevance 
\ f igural ent i ty (object, picture, desijn, e tc , ) construc-
tecl by using a c i rc le as a base for a P'art of the ent i ty i s 
considc^rocl a relevant response. Tho yioducts which were not 
re la ted to the c i r c l e s / c i r c l e , i r re levant responses are rejected, 
for example football , coin, moon, plan'at simply written and 
c i rc les not elaborated. Design outslda the c i r c lo , i r re levant 
figures are rejected. The relevant responses are wheel, f ru i t s , 
s l iced toraatOf a cannon's tEK>uth, spi<jter*s w ^ , ba l l oi: wool« a 
b i r d ' s neot. 
B a Proidbiction 
w . l»ffiTr7iNTTiiTiffiiB'.I 
Tha production of unusual objeotj} is assumed to be the 
function o£ rich imagination. Things which represent common 
oibjQOts are products of m«nory rather than of imagination. But 
soma common objects are presanted in a unique way which requires 
a fertile Imagination. For axample, a cake with decoration, 
a well* etc. 
Til— Liadtt The children are aaleed ^ x> be ralaifad and given 
sufficient tima appcojdUsataly 25 minutes to complata it. 
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5, Coaaocmewce Tent - Thi» t®8t alms at niaaauring the ability 
to penetrate or draw remote conaequences £rom unusual events. 
Devised originally by Guilford in his California study of 
creativity to yield meaaures of ideational fluency and penetra-
tion« it was used by Torrance also with certain changes. Torrance 
chose situations more suitable for children. 
The present test was particularly aesiined keeping in mind 
the Indian children* and also the fact that it should be suitable 
for people of various age groups with equal proficiency. It has 
been conducted on school children, undeirgraduates and profe-
ssional students like B.Sd. Care has been taKat} to give those 
stimulus itcRns which can evoke maxiimffii number of iresfxjnsos which 
could include far reaching consequences. The situations are 
imaginary so that divergent thinking can play maxijQuin role in 
arriving at remote CKSnaeguences • 
This test comprises three hypoth(3tical and unusual crvents 
as items* e.g.* *'what would happen if men lost their power of 
speech**? 
These situaticms provide opportitnity for the expression 
of creative imagination* The events cxx:urring in real life 
situation are avoided sJUnply to miniitiise the effect of day to 
day eaqperience and conscious rea8<»}iag. 
For Judging the responses* two distinct criteria are 
set v^t 
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Rjglgyancgi A consexiuence judged relevant to the situation is 
given a score for fluency. Relevance implies relatedness or 
inherent connection between the situation and responses received. 
The relation between the stimulus an:i the response is considered 
primary (essential) even for assessing ori jfinality in responses. 
Too obvious responses like "People will not talk", are rejected 
3.No. Responses 
1 'ielephones, radio* 
IV would he use less 
2 Mo speeches by 
leaders 
3 Advocates v/ould 
starve 
Criteria 
Kolov-ance 
unique 
unusual 
Score 
(rXuency) - 1 
(OricjirtQlity) - 4 
(Originality) - 3 
Scoring System for Creativity Testsi 
Ail the creativity teeta had one thing in common that 
the score depended not on a sin^ jle predieterrained correct 
response ar is always the case with the common intelligence 
test^ hut on the number, novelty* and variety of responses 
to a given stimulus. 
All tests were scored for fluency* flexibility and 
originality. In all cases fluency was determined by counting 
the ntvRber of appropriate and relevant responses given by a 
subject. A score of one was awarded to each relevant 
response. The relevance of the responses depended upon the 
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criterion of appropriateness and relatedness. 
Appropriatenasa» moant that the response should be suited 
to the task demanded from them* &,g*, when a subject is required 
to live words which can stand a© JI symbol for the word "sky". 
The responses like "eternity", "freed<Hn", "unity", are given 
credits while "clouda" anJ "blue" are not. 
Relatednesst signified that the response should be related 
to task assigned, e.g., whon a student is reqiiired to give 
conseTuencos of some unusual situation, he should write full 
sentences for the rcrponse and not just it word, 
FlQxibilityii ^f^m letor?iinei by countini the nu«ibor of different 
categories in which re^ r^ onsea could be classified. For every 
shift of cats jory, one flexibility score was assigned. For 
exanjplQ, qivon a word "autumn" words such as "setjaration", 
"destruction", "change" were 3iven two marks for flexibility. 
OriginalityI The score for originality was awarded on the 
basis of statistical uncommonness of th-s resx>orise, 
Thua the first criterion of an original resi^ onse Is that 
It should have a certain stated uncoimnonness in a particular 
group being studied. In the present, study the investigator 
proposed to deal with a Relatively low order of originality, 
its limit fia.<3 set by the nature of sampling of subjects. The 
subjects were 353 students of secondary schools. For each item 
in a procedure a frequency distribution is constructed 
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indicating the number o£ children who give a particular 
response tc thst itenu 
A scale value of zero has been assigned to responses 
given by twelve per cent or more of the subjects. Responses 
given from five to twelve per cent are assigned a value of 
one, from four to five per cent a value of two, frc»n three to 
two per cent a value of three, frcwn two to one oer cent a 
value of four, and lass than one p'^r cent, a vnlue of five. 
It is worth noting that all creativity tests are free-
response tests, tile subject is not provided vifj alternatives 
devised by the test maker, but must instead su.mon fros.i v/ithin 
himself hi J? own idea ot solvingi problams, Th.3 f-ubject is given 
consider Ablu latitude for subjective, imaginative and idio-
syncratic interpret ition. Moreover diverse media are pr^ asented 
for the respondents to express himself; consequences call for 
bright ideas in more or less discreet form, plot titles 
demand clever and ingenius responses. 
Raliabi(,lityt All the creativity tests were found to be 
rellabls. By the Pearson Product formula the reliability 
vras .76 on a sample of 3S3 students. 
Adrainistration of Creativity Test 
A lot of studies indicate that the performances of subjects 
on creativity tests are Influenced by the condition of testing, 
e»g»» the way instructions are given, and the frame of mind of 
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mind of the testees, Getzolc and Jackson (1962) and Torrance 
(196S) have jentjiTally adininistored their tests in much the 
same \^ray as intolligence teat, with Instructions "to think of 
as many ideas as thoy could or such ideas as no one would 
think", .ihe subjects v/ere not qiven any strict time limit. 
wallach and Kogan (1965) str^ s^sed that noro creaiive ideas 
would bG produced in a "game like" rather than a ''test like" 
situation, their argument was that when the testeo feels free 
to ex re.';s his ideas an ^  tliore ir. no pressure or competition 
ho would be more spontaneous. Hudson (1968) ^Iro agreed i;ith 
this an i found that studenco produced more responses than 
usual v/hen asked to think oi what ^ radical person would say. 
Keeping in mifid the above findings tha investiqitor tried 
her b'jst to provide a peciBissive« relaxed context vhile working 
with students, since the students had taken I.u. tests two 
days before, they found these cre:itivity tests more interesting 
and less conventional. The administration of all creativity 
tests wer« carried by the Investi'^ator v/ith the help of another 
teacher who was well aware of tho diiforenc JS between creativity 
and intelligence tests* 
In all, five tests were administered to the sti.aent8, all 
these tests were administered to groups. Administration of one 
test was completed before work began on another. Prior to 
starting work the students were given detailed instruction about 
the tests. These were some of the major instruct!onsi 
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1, "Hero is a 3rou.> of fivo creativity tests. This is 
'^  iricacure to find ov.t the diffcreiit trenir of 
im«ijinJtiofj i-. diff-rant p&oplc and not an intelligonce 
tef?t. If done thoujht > ully, this cnabl ,>n you to 
understand yourself." 
2, '"ihc purpoFG of this te- t is only rose rch, therefore, 
vjive your rerponoos without any ho.sit ^tior." . 
3, • \11 th'^  insv/ors v;ill tjQ koi>t secret, th ;r';forc2, ;ivo 
your ansv/ers v?itho ;t any inhibition", 
4, 'j hore is no timo limit, but '?o all thn partr of the 
tof-.-^  IS .uirkly -r. you a it)", 
IfiG <-tudonLs wo£c; a'-KeJ t .•> bo rolaxod n^-l tc tak^ i ar much 
time- ciG taey wishs'a for eacU tent. Thoy umre rofjuer^ to ' to )ive 
as many unusual ar^ a uniqua responses a?i thsy could think of. 
Each tost begins with soxjar ilo itistruction anJ is furhishod with 
an example, viz.. 
Test X - Five words are given below, if used as symbol, 
different meanings can be expressed by them. Your work is to 
write as many ideas as you c<:in which can be used as symbol for 
the given word. \n example is jiven by v/ay of directioni 
Cross (+) t Belief, Pain, Rellgiious feeling, etc. 
(Cross is the stimulus word for which these responses can be 
given) . 
The students really enjoyed dolm these twsts as thoy 
had ample freedom to express their own Ideas. 
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A. Teacher* g AttAtuda Inveiitory r P«rgp«ctlvoa 
The iion«*avalXablllty of suitable scale for measuring 
teacher's attitude tour^ urds creative versus intelligent 
children made it necessary for the investigator to design 
such a scale. The scale is based on Likert's (1932) method 
and is similar in design to Torrance's (1962) "Minnesota 
Teachers' Inventory" for measuring teacher pupil relationship. 
Keeping in mind the fact that creative children have a 
constellation of problaii solving and personality traits which 
distinguishes thvara frc»a non-croatives. A list of character-
istics invariably associatod with creatives was prepared, another 
list included the characteristics of intelligent people. 
Investigators like Cattell and Drevdahl (1955), Barron 
(1957), Cross (1966), and Cattell and Butcher (1968) have 
fouuad s<»xie clearly differentiating traits. Xn general the 
same traits have distinguished creative writers and eminent 
research scientists, both from the general population and 
fron less creative mm and women of equal intellectual 
ability. 
Barron on the basis of his study on hundred captains 
concluded that "freedom of eaqpression and movement, lack of 
fear of dissent and contradiction, a willingness to break with 
custom, a spirit of play as well as dedication to work these 
are some of the attributes of creatives** • 
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May (1983) also believed tiat crcitivlty alv^ fays begins 
in freedom. Freedom is th^ lifeblood of creative art. At the 
university of Chicago, a stuuy of gifted studonts divided them 
into two broad qroupss thore who wero studying for the 
artistic jrofo; .sior.s -m.i v/ere giftod creatively, v/ore called 
creativos and th iJt K ro uho UQ'<-•' --iimplv callo 3 'yifte,i stuJenrp". 
ihe young creitiv^c terjded to bo moro rescrvGj than the other 
group, more intronp .ctive, imi,inaiivc, radicil .ml tended to 
nonross the attituue- cum'nonl\ i'-.^ oci -'to x'itb th . oppo^ i^to sex. 
T'ley were nou-co.4 ormi.=t an i indeocuaont; did rjo'c jir.y much 
<attetjtion to their tc2 icli -.o, ^.h :Y uunt tieir o'w'n '.;a.-, fiarch-d 
I.O h^(?ir ov/n inner drums. Th jy accti moxe autonomous not only 
iu th.2ir v7ork, buL in their thou.jiits. Though th- cre-ativc 
student did not rank hi-.j in "ego-strength" thoy did rank hi jh 
io SQlf-sufficioncy, resoluteness; they m:Je their own 
daciaiona which is the meaning of personal strength in any case. 
Practically speaking all these special characteristics of 
the creative students are at the eame time, descriptions of 
their endeavours to "safeguard their freedcwi". These findings 
explain why many creative persons could not fit in their 
educational system and had trouble in school or dropped out 
of college. In f^ ict, the essential characteristic of ere tive 
people is the potertiality, "to listen to their own inner 
guidance", and this makes thern non-conformist, often in 
extreme ways. 
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For MacKinnon (1960) qualities related to creativity 
Include self-assertion and dominance* a high level of energy* 
Introversion and independence of thought and action. Hlit and 
Stock (1965) found tho scientist and engineers high on origina-
lity, Reld* King and r/ickwlre (1959) establljshed that creative 
children as compared to non-creative children tend to be 
more warm hearted and less anxious. 
Torrance (1962) found that creative students have a 
reputation for having wild and silly ideas, thoir work is 
characterised by the productior. of ideas "off the beaten 
track", outside tals world, lack of ri.jidity, 
Getzels and Jackson (1962) found that creative students 
have a wide range of interest and emotional stability and 
unlike the high I.Q. children are unmindful of the teacher's 
approval• 
Thus it can be concluded that there is sufficient 
evidence to show that creative persons are more auton<»nous, 
more Indepandent, in judgement more complex, imaginative more 
radical. 
Therefore, the traits included for the presant study of 
the creatives and intelligent were tha followingt 
Originality Discipline 
Zmaginativenass Obadlance 
Indoipmidence Rigidity 
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Desctir>tioDB of the Charactoriatlca of Creative 
vis~»-vis Intelligent Childran 
Qriqinaiity versua Stereotvpedneaa - The most often cited 
criterion of creative children is originality. Literally it 
moans cre.itinj or originating thing which have never existed 
before in that fonp. In creativity it rofors to the uniqueness? 
that is implicit in ones creative product, such ccmtbination of 
syinbols and images v/hich have never existed before in precisely 
the same form or such additions that \/oiald tranaform their 
nature into a new entity, 
aut orljinaltty is a relative term, human-balnjs cannot 
be oriijindil in th.; absolute sense, man uses what is already 
Gxirting and available and transforms it into unpredictable 
ways. Therefore, originality must be defined in relation to 
some specified ccanmonality. 
Defined by Guilford (1950) as "statistical infrequency", 
it is thought of as newness, remoteness or unusualness* In 
empirical studies originality signifies the occurrence of 
atatiatically uncommon responaes. 
Creative persons have the ability to produce unusual 
ideas, solve problems in a novel way and use things and 
situations in a unique manner. 
It is seen that all creative product ia the result of 
the deep personal experience of the creator and therefore, it la 
in 
bound to be unique* scxnething that is peculiarly his, inspired by 
personal motives and deeply related to his life and self. 
dhen creative children are compared with non-creatlves« 
they are £ounU to know unuaudl v/ords, and a wide range of 
ideas and relationships. They enjoy intellectval problems, 
pxxz l3«5 and are not satisfiofi v;ith old answers. They are apt 
to produce unique ideas unexpected and unconventional solution 
to problenir. and new ways of lookinj at thirr^s, Ihey are good 
at planning and organizintj anu tend to become leaders in their 
school. 
In their study ^ .^ et^ els and Jackson found the croatlvos to 
have playful ideas and their response5T v;ere remote and 
unus3ual compared to the responser, of non-original student 
whose responses were obvious and conventional when asked to 
give "uses of brick", the non~oriylnal people coul:i say that 
the bricks could be used for building purposes, build a wall, 
a sid»-walk or fire-place. While those who possessed 
originality said that a brick could be used as a paper weight, 
as a b«d-warmer, as a woapon, etc. 
Iroaqinativenass versus Rigidity 
"Imagination" always implies going beyond the given data* 
Thus, for instance, simply adding up to find an answer is not 
imagination but going beyond immediately obvious facts and 
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seeing the hidden structure is an act of imagination and 
thereby of creativeness. 
The imaginative persons are able to produce new forms# they 
risk joining elements that are customarily thought of as 
independent and dissimilar* the/ go off in new directions, on 
their own initiative. They enjoy tho unexplored quality and 
uncertainty of the untried and wiknown* things that people 
whose imasjination is rigid or constricted tend to shy away 
frcun. They show a spontaneous desire to know about all sorts 
of topics, to explore and discover rather than Junt accept 
what is told by others. 
In many empirical studies when imaginative students were 
compared with non-iraajinative, their responses were found to 
be dealing with highly imaginative themes. Their compositions 
are more witty* they express their ideas without any inhibition. 
The non<»imaginative were found to be clinging to the given 
instructions strictly. They portrayed with greater or lesser 
elaboration, the conventional and immediately recognizable 
things« 
Hoo^^onfoctnitv versus Conformity 
Creative people do not accept the established pattern of 
any thing. They are willing to rebel against existing idcms 
and structures and make w^y for the new and untried. They 
•bcmdcMn tradition, with its certainties in favour of innovation 
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with its uiicort«inti«8. Xo faet«th« essential ctMiracteristie 
of creative peqple is the capacity to Xistcm to their oim 
inner guidance. They follow their o%m inner impulse and 
this makes th«B a non-conformist. Unlike the non-*conformist 
the conformist follow the rules and regulations* they accept 
unquestioningly what their teachers say. 
The students who are c<»ifoxmi8t8 are essentially more 
repressed and so deny themselves access to their sub-conscious, 
They are more dependent on others and less confident of th«n-
selves. They are more conventional in their views and often 
rigid and authoritarian. Above all they seek security and 
acceptance* hence they avoid novelty* close th^ nfiselves to 
experience and never try to be creative due to its unsettling 
changes. 
Qpenmindedness versus CXosednindedness 
Since the creative person is unconventional and indepen-
dent he is less adjusted to his fellows than the average 
puqpil. He ie more interested in his otm ideas thmn his 
popularity and acceptance by the teachers and kirn peers* 
Macacinium (1.961) points out that "one of the most salicmt 
characteristic of creative person ia his eouraf^«..Xt is the 
courage to be one*s ' self in the fullest sense* to grow in 
great measure into the person one is capable of becoming* 
developing cm«s abilities and ataMallslng oneself, since the 
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eroative pmrmtm is not pr«ooeupi«d with th* ia^x^BBton he 
makfts on others, and la not overly concerned with their 
opinion of him» he is freer than most to be hisiself*'' 
Thus creativity needs freeKlom and openmindedness. The 
creative person is not controlled by habit# he needs to free 
himsrelf from the usual# to deviate frcwn conformista* he enjoys 
the risk and uncertainty o£ the untried and unknown* In 
ccmtrastf the non<>creatives even when they are highly intelligent 
focus on the usual and try hard to give socially accepted 
solutions* They are afraid of taking risk and seek the safety 
of already established and known* The non-creatives even whmi 
they possess high intelligence tend to favour the delights 
of safety whereas the high creatives seem to favour the delight 
of growth. 
Rogers (1959) agrees mith these qualities of the creatives 
and intelligent* Firstly* the creative pers<M) is op«a to 
•MperiwDce. This indicates lack of r&gidity and a tolerance of 
anbiguity,--> in essence the oj^ posite of psychological defen-
si veiiess* 8«CNMldly the source or locus of evaluation is 
internal* The creative perscm judges the value of his creative 
product hinuielf and does not dflqpmid on others* And lastly* 
associated with openness and lack of rigidity is the ability 
to play spontan«»ttsly with fwemm, syadE>ols« ideas* shapes. 
The creative pere^tion end creative participatlMi in life 
•lieee from the grasp of oomtless possibilities. 
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TlMi creative p«r»on# thera£oc«, has the eouraga to 
diaeover new fonna and tuui the tmadmcy to prodfcace now ideas 
and objaeta* 
Tl^ e Taach^'g /^tUtuda Invantorv ia a three point aeale 
and oonaista of 80 atataoienta. There ware 8 statamenta per-
taining to eaelt of the 10 tra i ts giYing a total of 80* The 
etatMHumta were made in euch a way that a l l the ten traits 
were iwpceaented oa the scale in b^avioural terma. The 
context in which these traite are expreaaed in behavioral 
iKtriTKi aret Behaviour of the stud<»>ts in and out of classroonif 
in the library# in tha laboratory^ in interpersonal relatione* 
in extracuurricular activities* and on the playgroiuid. 
For BMrttK>dological purposes half of the questionnaire 
iteios are wonAed in a positive manneri the other half nega-
tively* The values are assigned in this laanner: 
Agree • 2 
Xn-toetween « 1 
i^sagree « 0 
The scmrtng values are rsfversed when considering negatively 
wos<dted itens* AQ individual's score on the questionnaire i s 
oMpiited as the arithsMtioal sum of his responses to positively 
and negatively worded itsns* 
The teaehers weam reqtuested to respond to B&X^ stalanaent* 
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Th«y tiek ag«lnst wiy of the three categories nrea", "Neutral **« 
or^No"* The aim was to put thmie categories of responses in 
such a way that the responses nade by individuals with the 
positive attitude will always have the highest positive 
weight. All favourable statements which have "Yes" response 
were given a weight of "2" the neutral response a weight of "1** 
and the negative responses a weight of "O". 
The purpose of reversing the scoring system is to 
minimize the differcmtiation between positively worded 
(creativity oriented) and negatively worded (Intelligence 
oriented) statements by the teachers. 
Some of the statements are as followss 
"Too much discipline in the class blocks 
the initiative of the students"* 
"The teacher irtioae wil l i s th« law of 
tiM class i s tile most effective 
teacher** • 
"A lo t of responsibility ean bo doveloped 
amoog Aiocribodient ehildron*. 
"Most dioolratele otttdonto ore thooo who got 
good grodoo oenoiotontly.** 
"An off ieiwit toaoher does not allow any 
imaginative thinking in elaos**. 
Yes/^eutral/No 
Yeo/Noutral^o 
Yos/lN«iitral/ilo 
yeo/^otttral/No 
Yes/Nootral/klo 
Reliabil ity i Tho scale has a sp l i t half re l iabi l i ty coefficient 
of .S? <Mi a senile of 200 teachers* 
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After a gap of five months, two groups of studants %rere 
idanUfled on the baala of Z,Q. and creativity seoras. The 
first group called the high Z.Q. group consisted of 19 
students who had a mean X.u* of 138.36 and a standard deviation 
of 4,7 with mean creativity score.of 91,42 and a standard 
deviaticMTi of 14«d. This means that these students were two 
standard deviations above the mean in intelligence 8co«e and 
below average In creativity. 
The second group, the high creative group had 18 average 
intelligent but highly creative students. Their creativity 
mean was 193.8 with standard deviation of 20.9 while their 
mean intelligence was 129 with a deviation of 8.44. These 
were the students whose creativity was two standard deviation 
above the mean on creativity scale but with average intelligence. 
Purthennore, cm the basis of Teacher's Attitude Znveotory, 
teachers were dichotonised in two groups. One group heving 
positive attitude towards ereativity* they were 18 in auaber 
and had mean and S,D, Scores of 119*4 and 6«4. The other 
group had 3S teachers having negative attitude towards 
creativity, their mean and 8«o. was 48.3 and 4«8. There 
were 47 teachers who were uncertain about their attitude. 
Onee the two groups of teachers and studcmts had bewi 
idwitified, the task of rating the two gxoiaps of students by 
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tho tMO groupa of tma€A»rm was oarri«d out with tim holp of tfoo 
Teaehor*0 Pateferonee $c«JLo» The Toaehor*« Proferooco Sealo 
contalnod a list of 10 oharaetoriatiea* S of intelligent pupils 
and 5 of creative pupils* These charaoteriatica were worded in 
such a manner that their differentiation by the teachers was 
minimized* These were some of the characteristicst 
1« Discipline* 
2 • Self-ejqpreesion • 
3. Zmaginativemess. 
4. Participation in cocurricular activities^ debates* 
dramati cs # etc« 
The teachers were requested to assess the student (whose naine 
was written on the to|> of the scales) cm eiich of these character-
i s t ics* 
l3escriptioo of Parents/Students Sij^ polecaentary 
infora^^on g>^ff 
Since the study focuses cHti two groups of students %^ o possess 
different type of ch«r«eteristies* i t was thought relevant to find 
out the family eerriafonment and the patterns of parental control 
and peroeptiofi* Data needod for th* above factors were obtained 
from arwipoaaes cm an infonsatimi sheet given to ^ e students and 
their pareots* Questions posed in the sheet were within two 
brood contexts* 
(1) AS iodivi(Sh&al8 n i^at were their ultiju.te career aspirations* 
(2) AS oMMdMrs of their faodly groups^ w i^at i s the character of 
the fsnily and home «Bvironiiient« in %ftiieh these adolescents 
were bom# brou^t tip and are presently interaeting. 
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cii^ t^«r V 
The hYpQttvamlB postulated for the reeearch work Is that 
teachers favour the highly intelligent student iSM>re than a 
highly creative student* evoA though l»oth the students ama be 
good scholastic «ehiovers* lo testing the hypothesis* 
intelligence and creativity tests were administered to the 
sample of 353 pupils of olass XX from five secondary schools. 
Further* all class and subject t€»acAiers of the same class also 
fonn^ td the subjects for the Teaoher*s Attitude Inventory and 
Tea<^ier's Prefereo(»» Scale to aeasure their prsdlereooe. 
MtTHOOe OF ANAliySZS Of ZNTBLUGlClfCfi TS8T 
Zntolligenoe t^sts sooxtts mure olitalaed for the studMits. 
Mmah intelli9«oee MNHTO ym» wrnvrngtrnd iato an I*0. using 
•tendard aonss givon ia Nelupotra's Manual of XatalUgenee 
Test* Mean aad Standard Osviation of X«Q. diatsibotioo for 
aaeh sohooi as wall as for a l l the sehools eosfeined ware 
aaaqpntad with tbm halp of standard faCMulaa. 
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(Xi) I » ZO Of i th student in Jth sehool wtMre 
-^  i « 1. to n* ana J « 1 to f • 
n «» autfbor oi studonts In oaeh sehool* 
Qj m BURdMur of ststKloato In Jth aehooX. 
(X.). m mean XQ tot tho jth sehool. 
• stafidard doviatice for ZQ aitttrltsution 
for tho Jth ocshooX* fj 
(^)^ • ffloan ZQ for a i l oohoolo amibinod. 
o 
m otandard davlatioo for ZQ distribution 
for a l l sciioolo oondadnod, 
n^ « mxato^x of studaots fOr a l l schools 
OOwMiiiod* 
(St) j^ m oioaii ZQ for tha f i r s t school. 
ii|^  « Btna>er of stad«its in the f i r s t school. 
m st«adard deviatioo for la distribution 
"^  for tho f i r s t sehool* . 
d. • doviatioo of »oa» ZQ for a l l schools 
ThSBt 
(Ktj 
w. 
- flbj - < » e 
1^ 
'i 
X49 
°C -VV»3*V»5 
n ^1^4 SLZZI 
MsasurcHMxnta o£ many natural phcoioitena and of many mental 
ana social traita under e«krtain ooncUtiona tend to be dlatri-
tmted ayimnetrically about their means in proporticMris in^ ilch 
sppeoniMBitB those of ttm normal probability distiributicNO. There 
is ample afvidanee to support the view that many variable facta 
in life can be represented by a normal distribation with a high 
degree of accuracy. stoasuring intelligoftoe with t^e imlp of 
standard tosts is ono of the variables nhieh follows the normal 
OtiUPVO* 
Tho SO seoves of oaoli group and of all the schools havo 
tabttlatod in tatelo 3ilX in the fbsn of a froquoney distribution 
chart in orior to pcooont tho data in oooeiao form* 
Of all the groups which included 353 students* only one 
atiadaat has a low intolligoDce score* while three students hacvo 
scores of 148« lach X«0. class interval is of 10 uaita with fro* 
quooQlos of each group as ladicated* The lowest and highest X«0* 
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T«bi« 3iiz - igjcmfffffy ilffiffl?ffiUffw fff Itflt fffffytt-
f>6: 
CXasa 
Xaterv*! 
zm^asrac 
xz xzx XV (eoidbinad) 
65- 74 
75- 84 
85- 94 
95-104 
105-114 
115-124 
125-134 
135-144 
145-154 
155-164 
165-174 
175-184 
185-194 
195-204 
205-214 
215-224 
225-234 
235-244 
24S-2S4 
3 
5 
7 
6 
5 
3 
8 
20 
19 
18 
3 
1 
3 
11 
14 
7 
4 
3 
11 
18 
11 
1 
3 
21 
40 
53 
35 
20 
1 
4 
30 
67 
105 
85 
58 
3 
71 40 43 173 
i 
3S3 
Rang* I I 
»9tm$ X tndic«tMi t«bl(Wi 9£ Xatttlllg«nco. 
C indlealMHi titfslMi o£ Creativity and it« eom&ottMitmi 
TA iii4ie«ttt» tftbl«s of Tmmohmc*m Attitude Xnveatocy. 
TP IndieAtMi tidile* of TMMlMr** Fveferonoe 8o«l«. 
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•eor^a withifi tli« totsi •«npl« !• «l«o tabulat*d for aaeh group 
and tdtal groups oesitoltmdm Thm lovoat and hlghost X«o. aeoco 
for tha fivo groups oonbliiod aro 76 and 14S rospaetivoly* 
7ron tha froquaooy for eootoinod aetiooXa the largoat oaokbar 
of atudenta havo intalligwaea botwoon IXS and 124. Tha total 
group comprlsaa mora atudenta having abova avaraga intalliganea* 
On tha baaia of tha fraqu«aoy distribution of Z»0* in tha 
5 schools individaally anA eonbinad* six frcKiuanoy poly^^s 
have plotted. They ri^present the X«Q» seores of 26, 71* 40* 43« 
173 and 353 studxKits. 
Mean, median, m>6a, standard doviatlcm and other statis* 
tioai laeasures have been determined for @ach school. 
CHARACTSRZSTZCS OF THI Z*Q. tXlSTRlBmiOn 
Table 4i2Z - I tit ilffttllniUM ffW ^ tJrfffft tl^ MBi-
H \ r. tm taB lUNHPI 
2« U l . O U*72 140 100 40 
Nd 
129*0 
No 
120.0 
Ul 
112*5 
02 
124*S 
h^ 
104*7 
*fO 
128*2 
The first seliool oonsistod of 26 students* 10 boys and 8 
girls* Zt «ms Coosd that the mean Z.o* was 121*00 with a <D 
of 11*72 and a cange of 40 CTable 4i2X)* Heneo i t i s ^ear 
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that th« group conaistvd of sHghtly aboiro airttcmgo inte l i igoot 
9ta6imta wtioso I.O. W8C« eXoaeXy 4i«p«raod within iMnroir 
l i e i t s Oka inaicotod by iow ••riaiiilXity a« conqparod to tho maas 
Z.Q* score. Ttras I t waa mora or Xaaa a hoiK>gwiaoua group, 
oriqph X dasertbaa tha firaquaney distribution of Z.Q, for 
tha f i r s t schooX* Tha poXy^ OQ la unimodaX with a vary sXlght 
nagativa skew indicating a tendency towards tiya higher scores. 
h f latter distribution i s diseemibXe which shows that very 
high scores have not heen obtained* 
Table St31 - i ,fl i , ^flr^lfff^U?^ fof ^ f ?y?<^d ff<?ry^^. 
n^ -^ (T^ HC. LS ^;;- Hd MO Q l 03 P p^ P^^ 
71 X26,3X XX.33 X4S 99 46 X27.0 X28.4 UStX X3«.6 XX0.2 X42.S 
There were 7X girXs in the seeoHod sehooX, The mean Z«0« 
«f X3(l*3 is so indication that the group is above average in 
inteXXigeaee* Low variabiXity (XX.333) and a range of 46 
shows tlie homogeneity of the gx««^* Majodty of the students 
are higliiy inteXXigent since the 2Sth pereeotiXe faXXs at the 
average Z»Q« vaXue (X20) (tabXe St3Z}« 
Graph 2 describes the frequency distributioQ for the 
second soiiooX* Xt is a uniMOdaX curve with a negative tkm 
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diM to mora •tud«it« atotaining tiigli«r soor^s* A plL«ty)ciirtle 
•hapo o£ th« polygoo i« indieativo that th«ro aro quite a 
i»ati>«r of bright atudanta. 
^zx. Third school 
n^ Ig^  ^ HS La Ranqa tid Wo Qi 03 P^ Q^ P^^ 
40 1X8.0 11.S 140 68 52 U6 .4 119.4 110.4 126.6 104.9 135.7 
Table 6t4Z ahowa the third aohool had 40 atudanta (30 
liare boya mad 10 girla)« the naaa Z.Q. conqemted waa 118 wend 
tAia laadian waa alao the aasie. Thia indieal»d that the gsot^ 
waa average io inteHigeoee* so o£ 11 .S and range of 52 ahows 
^aHpeea • • ^iiPe*^i* ^wwia eiF ^ P M I ^Hpeii^^v ^^^p ^^^B^ w i a e T I ^ »e^^^^ww^TBp^^ae ^vaa ^^^f ^w 
oxaph 3 pertraya the z.o* diatribution for thia aehool. 
Zt ia alnoat a ayMnetrical iiaiamdal diatcibation with a tail 
to the left and a piatykurtie ahape. 
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°4 ^4 ^4 "^ ^ Range M<a ino gl u3 P^Q P^Q 
43 128.0 8.84 143 106 37 128.90 130.7 122.0 135.0 116.2 141.0 
T^bla 7t5Z sets out the Z.u. distribution for the fourth 
school. 'She school cxM^ prised 43 piupils* 39 boys and 4 girls. 
Thoir I.u. mean is 128.00 with a SD of 8.84. The range is 
37i highest 143^ lowest score of 106. This group is by for 
the more intelligent of all the othei groups* h large 
pereeaotage of students (nearly 80 per cent) have abonre 
average intelligence* though the rest of them (20 p&r cent) 
are not too far below the average Z.o. value. The studorits 
of this school have a low deviation and a narrow range with 
th% result that the qsoap is fairly mmogeneous* and nore so 
around its nean z«Q, value (128.00). 
Graph 4 describes Z.O. distribution for the fourth school. 
The plot is a normal curve with a slight negative skewness and 
appears to be platykurtic. 
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T«bie 8s«z « itat ^ttiftfw^ftn im 1M llinit ti?fttfli 
Be ^« ^« H8 XiS Range Md no Ql Q3 P . ^ » ^ 
173 118.68 12.45 144 76 68 116*6 118.4 109.0 128.0 101.0 136.0 
The fl£th grou|> givmi io table 8i6X had 173 studmtts 
(114 boys* 59 girls) • They had a moan Z.Q. 118.6 %fith a SD 
of 12.45 and a range o£ 68 (highest 144# lowest 76) . Obviously 
this grcmp i s perhaps tiMi raost he1»rogemK>us and ocmsists of 
a l l kinds of pupils loMr# average «nd high. A widto range i s 
indicative of a large base whieh neans that intell igeoee i s 
%ridely seattejted fron lev to very high. However* most of tlie 
students (nearly 70 per cent) are average in intelligenee* 
ovaph S i s a plot of the X.O. distribution. Xt i s almost 
synmitsioal. Xt has a very small positive sleeimess indieating 
l^iat Msure sooai^s are oo the lower side. 
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^ * •aMi fffflffiilwMli iiiffTBilwiJHHl 
B^ 5L ^ « HS l^ S Range Md No 01 03 P,-. P^-
353 121.48 12.33 145 76 «9 121.6 121.9 112.5 131.3 lOS.Q 139.0 
iU.1 groups eOBdained had a total population of 353 constat* 
log o£ 201 boys and 152 g i r l s . The mean Z.Q. from t ^ l e 
9«7Z i s 121.8 and a me^Hem value 121.6. Zt was further noted 
that 55 per c«Hnt studente had intelligence above the average 
Z.Q. value of 120. Thus the total group consisted of above 
average intel l igent students. 5D was 12.33 wtiich indicates 
low variability of individual scores frost the mean value. 
This shows that the scores vere uBiformly distributed over a 
snail base and heaoe the gcoop «#as hosiogeneous in intelligen<se. 
TlM tofp 20 per ocNEit of the stu(S«its had a high out>-«€f point 
o< ua« 
QW9^ 6 i s a plot of the Z.Q* distribution of a l l schools 
o<MA»iaed« Tiie polfgoa atfipm^rm spseetrical since the nea»« 
•Adiaii* and oiode mlues alnost ooineide. The curve has a 
sUght negative skeiiBese* srhioh means that there were nore 
high seores. TISM the gveop as a whole i s more than bright. 
The distribution i s pla^rlrax^e* 
QRAPH 6t IQ DISTRIBUTION FOR ALL iSt t 
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T«bl« IHtK 9ivtt« a •unmary of tlie Z*0« wmaot 80 and 
ethor s ta t i s t i ca l BMMaurtts for a l l schools indiviaually and 
OQHd9illOd* 
In tho total sample there are 201 bosra and 152 g i r l s . 
Their i^an and standard deviation values of X*Q. are l i s ted 
in table UsiZ* Xt i s found that th@ boys and g ir l s do not 
differ s i ^ i f i e a n t l y on Z.Q. nwasure. 
Table lli9X - Hean and 8P of l .Q. ^or bevi ai^rls. 
Boys 
n ^aoi 
Girls 
n •ilS2 
Level OT 
Significance 
z.o. 
121.57 
12.12 
121.33 
12.57 i9ot signific^int 
Z m mJmmkJuUUmmmmmduMtLm m O.OIH 
mmmmmimmmmmmmmm 11 iii m • m w»w»w 
Mot signifieaat. 
MSTfiOOS or ARMUWS QV CRSATZVXT): TEST 
fcom the «reat i« l^ tests* soores for eaeh studbsnt on three 
diMsaaions nsneiy* flusiiey* f loMlbi l i^ and originality^ are 
obtained* K ereativity More tlierefore oeosists of the mm of 
soores on fliaeaey« fleidMUity and originalil^* 
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Znitially* 9sue$% •tttd^nt li«« m tam mto£9 on ««eh of th« 
eroativity ainaaaX&a» TtMKBoeforth* mean mad atandaierd <l«vi««> 
tlon of eaeh dinoasion la o«loulated on the basis of the row 
soores for a l l sohools ooaMned. Ualng a simple eqiiati<Mi 
(oarrett* 1969}« the r«ir score distribution i s ecHivmrtea 
into a standard score distributicm with a mean of 50 and 
standard dsviation o£ 10* The equation used iss 
Standard Score 
in the raw 
dlstrilmtioa 
Hean of std* 
score 
di s tribu tion p.aw Score Std.oeviaticm 
standard l^aviaticm 
of 
standard Seore 
Standard scores for @aoh student on fluency* flexibility 
and CMTiginality is thereafter calculated, h total of tlw 
three standard scores of the three variables provides ^ e 
Standard Creativity Score* hereafter known as the Creativity 
•cotre* For the creativity score distributi<Mi for the sample* 
»san and standard dsiviation are oon^mted for each school 
s«p«ratttly« and for all schools ooaibiRod* 
There are several reesons i ^ raw scores need to be 
converted into standard Scores. The naan and SO of the Standard 
score distribution (taksa mm 50 and 10 respectively in this 
stv^y) is so selected mm to wako all scores positive and 
reUUvely oasy to handlo. 8oeondly# soormi mado by Urn 
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aano individual vpon 0«v«ral tmmtm emnaot usually IM oonparad 
directly owin^ to di£f«r«oe«a in teat unit*. Thua a aeore 
on a group intalliganoa teat and a acmoa on an «Sueat*onal 
aohievemont ajuuiiinatioa cannot be c<mpared aeaningfully. If 
acorea on these taata are «N^ceased as standard a<»>ras* 
twnmvmt, they <mn be conpared provided the distributicsis of 
raw scores are of the aane fom. Sinilarly^ a third reascm 
la that raw 8eM»res i^tained by the same individual upon different 
variables* vis.« fluoocy^ flexibility «Dd originality cannot 
be added to give the creativity 8<M»re for that individual* 
since each variable has a different iiH»an« SD and total frequency. 
If raw scoare tOK •aeh individual on each variable is converted 
to a standard acore« than the total of standard scores on the 
three diioansions wlXl give a creativity 8<»>re* 
The shift fron raw to standard score requires a linear 
transfmraiation* though the cnanversion does not in any way 
change the shape and fosai of the original distribution* 
Xn the oaloulatioa of nean and so* let 
X|^  m io^vidual iraew neosn. 
V - M . o( c w acor. dftdbattM. 
^ Ml 8I> Of raw score distribution, 
n tm total frequeoey* 
i«3 
'.Jl^Ili 
Let 
and 
y 
fX improsoDt fiuemsy 
fM r«pr<is«3t fX«3dblXity 
9 rcipraseiit oxHginality* 
Th« t a b l e 12iiC baiow giv«a the raw 8Core23 of the th rea 
c r e a t i v i t y fe^tora for a l l aehoole eomblnedt 
Table 12 l i e * Ray and SP of flaef^cy# f l e x i b i l i t y ^|e^ 
i t y fog alfj^  ' ' " - - -i'E3iE3..!3E:t^5.!Et5' 
Flttcaicy 
" f l ^ f l ^iJL 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • p a i A a M 
O r i g i n a l i t y 
' ^ £x 
3S3 aS.OO 10«M 353 1.4*00 7,80 52 20.00 15.04 
'&» raw aeore of i nd iv idua l atiident on eacth va r i iA le i a 
ttow oliaaa*d t o s tandard by noing the following equat ion! 
[Stattdard ooero 
in the now 
diotSRUMtiOB 
iiaao of Std . 
•OOffO 
distritoation 
Std.dov.of std.seore i 
A ataadard diatritoutioo with mean SO wnd S0 10 for oaeh 
of ttM thcoo variablea ia uaod. 
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Tlitta if 
y ^ m indivi^Ml. ataodasd toora on tlnsaeey 
Y^ m lodLvidaal standard sAoca on flaxiMli^ 
YQ m iDdividoai Standard seoro cm originality 
than* 
*^ f^l YM% « 50 -f m,mnMMl, X 10 
A 'Si ^ 
5 0 -^ •iiiiiiiflffiiiiii I ffiJiHio X 1 0 
X, •3-Yft • 50 -^  ' •;>" •^ '•'•'- X 1 0 
Zf Y « Standard eraativity scora 
than 
A eraativity seora is mmSm «qp of threa faetorst fluancry* 
fiaxibility and originality* Tabla 13i2C tabalatas ^ a mean and 
SO of standard fluaaey sooros for aaeh grooi) and for all groiiq^  
Xha ooMtaiaad nsan aad so has boon poggod at SO and 10 to 
staniardisa sooros* Vha sooood grou^ af fl studoots has tha 
liighast sHMn valuo of fluanoy wiiilo ttio distntootiao is dis* 
parMd vidoiy. tha fourth onwp has tha sssio oMan hat variataility 
is loss* 
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Xt ippetars l^ftt tAe swsond group luw 0«v«raJL highly 
intttiiig^nit stttdsnts who. hftva high £l.u«ecy atadlity. On 
el0a«c scmtlny i t i s etottmrved that th« fouirth gsoop, a welX« 
knit highly intoll igent bixneh^ has also h l ^ acoroa on 
fluancy though eluataring ia greater than in the aeewnd 
group* 
l^e third group oonaiating o£ average intel l igent 
students, obtained low fluency values* 
Table 13i2C - M§^ t^a Sj^dard Qeyia^on <;^ f fluwpgg fs£ 
yaarschool ana for a l l g4ahOQl8 cm^nod. 
Scdu»ol n Yg^ ^£X 
Z First School 26 43.70 8.60 
XZ Second School 71 54.30 11.20 
ZZZ ^mird School 40 45.47 7.23 
XV Fourth School 43 54.58 7.39 
V Fifth School 173 4t.34 10*30 
VZ Centoiaed 353 S0«00 10,00 
The MMM and so of f i ex i l i l l i ty scores for the various 
groups and for a l l groups ooi^ned i s exhibited in table 
14t3C. The eontoined gfcmp has a laeaa and jn» of SO and 10. 
Xt i s obeerved that students from the f i r s t and second 
gvoups have hif^ mman fleadtlkility values though individual 
•cores are widely scattered. The third s«^ool has a low mean 
16« 
eqioal fXusaoy and flexlMJULtar* 
Ta^« Ut3C « 
sehool n It^ ^^ 
z 
zz 
zzz 
zv 
V 
zv 
F i r s t S<dlO0l 
s«cond sehool 
Third School 
Fourth school 
Fif th school 
contoiiiod 
26 
71 
40 
43 
173 
353 
51.00 
55*58 
43*55 
49.44 
49.22 
50.00 
9.30 
12.56 
6.17 
6.37 
10.48 
10.00 
T«bl« 15t4C roprtts«fit4i nean and SD of standard originality 
MKxros. Zt i s ootOMortl^ «hat this cdiaraoteristie i s • raro 
OQO «Bd not foiaiid in a l l p«r«oiis. Tha f i r s t gsottp has no 
OKiginal atudfontt wiiila tho i^iini and ^wrth gsoupa had vory 
Mm studants. Itenoa tha sMao and so of ociginaiity for thaao 
tinragpa ia not a trua neamire of th«dr contribution to eroatifitar* 
Naariy 60 par oaat and 9 par eant atudaats iron the aaoood 
meA f i f th aehoola oould eeotribttta to tha eraat i^ty soora. 
undouibtadly, thaaa atudanta vara tha hrightar anas drawn 
nMtly from anong tha h i ^ Z.O. sooracs. 
i<7 
Tttbi* ut4c - MttB ^  §m^^lM PUM^m ft,9^9\muw 
mmSLmSSBtmmSmiLjO^BBBUt 
mmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmfmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmKmmmmimmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
— — — W i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i I Ill Ill i i i m I I l l W Ill 
z 
zz 
zzz 
zv 
V 
vz 
Firat SeiiooZ 
smcotid Sehoetl 
Tliisd school 
Fourth School 
Fi f th School 
Confined 
-
23 
4 
1 
IB 
52 
• 
sz.eo 
53. so 
45*70 
48.84 
SO. 00 
«» 
i 3 a o 
9.S0 
3.28 
18.29 
10.00 
The frequency distribution chart for creativity scores 
feur aa«^ school and for all schools conbined is given in 
Table ICtSC* Range for each group and for the cOBBi»ined 
group is also mentioned. 
Each class interval is of 10 units* and the freciuencies 
for eaim groi^ are widely scattered* having a creativity 
value as low as #4 and as iiigh «• 248. There is e poroep-
tiMLe tilt tCMrasd lower creativity scores sinoe a large 
BWihsr of otndeiite h«vo low to average creativity ooorea* 
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T«bi« Misc • ffffgnjUKfY Olfiiy4>mttitt H 9giittiaiity. 
9 
SI 
71 
69 
S3 
26 
15 
8 
11 
11 
12 
3 
6 
2 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1 
60*. 69 
70~ 79 
80- 89 
90- 99 
100-109 
110-119 
120-129 
130-139 
140-149 
150-159 
160-169 
170-179 
180-189 
190-199 
200-209 
210-219 
226-229 
230-339 
240-249 
3 
4 
6 
7 
3 
2 
1 
4 
8 
10 
11 
8 
4 
1 
4 
5 
6 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
11 
10 
8 
6 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
11 
12 
4 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
8 
33 
45 
34 
17 
11 
4 
5 
S 
5 
1 
0 
3 
0 
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CHARACTERXSTZCS OF CEBAXZVZfY DX8TRXBUTZQN 
Tabl« 17i6C - creativity diatribution for thm first school. 
n, ?. ^. lis 1.8 Rsngo Md Mo Ql Q3 P.. p.^ 
..•ffr I ft § I • I *y , H ,1 
26 100,0 16.25 137 76 61 100*2 100,6 89.50 109.50 79.75 124.00 
Th« suRBnary of mean and SO of eroativity scores £or the 
first schools is given in table 17i6C above. The mean score 
is a RMderate <Hie and divides the total group of 26 students 
exactly into equal groups since sieao is • median. A large 
nuBdE>er of students have obtained scores close to the mean« 
variability is of low magnitude as eonpared to ths mean, ffenoi 
the group repnsents a mcare or less lMniegen«N>us class of 
•tttdeots of moderate ereativity* 
Graph 7 is a plot of oreativity distribution for the 
first sehool. The graph is a uaimodal frequency polygon 
with an imsigiiifiosBt skemiess* Kurtosis tends to be flat 
lihich indieates that 99mcmm are unifomly distributed. 
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FOR f 
* » 
O csi O 
s s § 
I I 
r 
* « 
-A 
S OO ^ " ^ 4 I O 
17X 
XX. second School 
»2 ?2 ^2 ^^ ^^ Rang* Md Ho QX Q3 P.Q P^^ 
7X X26.60 40.27 245 74 X7X X09.9 X02,0 95.75 X57.0 84.0 185.5 
This group has a large number of KlghXy inteXXigent stua«mts 
who ar@ oquaXXy high on c r e a t i v i t y . Coiffi^surat© with their 
inteXXigei^e« students have XOM to high crea t iv i ty (see tabXe 
X8t7C). 
The or ig inal i ty factor affected the scores of 26 (35 per 
cent) students. The addition of the or ig ina l i ty score resuXted 
in puXXing up the oiean mxch above the median. Thus 30 per cent 
students had creat iv i ty scores above the mean. The mean X26.6 
and median X09.9 denonstrate that the XeveX 126.6 i s attained by 
50 per cent of the eases . This may happcnn only when there are few 
subjects who scK>re very high and many others lew. Variabi l i ty i« 
of a high magnitude (40.a?) as ce l lared to the mean 126vi. Henee* 
t h e indtviiftual scores are highly dispersed and the qrtrap i s e toost 
heterogeneous. Pseqiuency distribution i s plotted in Crio^ 8 . 
A nultinodaX curve resuXted whictt i s platykurtic and pos i t i ve ly 
skewed. This MHUM that l e s s e r nuiaber of students have very 
high scores . The frequency of high scores recedes* 
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G/iAPH diCRlfiJlVITY DISTRIBUTION 
^0 
^ 
If 
FOR SCHOOL II 
o> 
II 
t t 
o 
^ 
<«»«» II 
o l>- 5 5 
t >• J • 
^ 8 ^ ^o rvj 
173 
XXZ* IHIIICT iiiMw^ USa 
n. ?0 (Tm H8 liS fiang« Hd No Ql Q3 P.Q P^Q 
40 94.37 24.9 176 69 107 8d.O 78.50 78.20 90.00 69.80 134.50 
From tablo 19tac It Is seen ^at th« studiiats of this group 
dxhibitod low to noderato croativity. Cluator is arcmnd a low 
acore of 78 (mode). Zt is observed tiiat the top 25 per cent 
had scores above 90 (third quartile), while 50 per cent had 
scores above 88. Mean was at 94.37 value. From the above 
figures it is seen that 50 per cent students had scores between 
78 and 90 while hardly 20 per cent had scores above the mean. 
OisfNursion is h i ^ as compared to the raean and hence it n^q^ars 
that the group is heterogiKieous. Thus this grota^  is conpesed 
9i average intelligent but raoderately creative st^dwits, 
Oceph 9 describes the plot of creativity score distritoutloo 
for the third eohool, A trisiedal graph results on plotting the 
seores* Tilt is toward low scores as a eonsequenoe of positive 
skewnessi tout oooceatratioo of low score* has resulted in a 
leptekurtle shape of the graph. 
FOR MHOULlII 
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H-i 
If 
1 
o 
Co 
11 
5 
1 
1 
5 
• 
i 
do ^ ' ^J ^ 
175 
n* ^^ (TA »s LS Raago Md MO Q1 Q3 P . - P^-
43 XU.40 23.00 170 80 90 106.1 100.5 96.0 123.0 30.3 ISO.O 
Zt Is £ouDd £roro table 20t9C that tho studtents o£ this 
school are high In creative abi l i ty . A nean o£ 111.4 shows 
that about 37 per cent are above this £igure. Median o£ lOi.lO 
indicates that SO per cent students have scored above the 
isedian. Mode o£ lOO S^ i s very d o s e to bot^ the figures* henee 
cluster i s eround these scores. Moderate deviation of 23.0 i s 
an indioation that the group i s quite hoaM»gon*<Ki» out creativity 
aeasure «• oesqiared to the tvo prooeding schools. 
oroph 10 i s « traqpMmcy ottrve for i^iis school. A sntlti-
MOdftl oorvo yosttlts with • positive ^COMHOSS indicating Idiet 
OBiy fow pupil* have «lit«iood liigh •ooces. A platykurtic fom 
of the grepli i« tfataioed uliioh oigmiiios that the scores for 
the siiddle 80 per cent of tlie atudeots ere evenly sproed. 
QRAPHIO: CREATIVITY DISTRIBUTION 
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FOR SCHOOL IV 
:r^  O ^ 
« 'I 
i I 
I i 
1 i 
\ 
^ 
177 
V. rim ^mi 
T^itt 23.1 IOC - C y a t i v i t y d^atribution for th» f i f t h dohool. 
He ^5 ^ 5 HS LS Range Md Mo QX Q3 P.^ P ^ 
173 97.57 25.X4 203 65 138 90.0 85*0 80.0 105.5 72.50 138.0 
T«blo 21tIOC shows children of t h i s school are average 
in the ir crea t iv i ty a b i l i t y . A few highly i n t e l l i g e n t students 
have obtained high creat iv i ty scores . 30 per cent students 
have scores above the nMian of 97.67 while 50 per cent students 
have secures above the susdian of 90*00. Mode 85.0 i s below 
the other two eeotral tendeney aeasures. Hence c lus ter i s 
•romd the mode. Mean has been pulled up 1^ some high scores . 
Variabi l i ty ! • ned«rat«ly high as ctonpared to the nean. Hence 
the gcoup i e h f r o g m — n « # 
Qxmglb 11 dMwribe* the fveqaeney distr ibution for t h i s 
0«iMO)l. The cmcve i s s l i g h t l y platykurtic in shape and shows 
• ip««itive skewDOss of the eorvo. This means that more people 
hmrm obtained low scmres. The curve i s anltisMKial wild 
M^roseats dimiiiiehiiig frequency with high eooses . 
GRAPH II: CREATIVITY DISTHlBUTiON 
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FOR SCHOOL V 
^ ^ ^ 
p 2 o 
i79 
Tabi« 22ixic - g y ^ ^ i Y «ttitfy|??iU<m ,ffy ^l n^^m^^ 
"c ^c ^ c '^^  ^ Ra»g« Md MO ox Q3 P^^Q P^^^ 
353 104.70 30.64 245 $5 180 95.0 88.5 80.0 114.0 74.8 153.8 
^me results for all school eoubinmd are set out in the 
above table (22illc}. A median of 95.0 indicates that SO per 
cent pupils have scores over this level* while approximately 30 
per cent students have scores above the mean 104.7 • The top 10 
per cent students have scores above IS0.8 wliich is a fairly high 
score. The highest score <^tained is 245 in contrast to the 
lowest of 65. Hence tOiere is a large scattering of creativity 
values. The SD of 30.84 sehoirs a high variability. 
or«ph 12 is a malttawdal oucve of creativity soore distri* 
iHttion for all oohOQls ooatoloed, ror higher soores tho fsoquenoy 
is dtttiiiioliiiig miioh iadioa%M that loo^or nontoer of studonts 
Qbteia highor soosoe. Tho gffoph is plat]flci&rtie and positively 
•kewod eusvo. Ivideotiy* tt loodo to the ooneliisioii that 
oreetivlty is e trait found asioog all stodonts though in varying 
dogreoo. So tho i^roeoat oai^plo a substantial oognent of students 
fr«n different sehools have oittiibited «edorato to high 
eseotlvitf* 
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(^fiAPH£: CREATiVITY DibTRiBUJiON 
FOR XHOOLS COMBINED 
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A •ummary of th« BMMII and SD o£ oroAtivlty I0 glvoa in tho 
tabltt 23tl2C, We find a striking differ«»)ce in the mean and SD of 
the second sohool as cooQMired to the other sehools. This us onder-
standabXe since l^e creativity scores o£ about 60 % of the students 
of this school hove an extra coni|>onent of originality added to 
their creativity scores. Hence the mean has h&m pulled up* Sven 
without the originality score creativity is highest in the second 
group* Because of high score on the one end and low score oa the 
other end« there IB a wide range for this school* The same is not 
true for other schools idiere students are average in creativity 
and where individual scores do not deviate too much fron their mean* 
The third school has students who are ra€»diocre tooth in inte«> 
lllQence and creativity* 
The conibined group has a high mean though there are 63 per 
cent students having moderate creativity. 
Ta]e»le 24tl3C lists the mean and standard deviation of 
ereativlty scores for the boys and girls* Difference in mxtaa score 
is significant at *05 level of significance. 
Table 24tX3C • tfffiffi nafl iff tH ffffnUYitty ^ g tflYl »«># flflfiff* 
BMni Girls ievtti oi 
f hv ill (a m l o i ) (a m 112) i49ffl1?IWm 
1 !• I I mmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm i i i i i 
2 tSMI% 
UO,M • !©».§ 
2 m mmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmm « 2 * 2 4 
/ l i .4 ' • MMt 
v %Mm mBk 
sigaificaiit et •OS limnA (tme velue i s I»96). 
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The cttsulta of the Z.Q* and ero«tivity noaaur« for tho 
boys and girls c«un now bo rc^rosontod In a singlo tablo 25 
givoD boloiri 
SEX DIFPSP.BHCES ON I.Q. AI«> CREAfflVITy 
FrtMR the sample i t i s knoim that ther@ are 201 bays and 
152 g i r l s* The table 25 below suttoiarises the mean and standard 
deviation of the ir Z.Q. and creat iv i ty scores . 
Table 25t A summary of 4 .ffpywfy ^1 mm ^^ ^P 9f l i^v i^^ d cy^tp^v^ty 
Boys 
(n » 201) o i r l s (o m 152) 
Level of 
significance 
Z.Q. X 
6 
Creativity 
121.57 
12.12 
121.33 
12.57 
103.90 
26.68 
110.84 
35.47 
Mot 
significant 
•05 
while the boys and girls do not differ significantly in 
Z.Q.# it is found that girls are distinctly si.;q;>erior to boys 
cm careativity nuMsures at .05 level o£ sigoificanoe. Oirls 
have a higher mean and variability than do boys ma the 
creativity test. 
im 
CORRSLATXON BS7W£SN Z*Q, AND CRXATXVZTY 
After finding th@ X*0. and Crttatlvity noore for the 
•ample of 353 pupils of the five sehoolSt ttMi correlation 
tMHtween Z.Q. and Creativity is then coo^ iuted u«lng a standard 
formula. 
The technique of correlation is cwaeerned with measuring 
and expressing the closeness of the relationship betwemi tmo 
variables, statistically* the coefficient of correlation 
indicates the degree of association between an independent and 
a dependent variable, Syabolioally« it is represented by 'r'. 
The value of a correlati<m coefficient can vary between -l.O 
and •I'l.O. The sign attached to the correlation indicates the 
direction of the change in the dependent variable as the else 
of the ind^psndftnt variable is increased. Thus« a positive 
r indicates t^ iat as the value of the iodepeodmit variable 
increases* the value of the associated dependent variable 
increases. 
a&mllarly* a aag^vf r indicates that as the value of 
ttM independent varieble increases* the value of tbm dependent 
variable daereases. 
iriiereftS the si9Q of the correlation coefficient indicates 
the direction of the rel«timiship« its absolute value (value 
without regard to sign) indicates the extent of the relationship* 
The one value of r that indicates abeolutely no relatinnnhip 
between the vniuee ei the two variable* in 
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Though a numkMir of eorreXatloo mattioda oov axiat^ the 
Paaraon produet-aMawiit oorralation eoaf f ic iant (aynlM). * r*) 
i a ttia nuBHit iaipo]rt«it in that a l l of l^e others rapraaent 
aodiflcationa of thia laathod (Kaamiar, 1967) • spaolf ical ly# 
the Paara<») formiila reqpairea thatt 
(1) both of the variablaa be on a contlnuoua scale* itiiat 
lat that they be meaaured rather t i^an oategoriaedf 
(2) there be only one Independent and one dependant 
varlablei and 
(3) the relat loaahip between the two variablea be l inear . 
I f f 
Xi m individual atudent's Z»Q, (var z) 
Yi m individual atudent'a crea t iv i ty score (var 11} 
n m QURdber of atudents 
r » correlation coefficient 
tJien the Pearaon pro<Steict«noaMHfit fosnula iat 
r m fl,^ft.Xilii^ I ^ T M 
Using the above equation* we ooa^ute r 
r m 
3Slli4S34717 - 42e7a«Mf4S 
/359xS2«Jl8t8.(42878)^ ^ 3Sl3i42X1589»(36943)^ 
mmammmmmmMmJMmmmJLmmmimmmmmmmam 
•I. 0.349 
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Thus* thtt oors«l«tioa b«tiMMD th« X*Q. and eraativity 
of th« atudttots a* aeamirvd l»y tti« P«ar»OQ pro<8ttGt woaent 
corraXation eo«ffleiontt eomes out to bo <f 0,346f whieh ahowa 
a low or noderattt dogroo C3€ rolatlonahip botwoen the X.Q. and 
creativity* Tho positivo aign iodicatea that aa the valuo 
o£ ona variablo (X«Q.} incr«aa«a« the value of the asaociated 
variable (creativity) also increaaea but moderately. 
Table 26 t fhe aiqf>ificance of r. 
Sample aise Degree oi freedom Calculated Tabulated 
(M) (N - 2) r g 8| ^ ^ll^ 
353 3S1 -¥ 0.348 0.105 0.138 
Value o£ r as 0.343 (Table 26) with a saiiiple of 353# and 
therefore 351 degree of freedoau ia aignifleant both at .OS 
and .01 level a of aignifieanoe. Hence the value of r calculated 
can be taken aa indicative of real eorrelatimi. 
Henee it ia doar that tlMre ia a aignifleant eorrelation 
between X.Q. and creativity of the aanq^le. I««aaer intelligent 
atudanta have aarginal iaMgination and originality tfith the 
reault that they reawin shy and unaaauadog diaplaying little 
initiative and confidence, (hily «nong average intelligent can 
creativity be preaent in an^le laeaaure* 
Correlation tpaa alao found for 8X1 pupila ulio had X«Q« 
tfbove lao. §k oocrttifttieo «f 0.14 lndleat«d a Imt Inelgalfiean^ 
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Z60, GRAPH 15: IQ' ^s CREATIVITY 
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relat ionship b«twe«o stadttota lulling Z.Q. of 120 aad abovot 
and thMiir eroat ivl ty* T(iii8# i t appoars t^iat beyond a oartaia 
Z.Q. Ittvel (p£nb4ti»Xy 120 to 110) intelXiganoe and ereat iv i t^ 
baeone ind^andant. This l a further supported by the scat ter 
p lot giiren in graph 13. 
MiSTHOD OF ZDE^ rXFTXHG TH£ TMO GROUPS 
OR the basis of Z.Q. and creativity scores^ the two 
experisiental groups «rere formatd as followsi 
(1) The High Creative average intelligent Groopt-
Theae were subjects who are highly creative with average 
Intelligence# i.e.* it consists of students having 
creativity scores over 2 SD (i.e«« over 165 above the 
mean on the creativity measures but Z.Q. within mean ± 
1 SD (i.e., between 109.17 and 133.83) cm the Z.Q. 
measures. There were 18 students in this group (6 
boys and 12 girls) <fig. fta)• 
(2) The High Intelligent less ereative Qstrnpt" 
These were sidbjeets who are highly intelligent but of 
low creativity* i*e«# it consists of students having 
Z«Q« over 2 80 above the mean en the Z«o. measures 
(i.e.* over 146) but below average on creativity tests 
with scores fithin mean and 1 so below the mean (i.e.* 
between 74 and 10.47). There were 19 students in this 
group (4 boys and IS girls) (fig. 6b). 
Table 27 gives the brealotp of the students of the two gcomps 
with respect to thair SOIIDOIS. 
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Z t i s fooad t h a t th« ••oood 9011001 has tO s t adonts who 
aro of avorago i n to l l i gonca tout highly o r o a t l v o . Tho aamo 
•ohool has 11 ehi ldron who aro highly I n t a l U g o n t b a t l a s s 
croat iva* 
The l ^ l r d school has one s tuden t who i s i n the high 
c r e a t i v e group. The four th school has one pup i l i n the high 
c r e a t i v e group* two pup i l s i n high i n t e l l i g e n t group r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The f i f t h school had 6 s tuden t s each in two iiffamtified groups. 
Thus the t o t a l nunJser i n the high c r e a t i v e group were 18 
and in the high i n t e l l i g e n e e group 19. Onee the tifo groups 
have been iden t i f i ed* t h e i r mean and s tandard devia t ion on 
X.Q. and c r e a t i v i t y scores a r e than computed sepa ra t e ly fo r the 
two groups (Table 28} . 
Table 27 • s^d i | n^ frffa^IlP f f ^ m M f f T 
ovcKu» 1 0reiu» 2 
School High c r e a t i v e mm xiwii-
imn '^irlir* IRvi qiris 
Z Firs t - « • « 
ZZ SMOOd • 10 - 11 
ZZZ Third 1 •> • • 
ZV four th 1 - - 2 
V F i f th 4 2 4 2 
Tota l 6 12 4 15 
Qvnd Total « 18 • 19 
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T9hX% 28 t W x w Officii #l8iimlT<l PKylatJtOo of X«Q< 
(H 1 3S9) 
^CoR 
cr«t t t iv i t r (w 1 I t i 
HiOH X.Q, 
Z.Q. 
C r e a t i v i ^ 
121.40 
12.33 
104.70 
30.64 
129.00* 
8.44 
193.80*** 
20.90 
138.36** 
4.70 
91.42**** 
14.06 
•$;i.,T,ftiM 
t teat of I .Q. 
Total Poimlation vs High Creativity 
^ a mil ilrfillliifa '^ iailBnit*iT|M « ""4"*fte" 
V IIS TT^ 
3.S9 
Differs 0igriificafitly Iron th» tota l population at the .01 
lavol (« 2 .$8 m tatoulatad valiMi) • 
Total ^opulatioo v« High X.Q, 
** 
, W t M r yAtif , m .tf t i f m 13.S9 
Olffara aignifieaatXy froM tha total population at tha 
«001 lofval* 
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Total popolaticm vs H i ^ craativity 
/ IIS T:* 
Diffars aignlficantly from tha total population at the 
•001 level* 
Total p«^ulatlc«n va High I.O, 
**** t « W J y ntia , 4jf jf „ 3.67 
Differs significantly from the total population at the 
•01 level. 
The t tests used for the purpose of compariscMi of each 
€KKperimantal group scores on Z.Q. and creativity* to those of 
the total popalatiott# OMifimi thatt 
(a) the High Z*Q* grQ«q> is signitLoantly above the total 
population eo the X.o* seale* 
(b) the X«Q* soore of the High creative group differs 
signifiesjitly with that of the total popuiation. 
(e) the Creativity soore of the High Z«Q« group is signi-
f ioantly IMIOV the oreativity soore of the total 
populatiea. 
(d) the oreativity soers of the High Creative group is 
highly significantly svvorior to that of the total 
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Tho mmBOmtM of tbm high Z*Q« gsmtp po«««s« the dmnonmtx&tmd 
ability to p*rfacm with «iiettll«iie« on eonvoBtional intolligoneo 
tost. On thQ contrary* they do not possoso the ability to 
perform with the same eacoelienee on the type of taeks ineivded 
in the ereativity inatnimenta* 
The reverae ia true for t^ ie naeibere o£ the high ereativi^ 
group. They do not do aa well aa the high X.Q, subjecta on the 
intelligaace teat problema* But their perforsKMic^ ia very 
strileing indi^d on creativity taalca. 
ANALYSIS Of TEACHERS* ATTITUDE IIWENTCMIY 
After dichotomising the staxdcuits in two apecific groupa« 
the next taak waa to find out teachers* attitude towerda the 
two eaqperiata^ tal grousMi o£ adoieaeenta* mn attitude scale 
(conatruoted by the reaeareher) waa diatriknated to the aubject 
and oleaa te»ehera of alath claaa of the five aehoola with a 
•lew to atudy their attitude towards the above aeationed 
The attitude aoale was distsibuted to a total of 108 
teaohero* Out of tliis total« it was noted that 8 ^MMrtiers had 
filled up the attitude scMde leaving ant many of the items 
without a reapoose* This left a total of 100 teachers whose 
scale reaponaea were oon^lete in all respects* 
SwMBatieo of weights for all 80 itens yielded the teeoher*s 
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8eor«^ rmngiog fron a madmam posalbla of X€0 to « minimam 
pommlibXm of zoso. 
X*ot xi « individual toaehor's aeore. 
X «> Bioan of the distrilyutioii. 
n •» total nmeitmx: of toaehors. 
m Standard daiviation of the diatributim}. 
tJiten* 
5 . I|t. and tf-./I(«-»lf 
therefore* 
^ • 74,00 ^ » 26.00 
EaO d^ * 145-33 n 122 
Md • 76.00 Mo at 80*00 
In scaling t^e 8tat«nients# one end of this €»o»tink«ni has becKi 
defined as unfavourable and the other as favourable* with 
odddle CHitegN»ry b«ilng defined as "neutral*** zf an attitude 
seore thue fa l l s in the niddle svetion of the cootimsB* it« 
in tuacBt ean be described as ''neutral**• zf i t f a l l s towerds 
tlie fevovuraJOtle end of Mie M^MttiMMPSif i t can be descstibed as 
fsiveacabie* and i f i t f e l l s towards the unfavourable end« i t can 
be d*s«ribed es uafavoorable. Therefore* i f a subject obtains 
a seore of 0 on a 00-itssi suaraated^ratlng setfie« i#e oould 
interpret this seore as indioating an unfavourable attitude* 
sinee* in order to obtain this seore* the subject iiould have 
given a 'yes* response to every unfavourable stetMient and a 
19S 
'no' c*0poiis« to ttvary favourabl« •tat«(8«it In th« sctal** 
Similarly* w« ocmld int«rpir«t a s<wr« of 160 as indicating a 
favourabla attitu<^« sineo this aeorm eould ba obtainad only 
if tha aubjaot gava a *yas* rasponsa to airory fairourabla 
atatament and a *iie* raapCMSiaa to avary xuifavoiirabla atatamont. 
The interpretaticMi of sooraa falling batwean tha naxiinum and 
miniimini possible scores is nsMora difficult* if our interest is 
in describing an individual as having either an unfavourable or 
a favourable attitude toward creativity among childrm* That is 
because the suRimated-»rating score corresponding to the zero 
or "nmitral" point on a fav€mr3ble«unfavcmr«U>le continuum is 
not known. Nor is there any evidence to indicate that the 
zero point on a susnatad-rating scale necessarily corrc»p(M)d8 
to tha mid-point of the possible range of scores* that is« to 
the score of 80 on a 80-1 teea scale* 
The tfMMnaea of knowledge of such a point is a handicap only 
if our najor interaat is in being able to assign* on the basis 
of an attitttdA soora* a single subject to the classes of thosa 
favaiixabl* we iiiifavourid»la in attitoda toward tha psyelielogioal 
•bjaot uadar oonaidacmtion (attitude of taaichera towards 
eraativ* p<q^la)« using tha kaowlodga of aqual«»app««riitq 
intarvai soalas to fix a pelat or region on a sunniatAd rating 
aoala* we hava to aialca o«rtain assunptions. 
Asmna that the total population of taaehara obtain aeoraa 
which era affonly distrilMitod alcmg tha payohologieal eontiawm 
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Of th«4r attitttd* towccte «r«ativity« The highest any indi* 
vldual ean •cor* is a 2 on oaoh otatamont* making up a total 
of 160 on 80 stataoents. Tha nioiBRim fails at soro and a 
parson who narks l^a ooutral on all 60 stataments will got a 
sooro of 80 • Thus the toaehctr scores are uBifonnly distributed 
on the attitude scale ranging from 0 to 160* 
If the scale is divided into three equal sections* these 
will be ranging from 0-53, S4-107, and 108-160, Then the 
assunpticMi mads is that teachers irto have attitude scores 
betwcMin 0 and 53 are intelligence-oriemtedi those having 
scores from 54 to 107 are ambivalent in their attitudes and 
are likely to esMLbit any attitude (intelligence-oriented or 
creativity-orieoited) varying from one to the other. Often 
the teacher in this category may not ba aware o£ his/her 
attitude with certainty, A score above 107 and below 160 is 
indicative of the fact that the teacher is one who eoioourages 
and favours divergent thinking ataoMgat the pupils (fig. 7). 
The assiaiptioo of eut«off points at S3 and 107 is further 
•treogthsned* Xt is found that toaobers obtained scores between 
33 and 149* with the mean and m> as 74*00 and 26.7. A possi-
bility smists that the eut-«f f points be taken at It j^  2 80 
(i«e«« at 32 and 126). Consoquently all teachers hsving seoros 
under 22 would be oonsiAsred having pCNiitive attitude towards 
X«Q* and those having scores over 126 having positive attitude 
tewsrd creativity. On inspeetioo it is notod tliat there is no 
i$d 
taaelier lunring •eosm uadajr 22# whil.* only fiv« of tiioni iiar« 
0eor«8 ov«r 126 • nmH»0 thi« possibility eannot ba tlie btaic 
Cor iSotsmining mat-ofiC points. 
If instaad* limits 3S JK i SD a m oonsidsrsd* th«n the valuss 
for Z.Q. oritnsd and ercmtivity ociantod tsaohers will bs thosa 
tunring scores balow 48 and those having scores above 100# 
respectively. Difference frotn SI and 107 are insignificant 
at both ends on ccm|>ari80Q, Xndeed the <mly differance is that 
assumed limits have shifted ta^mx4» by a mnall margin with the 
result that the marginal cases of teachers having scores between 
100 and 107 have been exclxided from creativity oriented 
teachers' group* while those having scores batwe«Q 48 and 53 
have been included in the Z«Q« oriented teacher's group. 
SaedusicM) and inclusion of teaeiiers in one grcmp or the other 
hardly constitutes an error since in any case some element of 
subjectivity is always present* 
A ttsjor drmtHMBdc which prevents the use of 2 3D and 1 so 
iimitc is the fa«t that the limits are determined with aetael 
soores obtainod by a teafOher ggmt^m Zf all teachers in that 
grouqp soeuro lew s«K>res« the above limits would still credit 
s«me teeehers to be creativity oriwited* wtiereas if the scores 
of the same toei^ uirs wore sealed on 0*140 eoatienaam and their 
orientation measuced they would be found to be having little 
or no orientation towards oreetive ability. 
iMnee* it is rolovent to use the assumed eut-off points 
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of 53 and 107 wtilch diviaM tho ivhoX« oontiinitisi into ttiTMi 
aquaJL parts. 
Basad on tha aaauaptloo that tha eutH»f£ points for 
regarding tha taaohar as X.Q.<-oriantad or as craativity-
orianted wera fixed at scores below 54 and above 107 respee* 
tively* it was found that there were J^ teachers (35 %) from 
different schools who aiade up the z.Q, oriented group* 
These were teachers who tend to enforce discipline^ 
favour routine and hard work* and appreciate intelligcmt 
students. They like puj^is who are "correct" in their behaviour 
and who excel in academic perfoxrmance. 
adhere were J^ teachers (18 %) who favoured hig^ creativity 
among 8tu<tonts. Such teachers have a high regard for creative 
studsnts* 'i^hey encourage their pupils to show initiative and 
imagination • 
Table {SM^ tlTA presents the imaan and SD of ea<di group of 
teaehers and of tlie total madder of teachers. Since tlie len#est 
•oora obtained was 33t sMan of the bigh X»Q« orieoted teacher 
was 49 and the lower out^^tt point S3# it is fbund that the 
dispersion of soores of teaehers belonging to this group was 
close. Whereas* the highest score being 145 and higher cut-
off point at 107 indicates that the teaehers in the creative-
ori«ited group were having seores wiAsly dispersed. Cwisider* 
ing the fact that the number of teaehers in the foramr group 
nnft 
were dtouble than those in the letter grotftp« is e pointer that 
the aeademio environment in our schools leys greater emphasis 
OR e<mventional learning* 
Table 29I1TA «• Meen end 8»P« ot total teacher oop^^ation» 
TW' M-- «' MMHw. -"Ci-T^ .3.."!—--—-fc—<fc».*t'—-^W^-'. - ..i. m.mjKKk~-^—<,Mn »hiniW>Mi ^..Jpj>fc.-MHIIk.. <C--K-.-l'i 1.*.^^.J*'-i^' A>-t 
Teachers t» ^ tevei of aifoigicanee 
X.Q.«>Oriented 35 4S,31 4,6 * 0«005 
S r H S ^ * ^ " ^® ^^ ®-'*^  «•* ** °-^ <^ ^ 
Total population 100 74.00 26.7 
*t • ^4|09 - 4Q|lli „ 9,2 for d,f. 133, 
Significant at ^ OOS level (t tabulated is 2.S76}. 
significant at .OOS level (t tebultted is 2.617}. 
The 't* test establishes the significenee of both the 
groups froBi the total gswtp of teachers. Both groups differ 
significantly frooi the total teacher papulation. 
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Th«ro %rare 47 teachors who woro taaowrtaiii about tholr 
attitudes* 
Tabla 30t3TA a»d 3l.t3TA pi^sant a braakiip of the ti»ieh«rs 
schoolwiae. 
I t i s notaworlOiy that tha toaehing o£ a subiaott viz.« 
English* History^ lilndL, Chmoistry* Hath^naticSf Phyatcut 
Googjraphy# Civics* SoonondcSf Drawing^ Botany, atc.« does not 
influence the attitude of the teacher towards favouring 
creativity* Among the 18 teachers favouring creativity* 6 
were Science teachers* 3 Language teachers* 3 teaching Social 
sciences* and 4 wex:^  all-purpose taachers Ttms* i t seems 
reasonable to <KMiclude that the role of a subject in icdPLUMie-
ing a teacher of a school in adopting a posture favouring 
creativity i s alnimal. 
A factor of sami importanem i^ itich i s l ike ly to sway 
opinion amongst tesi^ioffs I s their age, Zt I s found that 
ymrngm: tsMOhers favour dlvergeot thinKlng to m certain soctiMt 
Sffongst their stuawiits* 01d«r teaehers eaocMurage Intell igent 
and confondst who tiiey find are obedleot and disciplined* and 
Rttieh to their liking* 
Table 93t47A and 33ISVA give the break»iap of the teaehers 
seacwlse who eoostltute the high l . o . aad high creativity* 
oriented gr««9e» The seat of the teaehers pleys no part In 
the detesmlaatlen of whether they are greatly Inellned to 
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favour veiry intelligent or very creative student. 7he figures 
are almost the seoMi «dth the KMilee favouring intelligence 
slightly more* while bot±t of them favour creativity in equal 
proportion* This is an indication thsit both sexes of teachers 
have had their education and training in the s«tne style and 
environment. 
Tables 34.6TA and 3$i7TA analyse the ages of these 
groups. 
A comparison of ages shoifs that the average age of a 
teacher who appreciates initiative and originality in a student 
is 30| while that teacher who curbs independence and non-
comformity in a student averages an age of 38* 
i^ hile it is not unusual that ytmng teachers znay be highly 
intelligence or highly creativity ori«ited# it is significant 
that teachers who are past their 40 ("over the hill**) toad 
to view the student's achievements and behaviour on his 
performance in class «}d hii0ier raps»ert with the classmates 
and teaolMrs* Soeiefty and eavironewantal factors* of course* 
reinforce their outloc^* 
ANALYSIS OF TEACKBRS* SRBVSRSIICfi SCALE 
In the final phase of the study* the two groups of teachers 
already dichotonised as thoset 
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Tabl« 331 SWA <- i^WiiifnUBStiMUCmimy MMwWwBTnf 
Kunber of erwitlvity-
assssE 
iMWttd OB i» croatliritsr 
p«rtieipo* ociwitod s«ac 
i4aXo 
FfRnalo 
T o t a l 
51 
49 
9 
9 
18 
19 
50 
SO 
100 18 100 
Table 34i6TA - ^iS^ c^t af«Q«-»ogieDto<a toftchorg. 
Meaiaii Oldost YcHingeat Range 
Total 
Hale 
Female 
38 
39 
35 
54 
54 
54 
22 
23 
22 
32 
31 
32 
Table 35t7TA » |(OTyl ^^fff^Tl^lM^'MWI 
lacssr OiaMMit toangBBt Range 
Total 
Nele 
Female 
30 
37 
27 
44 
44 
44 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
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(a) having positive attitude towards X.Q. 
(b) having positive attitude towards creativity 
were given a Teacher's Preference Scale to rate their students 
belonging to the two identified groupst 
i) High X.Q. low creative groixp 
ii) High creative average intellig^it group. 
Teacher's Preference Scale consisted of ten characteristics! 
five of intelligence ori«mted perscmality characteristics, and 
five of creativity oriented personality characteristiC8« mixed 
in such a manner so that its differentiation by teachers was 
difficult. The total of 10 items constitutes a score. The 
score expresses the degree to which the teacher thinks that 
particular student possesses those characteristics. Bach scale 
carried the name of a studsant and these were then distributed 
to the teachers for their ratings. 
Initially* Teacher's Preference scale was giv«3 to 13 
teachers from the wmaoad schools 8 from the fimrth school and 
19 from the fifth scdtool* However^ due to the tlnie lag of 
5 BKxiths* either some teaohers had been transferred or some had 
left the school altogether. 
Therefore* there w«ire only 20 teachers who participated 
in the final i^ uise e^ VtM study« 12 teachers were from second 
school and S teaehers fron the fifth school* Atid there were 33 
students from the two schools who were rated (Table 3CI1TP) . 
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TabXo 361ITP . ffiff^|l^<^p of 1?f»?<m fWf l? t^4 i W ^ f i ^ 
Toaether Catttgory 
school (Ho. of te«ohors 
reapondiog) 
H101 l»Q, High (liroativo (ilo«of 8tu4ont8 (ilo«of studioita 
rated) ratod) 
Second 
School 
Fifth 
School 
Favour Higb X«o, 
(19 m «| 
Favour ifi^ Creative 
(H » 6) 
Favour High X.Q, 
(N - 4) 
Favour High creative (M - 4) 
11 10 
If a l l teachers were reqxiired to place a l l their students 
on a 5 point acale^ aasuiae that categories 1 and 5 &meh idLll 
contain one-twelfth of the studentsf oate^rlos 2 and 4 each 
«rlll contain QKie-fourtdi of the stud^mtsi and category 3 #111 
contain one-third of students. On the ba«ia of this assi&aption 
values 1S« 131 lOt B, S were assigned and weire used in the 
analysis (oetsels and Ja^son# 1962) • 
Total score of each teacher (favouring High X«0. and High 
creative groups) for each student (helCMtiging to the High X«Q« 
and High creative groups) were then enter<i^ in Table S7t2TF. 
Mean score for eaeh teaeher were then ol»tained. A combined 
mean and standard dafviatioo were eoi^ pfuted which gave the 
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te«oh«rs* acore* ^ ttod ^ itmrm d«temilo«d for the following 
eatogorios« 
Category 1 Z»Q« oriented teaehers vs High z«0, stadents. 
Category 2 Z.Q. oriented toaohera vs High Creative atudenta. 
Category 3 Creativity oriented teachers va High Z*Q. studenta. 
Category 4 Creativity orient«Ki teachers vs High Creative students, 
Category 5 i'otal Teacher attitude vs High X.Q. students. 
Category 6 Total Teacher attitude vs High Creative studbnta. 
Compariscxis were then made of the ratings given to the 
two groups of students by the two group® of teachers. The 
teacher ratings were compared on a 't' test for categrories 1 
and 2, categories 2 and 4« and categories 5 and 6* 
Table 38i3TP gives a stuamary of teacher rating measures as 
mean and standard deviation of the rating of each category* 
Tables 37t2TP and 39i3TP indicate that the difference 
in tiie mean rating of H l ^ X«Q, low creative studcmt versus 
High creative average intelligent students is significant at 
•01 leval 0f signifieanoe for teacher* who are Z.Q«-orieated« 
sindlarXy, diffareoco in laoan rating of High Z.g. less 
creative and High creative average intelligent students is 
significant at .01 leval of significance for teachers who are 
creativity oriented* 
Zt is aignificant that the mean rating of creativity 
orionted taaohers for both gtaapm of students was loifar than 
2U 
TateJttt 38f3TP « 
m? 
ayKHMg^wi"SB3MjH8SiMaSMh8BaiI8 
rating 
im 5133 nZgir 
Creative cr«atlve 
s i^Bif lea-
nott 
"8 
I 
II 
S f g 
I 
•0*44 M im 
X Favour High H 
(n » XO} 6 
111.30 »4,73 
8.45 9.24 
3 Total teachers X 
(N « 30) S 
107.60 92.50 
9.24 9*22 
. 0 1 
2 Favour H i ^ It 104.00 90.45 
craatlva .01 
(M m 10) 0* 9*95 9.20 
* * 
.01 
* « * 
a "I" 
if * I I 
« 5.33 for df 31. 
Sigiiificiant a t .01 lavel ( t tabulatod i a 2.75) 
t j • MH.i§4it^ M„r^ , ffftf^.i « 4 ,33 for df 31 . 
1^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M » ^ ^ M M ^ ^ ^ 
a&gnlfieant at .01 laval (t tabulatad is 2.75)* 
* t- « l9''ff^r3huL^ m 4.70 for df 31. 
>/ 17 * T T ^ 
Aigaifioaiit at .01 leval ( t tiAmlat«d i» 2.79) • 
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that £or t«aeh«rs CAVourlng X*o, for both tho groii|»s. 
The mean rating o£ all teachers deairina the presence of 
X.Q. charaotaristica veraua creativity characteristioa waa 
found to be significant at ,01 level of aignific^uK^. 
Mean rating for teachers favmiring Z.0.# teachers favour-
ing creativeness and all teachers condoined was found to be 
higher for High Z,Q. stud^ts than that for High creative 
staidents. 
Therefore* the teachers prefer characteristics of high 
Z.Q. studonts more than the characteritics of high creative 
students. 
ANALYSIS OF S\3WVUEmmmY iNFORMAanCOW SHESff 
For the profile of high x.Q. or h i ^ creatine adoleseimts* 
it is iaiiMtrative to gain some insight int»> their oitinate goais 
and aspirations* as representod by their occupational and 
career dioiCMMi* 
In tatole 39# is shoim the responses CKS the two groitps of 
students regarding the wmibms and type of oceupatioas* 
I^fferances betafeora the two groai^ appear bol^ in tsmSam: and 
type of oecupatlonal goals* The nunat>er of oeeupatlcnal 
possibilities mentioned Is signifieaotly greater ^ r the high 
creatives than for the high Z*Os (fran tiie ohl-square test)« 
the lattar group MtntloniBg an «vwrag« of 0*78 different 
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occupatio»a« the focn«r group moittloalng an average of X»I1. 
Table 39i |gygf^lBft,|ytff fff f^CTBtlflfffff IflfUlffiM I^Y 
Gra«ip 
i t iBSaMWiil i f f l lTTil l iiiiMiii 
Total It 
uaiumal Oooapfttlons 
Hvonbtue 
meationed 
iiffinltiSwIiiillXiiwiii. 
High Z.Q. (M m 19) 
High Creative 
(N m 18) 
15 0«78 0,23 
20 1*11 0.66 
S * * 
11 
.*i» 
t used to t e s t differences tmt»wm B»ane 
/ 
n 12.69 (tMO tailed testtf d«£. «> (18»1) -f 
(19-1) - 1-34) 
significant at .001 level* 
** Chi aquaxa uaed to t^ ttst differencea betweiMr) freqEowrieiefi. 
ICo) 7 S 12 
f(a) C8^ 6) (6#4) 
f(o) t U a* 
f O Ci,4) (9,6) *• 
14 16 30 
i4fl2 
ST 
(fCKfa) 
(fo*fa) 
$•6 •"•IF^" • 
JUlJjUl. 
1*4 I 1.4 
0s3SJ0.31 
0*23|0.31 
6*4 
•3^  • { X. iJ^lsl I • lao 
f«Mr d«i* » (2«>1 (2*1) • 1 
si^Mlfleant at .30 laval ainea t X ealmilatad ia 1*10 
mr tiftwilatad la 1*874 
• r t w e t %a^p4fc w ^^^'3^«ip43a(6* awi^F R^k v 
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Ttio t^ iTp* Of diffaront oceupatlons mmtkoomd am possi-* 
binties is also significantly different for the two groups. 
High creatines mofiticm si^ificantly greater proportion of 
uncomrentional occupations than do the high 1*QB» High 
creatives mostly siantion that they aspire for becoming writers* 
pilot« musician* UK^ del. TV artist* architect* decorator. High 
Z.Qs. go for such careers as XAS* <2k>ctor8# engineers* politic 
cians and managers and executives. From the data it is 
found that 27 % of the high Z.Qs mem^um an unconventional 
occupaticm* 45 % of the high creatives menticsi at least one 
such occupation as a possibility. 
Fandlv BnviromBent 
On the basis of the responses <9t>tained froiri the parents 
on the sheet* tJtm analysis of the data ia discussed* /^ith 
reference to each of the following family variables. 
<!} Education of parents 
(2) Occupational Status of the fathers 
(3) OccupatiCMoal Status of the nofttient 
(4) Age of the parents 
^<j^ ttcatiOii of Parents - Educational data were available for a l l 
the 19 and 18 fattiers of the lii^h Z.Qs end h i ^ ereatives* 
while i t was available for 17 and 16 mothers of high X.Qs and 
high oreatives respeetively* mien these data were analysed 
tor siaply di«liotaBieiii9 "college graduates** versus "others"* 
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the result Obtained could be summarised as in Table 40. Parwsts 
of both groups have a somewhat high educational status vls^a-
vis general population. 
Table 40 t M of 
3insaK 
m»iber of College 
Hgb f ^r^^g|> 
{^ " W Creative in m 18) 
p 
Father 
Mothcar 
IS (fl • 19) 16 (M m 18) 
11 in o 17) 14 in m 16) 
0.78 
2.13* 
* * 
* * * 
U.S. 
.10 
Because of t he e s ^ o r a t o r y natttre of t h i s phase of the 
research* many of the conparlscMOS presen tea here were der ived 
from the obtained d a t a . Therefore* the p r o b a b i l i t y valumi 
a t tached t o t he ohl*squares In this and the £ollm<ring tcdt>les 
must be viewed iflth eautlcM). 
• * MS^mL mSSfrnkti 11 II mm mBSSur 
High l . Q . 
High Crea t ive 
lS<l i ) 
18(19} 
^|2Hlfc 
4C3) 
2(3) 
19 
18 
Not s l g n i f l e a n t (H.S*) 
fr 
0,78 
High Z«Q* 
High c r e a t i v e 
tSmmmmmmmmmmmSmimmmmMm 
U(12«8) 
s 
«(4«2) 
.MhSL 
17 
31 
Slgnlfleast at *10 level* 
23.9 
9f«m>ft^9llfl ^%%W^ ^ ti^f HV(m§ - 'tKi data for fatlMrs «ro 
presented in Tel»3.e 4i« Zt i s i^ ppeirent that 3S % o£ the fathers 
of hi9h Z.o* ehiidren have a professionai edixeation^ while abiout 
45 % fathers of high Creative ehiidren have a specialised 
training and education. Thus* i t SCMOIS that creative childrcm 
unlike high Z»Q. children are bred in an environmcmt of pro-* 
fessional educationi oon^red to isore high X.Q. children t^an 
creative ones coiaing out of fsndlies trtiere fathers are in 
Government service^ business and army* Hotraver^  the differences 
on the Chi-square tflMit are non*significant» 
Table 41 • 95iff<fPfU<»^ ^Wr^^ 9t ,P^ %^i^^§ 9^ , Vf^^ Wif 
i r i S M U i t a A —' TOCTiSmT^^mfiJfflOTi I'tffiWIiwWl' 
Occupational status High I,Q, egiJ^ve "^ ^ 
- * 
Teaehiag* lair,iiedicin«# 
sngiaeer* B3ceeutive« some 7 8 1«27 if«s. 
specialisation» 
Officer# lismft Bttsinesa« 
^l i«d« I*P»a«# Hon- 12 10 
SpeeJaXisatioa Mtoo^jipeoialisatiow 
ifilgh Z.Q. 7(7«7) laCU.S) If 
High CgeaUve 9(7«3) 10(10,7) Ig 
IS 22 37 
•X? . I J <|g|* If) J m 0»2 
l!l49>t s i ^ i f i c a a t Cil.S*>« 
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Occupatioiial atatua ef the itotfaoira « The <liit« pertaining to the 
nothers are presente<S in Table 42 Xt ia noteworthsf that a 
greater proportion of mothers of high Z.Q. ohilOreii than of the 
high creative children are exclusively houseirives and do not hold 
a j<^ (ftai time or part-tijoe) • The reasons for lesser number of 
Jobs for \Jotmti in India are obviousi disereimination* less 
opportunitlaa* lesser academic status* etc* However* from the 
data if would seetn that the mothers of the high X*Q, subjects have 
more time to devote to their children than do the mothers of 
the high creative subjects* sometitoes* high Z^O. mothetB spare 
time to see that their children do the work — hOBMMork* class-
work* reading* stu<^ng <-«> in the correct way as required of an 
intelligent upbriogiog* 
Table 42 i ^ m U ^ 
etnofinrCwwM 
SBSSmSSmmSSSSS 
Occupational status " ( ^ > ^ ' "^fS ^ ^ ^ j ^ " ^ ^ 
* Housewife only XI 8 2*81 .lO 
• 
High creative 
HOO"* 
HOttMifife 
9(10*4) 
U(8 ,«) 
If 
19 
II 
2 
•^ m I \ l i t ijl#i,ii I M02«81 
aignifleant at .lO level* 
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ham of thtt Par«Blj» - Th© mmm ag« of th« nothesw and 
fathers for the two grousw are almost the aaaie aa given 
below In table 43. 
Ttiale 43 I 
High Z.O. 
High 
Creative 
Agea of the pareota* 
ffatheif '' ' ! „tfftft?<^ 
I 
48^4 1«4S 
47.6 1*33 
41*1 0m95 
42.8 1.10 
I£ the data are dichotooiaed aa 5 years or leas age 
difference and 6 yetars or laore age difference betwecMSi ^hts 
ages of tha father and the laother, the results obtained are 
significant. A suamary i s given in Table 44* I t i s not easy 
to eaiplain the significant diftereiioe between the two gxoi^s 
in tha disore|»ancy between the i^e of the father and the mother* 
May be high Z*Q* fathers toek more time to finish advaaeed 
afladsmio training and edhioatioa before amrrylngr or pefftiapa 
waited to be satisfactorily "settled** to maintain a family in 
the "ritht** starle. Almos-t mtsual at«ift>«r oi parents in the h i ^ 
creative gxwapB are found in tiie two eategorles* 
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t93eA9 44 I 4 ##«•»< 
.?Cu3iX.'?D .^' 
. .i»S83i8KwMiiiiiiiiTOtKtli8Ki«j58fc»^iW 
ni^ ithm High ci^ Mtivtt 
CN » 18} (N <• 18} AtS9 dlffttrttncw bdtimen parents 
0 - 5 years 
6 or nKure years 
6 
12 
8 
10 
2.22 .20 
High I . Q . 
High c r e a t i v e 
0 - 5 
6(9} 
8(9) 
14 
0 CMC laox^ 
12(9) 
10(9) 
22 
18 
18 
36 
•5C w 1 1 <%: ^^ ^ I - 2 , 22 
Significant at «20 level* 
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CC»iCl«USZOII 
The results (T«ble 16i5C) bor® out tJom ^mmmjfitLQia that 
all children are creative though In varying degrees* son» arc 
highly creative* though a roajoritr^ is less so. 
Zt ai^ pears tsem the data that flueaey was present mtong 
all students* flexibility was less frequent* originality was 
a rare quality and was possessed by only fifty-two out of three 
hundred and fifty-three students* that is about fourteen per 
cent of the population« This phemrnxmon may be due in part to 
the system of scoring for creativity teat, sine® fluency imans 
total nusBber of responses which can be produced in a given 
period of tine* theure is a t»mdency that scores on this factor 
would be iMure fceaueati and as flexibility indicates the 
awdier of dietinetly different categK^ x^ ies of solutions* the 
seeres es this faetor would be less than fluency and beeause 
odgijiality di^ pends on the uniqueness of responses* therefore* 
there are only few individuals who get high scores on this 
factor* 
The nature of flu«acy test requires such responses that 
every individual scores u ] ^ ! a oertein lindt and only those 
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who are highly ereativ* scor* btiyond that Xinit# there£CMra# 
the average soom has to be niMSh highor. 
Since every response is scored tor fluency^ it is always 
more than flexibility which is scoxred £or different categories 
o£ responses. Originality is nueh less than fleaeibility as it 
is detecsvined by statistioal u»<saam9s»M^«» and henoe tbs 
obtained difference is in line with eicpeeted differ^^ce* 
Xt was observed that students who possessed i.Q* beyond 
110 level were often creative. The highest score on creativity 
was (Stained by a student whose X«0. was 120 only whereas the 
student whose I .a. was highest was jtist slightly above average 
on creativity test. This lends imich support to the "threshold"# 
hypothesis put forward in empirical findings of Yaniaa^ >to (1965)* 
Roe (1960)« Ma<acinnon (1962) and raaoy others that X.Q. is 
relatively uniaqportant beyond a certain minitaum probably 
between 120-125 and creative capacities oo longer depend on 
any fiirthor addition of X.a« points and therefore intelligence 
and creativity above this line are essentially independ«nt 
of eaeh oth«r which ehows that these are distinct abilities* 
In the aibsiMioe of a ewrtain level of general intelligsMoce 
roughly fO (X«0« lenrel) and below the two siodes of thoughts 
tend to vary in dot* peoicinity with e a ^ other. This means 
that averag* or sli^tXy average is the roqtii^ P«iaent for being 
e»eative« 
Correlation betMven intoUigence and creativity measiace 
WrwV^tF 
was £ou0d to b« signifieiyit («t ml l«vo3L) but aod«rat«lir low 
• 34* AtooTO X20 1»Q, lofvol. thore appoars to bo oignlfleant 
corrolatlon. Again boyoad 130 Z*Q. level tho rolatlonship 
boglno to drop* That a cut-off point of X«Q« oaciata boymtd 
which both abilities beoonae indntpondant is furl^ ior sujqportod 
by the scatter diagram (graph 13) <Mbtainod for tho pros<H»t 
study« The diagr^ sn gives the plot which correspoods to 
triangular shape given by Guilford and Hoepfoar (1966)* where 
they say that students low in Z*Q« were low on creativity 
tests and students high in Z«0« scattered over much of the 
whole range on creativity measure* 
Another inportant point brought to light was that tJiough 
the boys and girls were of the same intelligence level (Table 
llt9Z)« the girls UKselled boys significantly (.OS) (Table 24t 
13C)f this loay be because girls are potentially 0K>re creative 
than their nale oomiterparts. 
The iMjor finding l^ds plaosibilitv to the hofpothesis 
tliat Biore teaetors have favoiurable attitudes towards intelli-
9«noe and ttiore are only few who favour creativity (Table 90t 
2TA and Table 31t 3TA) • 
wben ooo^^arisoos were made on Teacher* s Preference scale 
for tlie two gsmipa of teaohers following eooelusions were 
drssm (Teble 9ti3rP)f 
(1) Teeeiier* tmtwoAag int«lli9WMe raaked highly intelligent 
•tadents atneh bigber on Intelliganoe oriented pereooelity 
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oharaetariaties (Tato].o 37i2TP) thtta tm9.chm:» f^ voiwiitg 
ervatlvity ranked th«ir highly er^ativ* studaat* on 
oraativity orianted paraooality diaraeteriatios. 
(2) Zntalllgence orlontad teaohara hava rated higiiXy inta* 
lXig4Mit studanta araati highar than tilgh eiraatlva 
stttdanta. 
(3) Total taachara hava ratad high X.Q. atudanta aignifioantly 
highar than high oreatlva studanta. 
This, G^ bviou8ly« shows that teachers in ganaral have a 
high regard for such charactaristics as discipline^ good grada«« 
hard work* spirit o£ cooperatic»i# ato*# than they hava for salf* 
axprassicm, imaginativenass^ flaxibility of ideas* 
The most apparent intarpratation for this is that our 
educatlcMial institutions and teachers put a premium cm axami-
naticHi-orianted learning, tangible achiev(»nants in class tests* 
rigidity of ti^ et^ lblas and actively discourage o<M}-conformity 
and resoorcafulnesa* and ignore or widermis^a qualities like 
8el£*«i^»r«ssion and iiMigiaativefiass* 
Zn the couraa of data collection the investigator got ample 
Ofiporttaiity to talk to toaehera and find oat their vi«ws 
c«gardlng tha oaeousaganant of divaraa potentialities of 
ehildran. Znteraatiogly oaoitgh the teachers of schools first, 
third and fourth shared the view that children could be nado 
good learners and achieve the best results only through hard 
work,discipline and obedience* quite understandably the students 
of these schools were higlily intelligaot bot not concomitantly 
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ojr««tiva« This 8trMigth«ii« Torffa»e«*8 U96S) viotf that pmopXm 
vlll dwells along whataver Unas tiiay find raKraTdlng, 
In contrast to this* tha stiiidants of sehool seeood and 
fifth ware found to be highly eraative. The teachers of these 
schools too lieliavad in discipline esad respect for auttority* 
But the most striking difference lay in th& deKjree of enq^asis 
placed upon the encouragement of the diverse abilities of 
students like dancing* painting* social«>%N»ck# debates and other 
cosqpetitions. Ones iii^ c»ressic»i of these schools was that of a 
disciplined but friendly and relaxed atmosphere. Particularly 
noticeable was the freedom of access to the libraries and the 
extent to %rhich children %i«»rked in them without supervision. 
with the result* these two schools psovided an "open atnosphere". 
Their examination results are eqtaally good as the three schools 
HMsntioned sJxrve and they always won more prisses in inter-school 
oonpeti tions • 
Xt can be thus conducted that different institutions have 
vastly diffaraat oriaotations towards leamingi and thsorafttra 
iodividoAl in some laaming sitaations are taught in su<^ a wsiy 
that they gat opportunity for salf-aiQjrassioni while in other 
situations thoy w ^ tsu^t authoritatively and ssqphasis is 
placed on oonfoxnity and behavioural norma. 
There is a gonaral pcaounption that * informal' or 
*progrosaivo* schools provido an atsiospham oon^toive to the 
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dovalopmwat of dlversa pot^otlalitlea of ehildron aiid thua lay 
the £oui}dAtion for the developaent ana actualization of creative 
potential• Traditional schools hava didactic anu authoritarian 
ori«»tation» Sone firm evidence is provided by Haddon*s (1968) 
study tfho found 11 year old saglish children to be significantly 
superior in creative abilities when taught in progressive schools, 
l^ orrance's (1964) view is clearly that open atmosphere fosters 
creativity* since on the basis of wide experiaace of creativity 
testing^ he cites approvingly the conntent* "rigid autJfiority 
deprecates ideas offered by pupils." 
All these views lend credibility to the present research 
finding that teachers play an ii^portant part in encouraging or 
discouraging the different potentialities of students. The 
envircMiment most conducive for tiie realiasation of the potcMs-
tialities of ohildreo is that which provides freedom of ea^ression 
as woll as a certain degree of discdpline and respect for 
autlionty* 
roK»al enviroasMnts diffuse and dissipate fleacibility of 
idCMM «nd •el£->«iQMtesiiioa» and the highly informal setting often 
leads to liceatiottMiess. 
On the basis of results fron the present stady# following 
•ugge8ti<M)S oan be madet 
(1) fiducational institutions can tap the diverse potentialitios 
of students effectively only when it strives siflndtaoeously 
2M 
for Vtm dcrvttlopnwnt of int«Xl«ctu«l as waXX a« imagina^ 
tiir« eapaeltiev* 
(2) Thtt aeliool* haire h&wa oi^pliaaisliig raaaoning aOsiJLltles 
whieh though fl£f«etiv<o i s iacMampXettt without being 
9ijq l^«»nentod with the generative qualit ies o£ creative 
thiideing. 
(3) Tim major task in this area i s to design prograBisnes to 
change teachers' attitwite towards tiiose who are creative. 
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TEACHER* S ATTITUDE INVENTOH/ 
1. In s t i t u t i on W<^ '^ "*^  
2 . Teacher 's name \^>^. ^ - ^^"^^^^ 
3 . Age and sex '3cM'* • 
4. Classes taught U -^  • t Lio-a 
5. Subject taught VUw^ ^  
This inventory consists *f eighty statements, there 
are two forms and each has forty statements. It is designed 
to sample various attitudes of teachers about their students. 
There are no desirable sr undesirable attitudes and no riaht 
and wrong answers. What is require*! is your own individual 
response about the statements. Please read each statement 
carefully(and do not discuss with anyone else) before 
deciding about your response. 
Each statement has three columns against it marked 
as yes, no and neutral. 
If you agree then put a tick mark against No, 1 
If you disagree then put a tick mark against No. 2, 
If you are uncertain then put a tick mark against No.3, 
There is no time limit but try to complete in one 
sitting. Please respond to every, statement. 
- 1 
01. Too much discipline in the class blocks the 1. 
initiative of the students. 2. 
3. 
02. It is better to win over the students by friend-1. 
liness than to control them. 2. 
3. 
Yes V ^ 
No 
Neutral 
Yes^ 
No 
Neutral 
03. Gifted students even if they do not get good 
grades need encouragement. 
1, 
2. 
3. 
Yes^ 
No 
Neutral 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07, 
08. 
09. 
10. 
Teachers should always listen to the queries 1. 
and explanations of the students even if they 2. 
appear irrelevant. 3. 
An ideal class atmosphere is that where teaching L 
is a co-operative endeavour by the pupils and 2. 
teachers. 3. 
Factual answers are always better than 
imaginative. 
Pupil who are too confident must be kept in 
their places. 
1, 
2, 
3, 
The teacher whose will is the law of the class 1, 
is the most effective teacher. 2, 
3, 
1. 
2. 
3, 
If students are allowed to express their ideas- 1, 
too aften there can be no proper teaching in 2, 
class, 3. 
Examination is usually an inadequate and faulty 1, 
method of judging pupil's ability and knowledge.2, 
3. 
Yes 
No 
Neutral^ 
Yes 
No 
Neutral 
Yes 
No w 
Neutral 
Yes 
Now-' 
Neutral 
Yes >^  
No 
Neutral 
Yes 
No*-. 
Neutral 
Yes 
Now 
Neutral 
11. 
12. 
13. 
irJ. 
16. 
17. 
Too much imposition of teachers' will inhibits 1, 
the development of students' capacities. 2. 
3. 
Self-confidence of the students must be develop-rl. 
ed at all costs. 2. 
3. 
The most desirable teacher is a guide and 
friend and allows free expression of the 
student's personality in class. 
ness in the class. 
A teacher can control the class only with 
firmness and authority. 
Most desirable students are those who get 
good grades consistently. 
1, 
2, 
3. 
14. Formal discipline is preferable to permissive- 1, 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Pupils should always listen to the explanations 1, 
of their teachers, 2, 
3. 
Yesw-
No 
Neutral 
Yes ^ 
No 
Neutral 
Yes^^ 
No 
Neutral 
Yes 
No -^ 
Neutral 
Yes 
No 
Neutralx 
Yes 
No ^ 
Neutral 
Yes^ 
No 
Neutral 
Page - 2 
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18. Best class environment is that where pupils accept 
teacher's superiority without questioning. 
19. Pupils who are able to find shortcuts for solving 
problems in class should be praised. 
20. Imaginative stories composed by students are more 
significant than the factual stories. 
21, Pupils who show ingenuity in solving problems are 
better than those who follow teacher's advice. 
22, Children's unusual question in the class usually 
stimulate my thinking. 
23, Children who perform class-room activities 
efficiently are the brightest. 
24. Unusual ideas of the students in the class-room 
are a disturbing fa*tor in smooth teaching, 
25. Children's abrupt and sponteaneous comments in the 
class-room are merely an expression of their 
non-seriousness. 
26. If a child challenges established ideas in a debate 
he should better be checked. 
27. An efficient teacher does not allow any imaginative 
thinking in the class. 
28. Bright children are usually dissatisfied with 
class-room activities. 
l.Yes 
2.No^ . 
3.Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. No^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1, 
2, 
3, 
1, 
2, 
Yes 
No 
NeutraJ, 
Yes 
Now 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. No^ 
3. Neutral 
1, Yes 
2, No w 
3, Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. Now^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
29. Original ideas expressed by children can go along 
way to enrich the teaching-learning process. 
30. Chi ldren 's c r i t i c i sm of es tabl ished ideas and norms 
i s an index of t h e i r o r i g ina l i t y and needs 
encouragement. 
3 1 . Chi ldren 's spontaneous comments are more valuable 
than t h e i r prepared answers. 
32 . An ideal teacher i s one who can u t i l i z e c h i l d r e n ' s 
imagination in guiding t h e i r persona l i ty . 
1. Yes yy^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1. Yesw^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes^-^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1. Yesv^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
Students should follow routined procedures in 
solving problems. 
34. I give more marks to a pupil who writes realistic 
stories than those who indulge in a world of 
fantasy. 
35. A firm hand is needed over children who try to 
cope with difficult situations without waiting for 
teacher's P^^H-^--, 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. Now^ 
3. N^ utr.-^ l 
- 3 -
36, I feel annoyed if a child asks unusual questions. 
37. Factual answers are always better than imaginative. 
38. High achievement in class is the surest measure 
of pupil's abilities. 
39, If a teacher gives importance to imaginative 
responses it is always at the expense of subject 
matter. 
40. A close contact with nature is essential for 
developing children's aesthetic abilities. 
41. Children who are sensitive to their environment 
usually develop insights in social problems later 
42. Children who are sensitive to the problems and 
misfortune of their friends possess a rare quality, 
1. Yes 
2. Now-
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. No^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. No^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
w-
1, Yes 
2, No 
3, Neutral 
1. Yes^-
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes ^ ' 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
43. Children's interest in nature is an excuse for 
neglecting their studies. 
44. Children who are too much involved in their 
environment tend to neglect their more important 
duties. 
45. Students who are too engrossed in other people's 
problem can never do justice to their studies. 
46, Imaginative responses of the pupils are more 
essential for the teachers than the factual 
answers. 
47. Children's abilities and potentialities are 
expressed in many ways. 
48. Satisfying imaginative and unusual question is 
far more important than covering the course 
content. 
49. Inquisltiveness among the student is far more 
essential than abedience. 
In student's composition it is the novelty and 
imaginativeness that matters more than formal 
correctness. 
Free self-exprossion needs encouragement while 
teaching fine arts. 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. N o ^ 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes , 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes_^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1. Y e s ^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1, Yes^ 
2, No 
3, Neutral 
1. Yes,_^ 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
1. Yes 
2. No ^ 
3. Neutral 
1. YeSw 
2. No 
3. Neutral 
- 4 
52* A teacher who allows novel ideas and experiment- 1, Yes 
gtion is always stimulating for his/her students. 2. No 
3, Neutral 
V 
53* Disobedient students are a threat to smooth 1. Yes^ 
functioning of the classi 2. No 
3 . Neutral 
54. Chi ldren 's mental development can bo guaranteed 1; Yes 
only if they are taught tes ted ideas . 2. No 
3 , N o a t i a j 
55 . Young minds are confused if a teacher introduces 1. Voc ,^^ 
controvers ia l topics in the c lass 
56. Only a s t r i c t teacher can guide ch i ld ren ' s 
thinking properly, 
57 . To ignore unnecessary questions from the pupil 
i s a good pol icy. 
58 . A lot of resDonsibi l i ty can be developed among 
disobedient chi ldren. 
3 . 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
1 
? . 
s-' . 
»-
• ~ 
N : , : 
N a u t r p i 
YG ? 
NeTcra.". 
Ye;, 
\\0 ^-^ 
VVi\x'lT^~. 
^ e - - ^ " 
N', 
'-Jou ':.Tz 1 
I / 59. I t i s e s sen t i a l to allow •f'^ eodora of tnouqhc Jn 
the i n t e r e s t of riental development of chi ldren , 2 . No 
60. Teaching of controvers ia l issues is e s sen t i a l in 1, Yes^^ 
order to develop c r i t i c a l thinking in chi ldren, 2, No 
Ndcral 
/- llT , 
61. A strict teacher tends to suppress independent 1. Ye3 
thinking among the studentc. 2. A^C ^ -^  
3, Ncu^ iral 
62. Unusual questions by the pupils provide a lively 1 Y?^ ^^ 
challenge to the teacher. 2. lo 
3 . Neutrsi 
63 . Obedience in class i s b e t t e r than i n q u i s i t i v e n e s s . i . Yjs 
'2 . N o ^ 
3 . Neu'crjl 
64. Correct composition of students should be given i. Yes 
more credits than incorrect or imaginative 2. Nov--
responses. 3. Heutr~,j 
65. A teacher who permits firee expression of novel 1= Yrs 
ideas in the class cannot fulfil course 2. No^^ 
requirements, 3. Neutral 
66. Pupils who have an expressed desire to know many 1. YCG__^ 
things should be given full freedom to explore, 2. No 
3. Neutral 
, It is essential to provide facilities for 1. Yes,,^' 
extensive reading for children to help develop 2. No 
their thinking. 3. Neutral 
^68, A library is essentially a place for exploring 1. ,Yesv^  
all kinds of ideas and information. 2. No 
3. Neutral 
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m lA SUPPLEMEl^ARY INFCRMATION SHEET 
Name of s t uden t 
B i r t h p l a c e of F a t h e r : Date of Birth_^2d..^t^ .«si^ 
iMonth Year 
Birthplace of Mother; ^<h/i^A^'*i^Z^ Date of Birth ><:^t^ . 3 ^ 
Month "V e 
Age of parents when married: Father 34/ Mother ^^ 
With whan is the student now living?(Check one) 
V^'/ iVotfrer and" father ( / Fatfter only 
) Mother and Stepfather 
) Father and Stepmother 
) Mother only 
) Divorce of r^ arents 
) Legal separation 
) Foster Parents 
) Relatives 
) Other (s-oecify) 
) Death of one narent 
) Other (specify) 
Number of children in the family pifvCA- . 
>mat is the birth order Qf the student in the family?(Check one) 
( ) Only child 
( ) Oldest child 
( ) Youngest child 
(r ) Has both older and younger brothers aae^r sistera 
Father's Occupation: (Please be snecific, e.g. Associate profes 
of Mathematics; retail store pro-nrietor; lathe operator; salesmsr 
of commercial insurance, etc.) A ^^ ^  
Mother's ^cupation: (If employed outside of hone, please give 
job description and number of hours per week) '^^^^w, J^ -. 
Father's occupation at time of student's birth: (2^^^ 6-tJk*^ 
Education of parents: 
7 FATHER: ^^^ . ('E^) ^^t<^. (X^Oui^) 
C MOTHER: ^ 4c^. ^  4iC^ ( U J U ^ I / ^ ^ 
How many times has the student had to change schools because 
family moved its place of residence? 
Has the pupil expressed interest in a particular career? Yes ^ ; 
^ • - N O 
I f y e s , s p e c i f y : J^-^LdC^^t^^ ^ £ ^ . Q^yt/\/iMMOat 
m your o b s e r v a t i o n , how good a cho ice do you t h i n k t h i s i s 
him? 
(^ Very good choice ( ) Moderately poor choice 
( ) Good choice ( ) poor choice 
terms of your present knowledge of your child's aptitudes 
interests, what caree^ - lines would you think appropriate 
' Im? 
